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Abstract
Background Green space stimulates citizens to experience a place as meaningful and is found to be
beneficial for their health. The meanings people attribute to a place, their sense of place, are stronger when
citizens actively participate. However, access to green space is unequally distributed, whereby citizens with
a lower socioeconomic status (SES) are more disadvantaged. Lower SES neighbourhoods have a lower
presence and quality of green space, which makes it less likely for citizens to benefit from the positive
effects participation in green space can have for their sense of place and health. This study focuses on Green
Citizen Initiatives (GCIs) with a connection to lower SES citizens. GCIs are citizen-initiated and managed
green spaces, such as community gardens, in which citizens collectively participate. Both the active
participation of citizens and the contact with green space has the potential to stimulate sense of place and
improve health. However, sense of place amongst participants of GCIs has not been investigated before,
and the sparse research done in comparable settings focused on single places. Therefore, the current
research interest was investigating sense of place across different GCIs. This study was conducted in
collaboration with the PARTIGAN project, which stands for ‘Participatory Greening of Arnhem and
Nijmegen’. Ten GCIs from Arnhem and Nijmegen were included.

Aim The aim of this study was to investigate the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen
Initiatives in Arnhem and Nijmegen. The strength of GCI participants’ sense of place was examined, and the
experiences of GCI participants’ sense of place were explored.

Methods A mixed methods study was performed, with quantitative and qualitative methods.
Questionnaires were distributed and semi-structured interviews were conducted among participants of ten
different GCIs. In total, 130 questionnaires were completed and 38 interviews were conducted. Additional
information about the initiatives, such as pictures and general information, were collected during fieldwork.
Questionnaire data was analysed by performing a descriptive and inferential analysis in SPSS. Interviews
were coded and thematically analysed and described based on the sense of place framework, with the use
of Atlas.ti. To examine GCI participants’ sense of place, the data were integrated.

Results Sense of place amongst GCI participants was found to be relatively strong across different
initiatives. This strength was influenced by length of involvement in the initiative, the frequency and
intensity of meaningful experiences and sense of security. Participants considered the places of the GCIs to
be meaningful in various ways. The natural element of the place, the positive feelings participation brings
and enjoying social contact are valuable aspects of GCIs. Participants can be themselves, they see their
identity reflected in the place and regard the GCI as a learning environment. Additionally, the GCIs facilitate
participants to do what they like doing and enable them to be part of society. Meaning in the initiatives is
found by participants with respect to place attachment, place identity and place dependence. GCIs are also
placed in a broader context and have meaning for the neighbourhood and society. Aside from sense of
place, practical considerations regarding participation in GCIs were also deemed important.

Conclusion Despite the fact that sense of place is highly personal and context dependent, the results of
this study suggest that involvement in GCIs tends to provide positive meaning and a valuable asset in
participants’ quality of life. Further research is needed to study how quality of life and sense of place
interact, and how GCIs can extend their reach to citizens with a lower SES.

Keywords green citizen initiatives – sense of place – place attachment – place identity – place dependence
– meaning – active citizen participation
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Urbanisation and accompanied environmental, social and health challenges
Life in cities has received increasing attention in research and broader society. This is because in the
world that we are currently living, more than half of people globally live in urban areas, and this
number is expected to increase further in the future (Krefis et al., 2018). The same is true for the
Netherlands, where the urbanisation rate is 92% and where the Dutch urban population continues to
expand (World Bank, 2021).
Rapid urban development carries several environmental and social challenges that pose
threats to public health. Due to cities’ high population and infrastructure densities, there are higher
levels of air pollution, noise, waste problems and urban heat islands (Van den Bosch & Nieuwenhuijsen,
2017; Vardoulakis & Kinney, 2019). Furthermore, in the face of climate change the aforementioned
problems and other risks associated with rising temperatures and extreme weather events (e.g. heat
waves, floods, storms) are likely to become more prevalently and acutely felt in cities (Kumar, 2021).
Exposure to these environmental risk factors has been associated with increased morbidity and
mortality, from both communicable and non-communicable diseases, such respiratory infections,
auto-immune diseases, cardiovascular diseases and cancer (Flies et al., 2019; Prüss-Ustün et al., 2016).
Besides, research has shown that mental illnesses and unhealthy lifestyles, including smoking, drinking
alcohol and physical inactivity, are more prevalent in cities (Okkels et al., 2018; Van den Bosch &
Nieuwenhuijsen, 2017). Urban social problems like poverty, criminality, lack of affordable housing and
discrimination, are also found to contribute to these adverse health effects (Gaffikin et al., 2019; Van
den Bosch & Nieuwenhuijsen, 2017).

1.1.2 The relationship between urban residents and their surrounding environment
Research has shown that the quality of urban life and the health of urban residents partly depend on
the way they relate to the environment around them (Corcoran, 2010). Developing a positive
relationship with one’s local area is found to be beneficial. It has been associated with many health
benefits and positive community participation outcomes.
When people feel positively connected with the environment close to them, their physical and
mental health is better, they have more rewarding social relationships and they report greater
satisfaction with their physical environment (Tartaglia, 2012). In contrast, higher stress levels and more
health problems are reported by people who have not developed a positive connection to their
surrounding environment (Anton & Lawrence, 2014).
Next to benefits for individuals’ quality of life, feelings of attachment to people’s local area are
linked with greater social and political involvement in their communities. In communities with many
highly attached people, it is found to be more likely that they work together to achieve a desired
outcome, such as protecting the environment and taking care of the physical and social features that
characterise a place (Anton & Lawrence, 2014).
While positive feelings of connection to one’s local environment have been linked with many
positive outcomes, it can also have a negative side effect. That is, attachment to a place can lead to
inter-group conflicts when new people who are different (e.g. culturally) from the majority come to a
6

place with a high proportion of highly attached people. The already established people in a place could
perceive the new people as threatening to their way of life and to the physical and social characteristics
of the area to which they feel connected. This could result into negative behaviours from the people
who have been in the place for a longer time towards the new people, for example through acts of
exclusion (Anton & Lawrence, 2014; Mattijssen, 2019).
The type and quality of the relationship between people and their surrounding environment
is shaped through a complex interaction between characteristics of the physical setting, the social
context and the individual (Kyle & Chick, 2007). That means that the creation of a connection and the
strength of that connection between people and the places where they find themselves in depends on
how the physical environment (e.g. type of buildings, availability of green space, presence of
amenities) and the social environment (e.g. social cohesion, social support, safety) look like and the
individual experiences thereof (Gidlow et al., 2010). The development of connections between people
and places forms the foundation of what is called a sense of place. As such, sense of place encapsulates
the many different ways in which people form connections with the environments they are in (Ellery
& Ellery, 2019). Generally, sense of place can be described as the totality of meanings that people
attribute to a place (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001). The experiences that people have within a place,
taking into account their physical and social characteristics, make that a place gets imbued with
meaning. This can bring about a close connection between people and places (Masterson et al., 2017).

1.1.3 Active citizen participation in the urban environment
An urban environment can be meaningful as a place where many people live, work and recreate. Aside
from this, many more actions and activities can take place on a more local scale in urban
neighbourhoods. Over the last couple of years, citizens have more and more taken up a leading role in
organising activities or doing local work in their neighbourhood or nearby environment. In the
Netherlands, the number of people that are involved in their local area through active citizen
participation has increased considerably (Rijksoverheid, 2019). Active citizen participation is here
defined as the active, voluntary, involvement and commitment of citizens in activities to improve the
quality of life in the local environment surrounding them (Ohmer, 2007; Rijksoverheid, 2019). These
can be all kinds of different activities, for example organising litter-clearing campaigns, hosting
neighbourhood barbecues, helping to maintain green spaces or participating in municipal dialogue
about budgets and policy (Rijksoverheid, 2019).
Active citizen participation is found to be beneficial for the neighbourhood or local
environment in general and for the people that participate (Ohmer, 2007). First of all, the local area as
a whole profits from the activities and initiatives that are taken, as they are found to improve the
liveability of neighbourhoods. For instance, the outlook of a neighbourhood can be(come) more
attractive when there have been clean-up activities or when vibrant social meeting places were
created. Moreover, active citizen participation can bring about a stronger bond between people and
their local environment and between people amongst each other (Ellery & Ellery, 2019; Ohmer, 2007).
Citizens who participate in local initiatives and activities can come to experience several benefits
because of their participation, such as better social contacts, more sense of responsibility, a boost to
their self-esteem and a greater sense of place, amongst many other potential benefits for people’s
quality of life (Ellery & Ellery, 2019; Ohmer, 2007).
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1.1.4 Participation in Green Citizen Initiatives
As mentioned before, there are many different ways in which people can engage in active citizen
participation. One possible way is participation in Green Citizen Initiatives (GCIs). These initiatives take
place within green space in local neighbourhoods, and can be described as ‘’initiatives in which
enthusiastic, committed and often well-informed citizens act to protect and manage green spaces of
value to them’’ (Mattijssen et al., 2015, p. 13). GCIs are bottom-up initiatives that are collectively
managed by citizens (Derkzen et al., 2017). The number of GCIs in the Netherlands has been growing
a lot during the past years. According to Mattijssen (2019), there are many hundreds or maybe even
thousands of GCIs active in the Netherlands.
Various types of GCIs exist that have different objectives, strategies and means. Examples are
GCIs concerned with the creation of a natural playground for children, the protection of particular
animal species or the maintenance of a neighbourhood garden (Mattijssen et al., 2015). The type of
activities people perform to participate in GCIs can also vary substantially. These can entail more
managerial tasks such as planning and organising, but also more executive tasks such as planting seeds
or harvesting vegetables. This study is specifically focussed on GCIs in which local citizens manage
urban green space in their near environment, for example in community gardens or on urban
agricultural plots (Mattijssen et al., 2015).

1.1.5 Advantages of Green Citizen Initiatives for residents’ sense of place and health
The existence of GCIs in urban neighbourhoods and participation of citizens therein can go along with
advantages in relation to sense of place and health. Just as active citizen participation in general can
be of positive influence on people’s sense of place and health, GCIs as a specific form of active citizen
participation can be that too. As such, participation in GCIs can, for example, lead to stronger feelings
of self-worth, better social contacts, stronger feelings of attachment to the place and a greater social
cohesion (Mattijssen et al., 2015; Ohmer, 2007). But aside from the positive influence of being actively
involved in activities in the local environment, GCIs hold another feature which is shown to strengthen
the sense of place and health of participants, namely the presence of green.
Although there are many factors that stimulate the development of a sense of place in a
positive manner, the presence of green space is one of the strongest predictors of sense of place
(Lewicka, 2011). Evidence suggests that the availability of green space in urban neighbourhoods makes
people feel more connected to the place, and that the place is experienced as more meaningful (Dennis
& James, 2016). This is especially because urban green spaces, like GCI settings, facilitate social
interaction between people. They offer a place for people to meet with others and develop social ties,
which in turn is found to positively affect sense of place (Dennis & James, 2016). The presence of green
in urban neighbourhoods has the potential to increase social cohesion and stimulate connections
between citizens, particularly when this involves active participation in green, which is the case in GCIs
(Maas et al., 2009; Mattijssen et al., 2015).
Besides the advantages of GCIs’ green characteristic for participants’ sense of place and social
relationships within the place, it also contributes to a better health and quality of life for people in
other aspects. According to ample research that is done in this field (e.g. De Vries et al., 2003; Hartig
et al., 2014, Lee & Maheswaran, 2011; Van den Berg et al., 2015; World Health Organization [WHO],
2016), exposure to green is associated with reduced mental distress, more positive emotions and
higher levels of physical activity. Moreover, green spaces such as community gardens or urban
agricultural plots, which are examples of GCIs, offer opportunities for people to grow food. This is
8

found to increase the likelihood of a healthier diet of citizens (Bailey & Kingsley, 2020). Thereby, the
potential of green can help in reducing the risk of many chronic diseases, and several other problems
associated with urbanisation mentioned in the first paragraph of this introduction.

1.1.6 The potential of Green Citizen Initiatives in lower SES neighbourhoods
It is widely acknowledged that participation in green space is important for many reasons related to
health and quality of life in cities (Lee & Maheswaran, 2011; Mattijssen, 2015). However, the
availability of green space is not equally distributed within the urban environment. De Vries et al.
(2020) have shown that the quantity, quality and use of green space in Dutch neighbourhoods differs
by socioeconomic status (SES). They demonstrated that lower SES neighbourhoods have a lower
presence and quality of green space in comparison with higher SES neighbourhoods. This makes it less
likely for citizens with a lower SES to come into contact with green space and being able to participate
in it (De Vries et al., 2020; Derkzen et al., 2017). Consequently, their chances to benefit from the
positive effects that green space can have on people’s sense of place and health are diminished. This
is of particular concern, since people with a lower SES suffer from more health problems and generally
have a lower quality of life in the Netherlands than those with a higher SES (Denktaş & Burdorf, 2016;
Pharos, 2021).
The setting up of GCIs in lower SES neighbourhoods has the potential for citizens to increase
their contact with green space, and thereby their ability to benefit from it. When local citizens actively
take part in the initiation, management and maintenance of the GCI, they can become bound to it and
increase their likelihood to experience the positive effects on their sense of place and health (Dunlap
et al., 2013). Following the importance of GCIs for citizens with a lower SES, this study specifically
focuses the attention on the GCIs which are located in lower SES neighbourhoods.

1.1.7 The PARTIGAN project: Participation in Green in Arnhem and Nijmegen
The GCIs that are central in the current study are located in the Dutch cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen.
This study is conducted as part of a larger research project about citizen participation in green and
health, called PARTIGAN. PARTIGAN stands for Participatory Greening of Arnhem and Nijmegen, and
is a four-year project (PARTIGAN, n.d.). It is executed by a consortium of research institutes
(Wageningen University, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Radboud University), nature, landscape and
societal organisations, the cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen, Green Citizen Initiatives and citizens with a
lower SES. The overall aim of PARTIGAN project is to examine how greening the living environment can
stimulate contact with and use of urban green space, especially by more vulnerable citizens, and
thereby improve their health and at the same time reduce socioeconomic health inequalities
(PARTIGAN, n.d.). The current study specifically fits within Work Package 2 of the project, which entails
the sharing and analysing of experiences of GCIs in Arnhem and Nijmegen on greening their
neighbourhood. It aims to add knowledge to the PARTIGAN project by specifically investigating the
sense of place amongst participants of GCIs in order to find out what it is about these places that makes
them meaningful.
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1.2 Problem statement
Previous research about green space and sense of place has emphasized how the availability and
quality of green and the social interactions it facilitates have an influence on the creation of a
connection between citizens and their close environment and how it affects their health (McCunn &
Gifford, 2014; Eyles & Williams, 2008). Considering the close environment of citizens, earlier research
on sense of place has predominantly focused on residential settings, more specifically the
neighbourhoods where people reside (Lewicka, 2011; Manzo, 2008). Although there are some studies
that investigated sense of place in settings such as community gardens (Kieft & Hassink, 2004; Ong et
al., 2019), urban allotment gardens (Noori et al., 2016) and urban agricultural plots (Dunlap et al.,
2013), there is no research that has explored sense of place of participants in the context of GCIs. How
participants experience sense of place and what the strength is of their sense of place regarding the
GCIs in which they are involved is not known. Furthermore, it is recognized in the literature that there
is a need to move beyond small-scale qualitative studies localised to single settings (Kingsley et al.,
2019). As this study investigates sense of place across different GCIs located in different parts of two
cities, it addresses this need. Lastly, this study aims to incorporate specifically citizens with a lower SES
and find out what the GCIs in which they participate mean to them. Since Dutch citizens with a lower
SES tend to have a lower quality of life than those with a higher SES, the greatest potential for
increasing their sense of place, health and thereby their quality of life lies among these citizens.

1.3 Research aim and questions
The current research aims to explore the sense of place amongst participants of GCIs in Arnhem and
Nijmegen. Therefore, the following main research question has been formulated:
What is the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen Initiatives in the Dutch cities of
Arnhem and Nijmegen?
In order to investigate this main question, two sub research questions are proposed. The first question
examines the strength of participants’ sense of place of the GCIs in which they are involved. Thereby,
as a sub-sub question, it is investigated which factors influence this strength of GCI participants’ sense
of place. The second question explores how participants experience their sense of place of the GCIs in
which they are involved.
❖ SQ1: What is the strength of participants’ sense of place of the GCIs in which they are involved?
▪ SSQ1: Which factors influence the strength of GCI participants’ sense of place?
❖ SQ2: How do participants experience their sense of place of the GCIs in which they are
involved?
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2. Theoretical framework
In this chapter, theoretical concepts are explained that are relevant to investigate the main research
question ‘What is the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen Initiatives in the Dutch cities
of Arnhem and Nijmegen?’. First, there is described what Green Citizen Initiatives are. Thereafter,
sense of place is elaborated upon by giving more clearance on its definition and forming, applicability,
multidimensional nature of the concept, factors influencing sense of place and on how it can be
measured. Then the role of sense of place in health research is described. And lastly, there is explained
how sense of place is applied within the current research, followed by a conceptual model.

2.1 Green Citizen Initiatives
2.1.1 Actors and organisation
Following the definition by Mattijssen et al. (2015), Green Citizen Initiatives (GCIs) are ‘’initiatives in
which enthusiastic, committed and often well-informed citizens act to protect and manage green
spaces of value to them’’. A key characteristic of GCIs is that they are initiated from the bottom and
collectively governed by citizens (Derkzen et al., 2017). As such, citizens are the most important actor
in the initiation, management and maintenance of the initiatives. In practice, this means that there are
citizens who take the initiative to start a GCI, and once the GCI is realised other citizens can participate
through volunteering in the initiative. In order to realise and maintain a GCI, there are many resources
required to do so. Think of financial resources, other material resources such as gardening tools and
immaterial resources like expertise on green management or financial procedures for example. As
citizens are generally not able to acquire the necessary resources all by themselves, there is often a
certain dependence on support from the municipality, sponsorship and/or donations. For instance, the
municipality may lend out a piece of land or provide subsidies to GCIs (Mattijssen et al., 2015).

2.1.2 Neighbourhood green space
In the Netherlands, a variety of GCIs exists. They have a range of different visions, objectives and ways
of work. Some GCIs function around the aim to conserve nature and protect its ecological value, for
instance by creating and maintaining green space where endangered species can thrive. Other GCIs
have a more political focus, and try to influence policy related to green space through demonstrations
or protests. Lastly, there are GCIs where the enjoyment and experience of nature through the use of
green space is central, for instance by yielding self-sowed vegetables in a neighbourhood garden
(Mattijssen et al., 2015).
It is this last kind of GCI that requires further consideration for this study. More specifically,
the current research and the PARTIGAN project focuses on what Mattijssen et al. (2015) called
‘’neighbourhood green space’’. Here, local residents manage urban green space in their near
surroundings. Examples of such urban green spaces are a community garden, a small urban agricultural
plot or even a piece of street green. The size of these green spaces can range from smaller than 0.1 up
to 3.0 hectares, depending on the amount of space available (Mattijssen et al., 2015). This type of GCI
generally focuses on beautifying the living environment and strengthening the social cohesion in the
neighbourhood. So, next to green objectives, neighbourhood green spaces stress social objectives as
well. Many of the GCIs participating in this research also have an explicit social function, such as
offering a place for people where they can meet and interact with others.
Although it is recognized that there are various types of GCIs, the abbreviation ‘GCI’ is solely
used in this thesis to refer to the green citizen initiative type of ‘’neighbourhood green space’’.
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2.2 Sense of place
2.2.1 Definition and forming of sense of place
In this study, sense of place is used as a framework to guide the examination of meanings that
participants attribute to the GCIs they are involved in. Generally, sense of place can be defined as the
total set of meanings ascribed to a physical setting by an individual or group of people (Jorgensen &
Stedman, 2001). Meanings can encompass beliefs, perceptions, values, emotions and behavioural
commitments concerning a particular place. These are found to arise out of an ongoing interaction
between humans, the physical setting itself and the social context embedded within that physical
setting (Kyle & Chick, 2007). This means that sense of place is formed through accumulated
experiences with a particular place, either individually or shared with others (Masterson et al., 2017).
As stated by Shamai (1991), there is a need for deep experience of a place, and preferably involvement
in a place, in order to create a sense of place. This is well in line with the idea of participation in GCIs,
as it entails active involvement within a specific setting.
The notion that sense of place is socially constructed, in that the meanings that people assign
to a place are primarily based upon shared behaviours and social relationships with people in a place,
is highly stressed within sense of place research (Stedman, 2003). For example, this is illustrated by
Eisenhauer et al. (2000) who stated that ‘’in essence, people confer meaning on the environment in
ways that reflect their social and cultural experiences’’ (p. 422). Additionally, Altman and Low (1992)
suggested that ‘’it is to those social relationships, not just the place qua place, to which people are
attached’’ (p. 7). Although the social nature of meanings plays an important role in sense of place, the
importance of the physical environment is also increasingly recognized (Stedman, 2003; Eyles &
Williams, 2008). In this respect, the appreciation of physical features of a place, such as colour or type
of vegetation, is the source where meanings come from. Moreover, the physical environment can, by
virtue of certain characteristics, enable experiences or behaviours which in turn shape meanings
(Stedman, 2003). For instance, the physical setting of a community garden may have the characteristic
of fertile soil which enables people to plants seeds and see crops growing. These could subsequently
be the experiences that provide meaning to people. Whether or not these experiences are shared with
others, the physical setting sets bounds and gives form to the construction of meanings. Thus, it is not
only the social part that contributes to the forming of sense of place but essentially the weaving
together of the physical environment, human experiences and the social processes with them
(Stedman, 2003).

2.2.2 Applicability and plurality of concepts
Sense of place is a concept that has been well-established across a wide range of scientific disciplines,
including environmental psychology, sociology, geography, urban studies, and many other branches
within the social sciences (Lewicka, 2011). It is a multidimensional and complex concept used to
characterize the relationship or connection between people and places. In the many studies that have
investigated human-place relationships, various concepts related to sense of place have been used.
These include place attachment, place identity, place dependence, place satisfaction, place bonding,
rootedness and belonging, among others (Eyles & Williams, 2008; Fleury-Bahi et al., 2017; Lewicka,
2011). The difference and link between these concepts is not always clear, but it is argued that sense
of place as a concept includes all the other terms and thereby forms an overarching and holistic
concept. Sense of place is seen as the most inclusive concept, as it is conducive for considering the
positive as well as the negative aspects of a human-place relationship (Shamai, 1991; Trentelman,
2009). Therefore, sense of place is considered to be the most appropriate concept to use within this
study, as the meanings attributed to GCIs can be explored in the broadest way.
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2.2.3 Multidimensionality: affective, cognitive and behavioural aspects
Within the sense of place literature, it is recognized that subjective meanings which people attribute
to a place incorporate affective, cognitive and behavioural dimensions (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001;
2006). Accordingly, sense of place embodies the feelings, beliefs and behavioural commitments
associated with a particular setting. The three place concepts that most often appear to represent
these affective, cognitive and behavioural dimensions of sense of place are place attachment, place
identity and place dependence, respectively (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006). The deconstruction of the
concept into these three dimensions enables to deepen the understanding of people’s sense of place
(Trentelman, 2009). Furthermore, it can help in investigating and categorizing the meanings people
ascribe to a place. Although each of these dimensions have distinctive characteristics, it should be
noted that considerable overlap among them is found in research, as they remain closely interwoven
with each other (Kyle & Chick, 2007). As with any other theoretical conceptualisation, the complexity
of sense of place in reality is simplified through separating it into specific elements. Sense of place can
best be viewed as a holistic concept, but for the sake of operationalisation of the concept and
organising research findings the three-fold structure of sense of place is further used. In overview,
Jorgensen and Stedman (2001; 2006) propose the following three dimensions that together compose
sense of place:
❖ Place attachment: the feelings toward the place (affective dimension)
❖ Place identity: the beliefs about the relationship between self and place (cognitive dimension)
❖ Place dependence: the behavioural exclusivity of the place in relation to alternatives
(behavioural dimension)
In the following paragraphs, these dimensions are elaborated upon to clarify more in detail what they
entail and how they relate to each other.
Place attachment
Place attachment considers the affective dimension of people’s relationship with a place. It refers to
the emotional bonds or connections that develop between a person or a group and a particular place
(Altman & Low, 1992). Place attachment is most often presumed to be a positive affective bond
between people and specific places. Hence, many scholars emphasize the positive affective
experiences and emotions associated with places. Nevertheless, there are also some who describe
negative feelings that people attach to places (Altman & Low, 1992). But as attachment implies a desire
to maintain closeness to a place, it is usually that positive emotions give rise to this desire (Hidalgo &
Hernandez, 2001).
Altman and Low (1992) considered a wide range of place attachment definitions in the
literature and noted that its affective quality was a consistently defining aspect: ‘’affect, emotion and
feeling are central to the concept’’ (p.4). Yet, they also pointed to others who suggested that place
attachment also includes cognitive and behavioural qualities. As such, Proshansky et al. (1983) argued
that ‘’place attachment involves an interplay of affect and emotions, knowledge and beliefs, and
behaviours and actions in reference to place” (cited from Altman and Low, 1992, p. 5). Thought in
these terms, place attachment can be seen as a synonym of sense of place. There is also considerable
debate within the literature whether place attachment is an overarching concept or an aspect of sense
of place. While recognizing that place attachment shares some characteristics with the general sense
of place concept, it is the dominant affective dimension that specifically offers the focus for place
attachment. So, place attachment within the current research represents the willingness of
participants to maintain closeness to the GCI setting they are involved in, based on emotional content
towards that place.
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Place identity
People construct their identity through the complex and interdependent relationship between
themselves, the physical environment and the social world around them (Nanzer, 2004). Place identity
is specifically concerned with those aspects of someone’s identity that are informed by experiences in
a particular place. Through the conscious and unconscious interaction with a place, people acquire all
sorts of thoughts, memories, understandings and interpretations, among other cognitive qualities, that
guide the way people see themselves in relation to a place. The evaluation of experiences of oneself
within a particular setting results, based on the acquired cognitions, in a collection of values and beliefs
that play a role in the forming of one’s identity (Peng et al., 2020; Proshansky et al., 1983). As such, a
place can become to be considered as an integral part of how people identify themselves. In other
words, a place becomes a partial answer to the question of ‘what does it mean to be me?’.
Place identity tends to develop over time, as the likelihood of the place being incorporated
into one’s identity structure is greater the longer one spends in a particular place (Anton & Lawrence,
2014). According to Nanzer (2004), the strength of place identity is based on the intensity of personal
experiences, memories and level of emotional investment associated with the place as well as the
length of involvement with that place. It is argued that repetitive visitation of a place over time is
needed to allow place identity to evolve, whereas it is possible to develop place attachment after a
single visit to a particular place (Nanzer, 2004). For the purpose of current research, place identity
means to examine in what way the GCI setting has become an integral part of how participants identify
themselves.
Place dependence
Place dependence, as first described by Stokols and Shumaker (1981), is the extent to which people
are dependent on a place to satisfy their needs, achieve their goals or undertake desired activities, as
compared to alternative places. It considers the strength of association between a person and a
specific place, that is the degree of reliance on a place to do the things one wants or has to do. Place
dependence thereby considers the behavioural dimension of sense of place, stressing the desired
behaviours that are facilitated by a particular place. Accordingly, place dependence is determined by
the quality of the specific place in question and the relative quality of comparable alternative places.
The quality of a specific place is about how well certain features or conditions of the place enable
people to reach their goals or undertake activities they prefer. The comparison with alternative places
reflects the evaluation of how suitable the current place is for people’s desired behaviours relative to
other options (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001). When one’s place dependence is high it means that
someone strongly relies on a place to meet their needs, and that this particular place is evaluated
better than alternative settings in facilitating that.
Anton and Lawrence (2014) argued that place dependence tends to precede place identity.
That is, when someone becomes reliant on a place to satisfy their needs, they would want to stay in
that place and so the place can develop into an inherent part of someone’s identity. All in all, within
the context of the current research, place dependence is understood as the degree of reliance of
participants on the GCI setting they are involved in to meet their needs, achieve their goals and
undertake desired behaviours, given an existing range of alternative places.
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2.2.4 Factors influencing sense of place
Sense of place is a dynamic concept, as the meanings that people attribute to a place can vary and
evolve over time. This occurs due to changes of the individual, the social surroundings, the physical
setting and the type of experiences within that setting (Raymond et al., 2017). Research has shown
that the intensity and frequency of experiences with a place are positively associated with sense of
place. Furthermore, sense of place is found to be stronger the more time people have spent in a
particular place, whether that concerns length of residence, length of involvement or length of visit.
The more often people have come to a place, so the frequency of their involvement or visit is also
found to have a positive relationship with sense of place (Lewicka, 2011).
A literature review by Lewicka (2011) demonstrated that the strength and type of sense of
place is influenced by factors which can roughly be grouped in three categories: sociodemographic,
social and physical-environmental. The socio-demographic factors that are found to consistently
predict sense of place are home ownership and, as stated before, residence or visit length. Other
factors within this category, such as educational level, age and socioeconomic status (SES) show
inconsistent patterns of relationship with sense of place, sometimes negative and sometimes positive.
The social factors that significantly influence sense of place positively are strength of community ties,
social cohesion and sense of security. It is found that involvement in informal social activities in the
local area and the development of close community ties can make a place more meaningful (Lewicka,
2011). Lastly, factors from the physical environment, such as level of upkeep, presence of amenities
and presence of green, are found to be positively influencing sense of place. On the other hand, sense
of place was found to be negatively influenced by greater community size and density of buildings.
These physical factors affect sense of place both directly and indirectly through facilitating social
contacts (Lewicka, 2011).
Interesting to note is that physical factors have been found to influence sense of place more
strongly among people with a higher SES, whereas the strength of social ties is more important among
people with a lower SES (Lewicka, 2011). As the current study is conducted in lower SES
neighbourhoods, it is interesting to be aware of this and examine whether social ties are specifically
stressed in participant’s experienced sense of place.

2.2.5 The measurement of sense of place
Literature demonstrates that sense of place can be measured by quantitative as well as qualitative
research methods, or a combination of both (Masterson et al., 2017). The type of method used to
study sense of place determines and influences what it is that one can come to know about people’s
sense of place.
Quantitative measures, for example in the form of scale questionnaires, can examine the
subjective importance and strength of feelings, beliefs and behaviours associated with a place. For
example, the Sense of Place Scale developed by Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) proposes four
statements per dimension (i.e. place attachment, place identity, place dependence) and through
indicating on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’, the overall sense
of place of respondents can be assessed. Measuring sense of place by using such a scale enables
researchers to grasp the intensity of sense of place in a standardized way.
Qualitative measures are needed to go beyond just the significance of places, and discover
what places mean to people. By conducting in-depth interviews for example, one can gain insight into
the lived experiences of people in a place and identify what type of feelings, beliefs and behaviours
inform the meanings they attribute to a place (Lewicka, 2011).
This study is interested in a broad exploration of participants’ sense of place regarding the GCIs
they are involved in. As such, both the strength of sense of place amongst participants and the richness
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of experiences and understandings that make their sense of place of the GCIs are of interest in this
study. Therefore, a mixed methods research approach was applied, about which further details can be
found in the methods chapter.

2.3 Sense of place in health research
The concept of sense of place has recently been incorporated into health research, more specifically
in place-based health research. As stated in the introduction, having a stronger sense of place has been
associated with several positive health outcomes, such as better physical health and lower levels of
stress (Anton & Lawrence, 2014). Besides, evidence suggests that sense of place contributes to
community-level pathways that positively influence health, such as higher levels of social involvement
in the local environment which can lead to the enhancement of social cohesion (Anton & Lawrence,
2014; Eyles & Williams, 2008).
Investigating people’s relationship to places and the meanings they attribute to them is
recognized to be important in order to better understand the contribution of place to people’s health
and quality of life. Sense of place may be seen as a key construct in place-based health research as it
connects the area-based variables ‘out there in place’ and the internal processes in individuals (Eyles
& Williams, 2008). Studies conducted on health and the meaning of place have emphasized the role of
sense of place in health, acknowledging sense of place as central to positive health experiences. Health
research that takes into account place as a determinant of health may improve the understanding of
both people’s health and place. Consequently, this knowledge may be applied to designing solutions
directed at improving health, such as enhancing the health promoting qualities of the places where
people spend their time (Eyles & Williams, 2008).

2.4 Sense of place in the context of the current research
In the current research, the sense of place amongst participants of GCIs is investigated using the three
dimensions of place attachment, place identity and place dependence, as put forward by Jorgensen
and Stedman (2001; 2006). This multidimensional framework of sense of place has appeared to be
strong and valid (Nanzer, 2004). It has been pointed out that understanding the affective, cognitive
and behavioural dimensions of sense of place allows researchers to better explore the complexity of
the concept (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006). Thus, this conceptualization of sense of place is deemed
suitable in this study in order to broadly explore the meanings that participants attribute to the GCIs
they are involved in, and to guide the data analysis and reporting of the results.

2.5 Conceptual model
Figure 1 presents an overview of the theoretical concept of sense of place and its three dimensions
used within this study, and how that relates to the formulated research questions. On the upper side
of the figure, the concept of sense of place is outlined, comprised of its three dimensions of place
attachment, place identity and place dependence, accompanied with short definitions. Below that, it
is presented how the sub-research questions lead to the answering of the main research question.
That is, SQ1 explores the strength of GCI participants’ sense of place, with SSQ1 investigating which
factors influence that strength. SQ2 explores participants’ experiences of their sense of place of the
GCIs in which they are involved. Together, these sub-questions inform the answer to the main research
question ‘What is the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen Initiatives in the Dutch cities
of Arnhem and Nijmegen?’
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Sense of place
the total set of subjective meanings
which an individual or group of
people attributes to a place

Place attachment
the willingness of people to
maintain closeness to a place,
based on the affective bond or
connection between them and the
place

Place identity
the consideration of a place as an
integral part of how people
identify themselves

SQ1: What is the strength of
participants’ sense of place of the
GCIs in which they are involved?

Place dependence
the extent to which people are
dependent on a place to meet their
needs, achieve their goals and
undertake desired behaviours, given
an existing range of alternative places

SQ2: How do participants
experience their sense of place of
the GCIs in which they are involved?

SSQ1: Which factors influence the
strength of GCI participants’
sense of place?

Main RQ: What is the sense of place amongst participants of
Green Citizen Initiatives in the Dutch cities of
Arnhem and Nijmegen?

Figure 1. Overview of theoretical concept sense of place and its dimensions in relation to the research questions
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3. Research context
3.1 Introducing the Green Citizen Initiatives
In this study, ten GCIs located in the cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen were included. Together, these
initiatives make up the research context. By means of observation during fieldwork and consultation
of existing project documentation of PARTIGAN, the information for this chapter was gathered. This
chapter introduces the various GCIs and their characteristics. Pictures are provided to give a visual
impression of how the ten different initiatives look like. First, the locations of the GCIs are depicted on
maps of Arnhem and Nijmegen, see image 1 and image 2. Then, a description per initiative is given.

Arnhem
1. De Buurtakker
2. EcoVredeGaard
3. Stadslandbouw Mooieweg
4. De Vlindertuin

Image 1. Map of Arnhem with the location of 4 GCIs.
Retrieved and adapted from Google Maps.

Nijmegen
5. ARBRES, De Waalgaard
6. Huis van Compassie
7. Hof van Heden
8. De Broederij
9. De Groene Schakel
10. Van Tuin Tot Bord
a. Location De Broederij
b. Location De Schakel
c. Location ‘t Hert
d. Location De Klokketoren
Image 2. Map of Nijmegen with the location of 6 GCIs.
Retrieved and adapted from Google Maps.
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3.1.1 Arnhem
1. De Buurtakker (BA)
Arnhem, neighbourhood garden, middle of the neighbourhood, 800m2, +/- 3 volunteers,
Activating Work
The Buurtakker is situated in the south of Arnhem, in the neighbourhood called ‘Malburgen’. It is a
relatively big space in the middle of the neighbourhood where vegetables, small fruit trees, herbs,
flowers, other plants and a
greenhouse can be found (see
Image 3). The BA is located in a
dense urban area, surrounded by
high and lower residential
buildings. For the most part, people
from Activating Work participate
here, under the supervision of the
coordinator. But there are also
some neighbourhood residents
who help along in the vegetable
garden, and sometimes there are
activities for children organised.
Image 3. De Buurtakker. Picture taken by researcher

2. EcoVredeGaard (EV)
Arnhem, food forest, outskirts of the city, 1 hectare, +/- 5 volunteers, permaculture and education and
experimentation in that are central in their vision to (re-)connect humans to nature
EcoVredeGaard is a food forest in development, which is located in Park Lingezegen in the outskirts of
Arnhem. With a small and changing group of volunteers, including a few people with distance to the
labour market, interns or people who help along as a daytime activity, they work there to bring about
a multifunctional food forest which is beneficial for the biodiversity and the health of nature and
people. Central in the work they do are the principles of permaculture and local nature restoration.
That is also why the land is not
intensely cultivated, but nature is left
alone to a great extent (see Image 4).
At EV, there can be found fruit and nut
trees, plants, flowers, a pond and some
chickens walking around. Furthermore,
there is an area which is used for
experimental and innovative ideas.
Besides working in the food forest,
education (in the form of workshops or
tours) is also a main focus so as to raise
ecological awareness. Their ambition
for the future is to set aside a part of
the harvest to make food packages to
Image 4. EcoVredeGaard. Picture derived from
people in need.
https://www.goodfoodclub.nu/aanbieder/ecovrede/
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3. Stadslandbouw Mooieweg (SM)
Arnhem, urban agriculture, edge of the neighbourhood, 1.5 hectares, +/- 100 volunteers,
supplying for the food bank
Stadslandbouw Mooieweg is an initiative of urban agriculture, located in the south of Arnhem in the
neighbourhood ‘Rijkerswoerd’. The urban agricultural plot is situated on a big terrain where
vegetables, fruits, herbs are cultivated on the land or in one of the greenhouses (see Image 5).
Moreover, a wild flower garden and a permaculture garden with a diversity of (edible) plants, trees
and a pond can be found here. Throughout the week, the volunteers at SM work in different groups.
Besides working on the plot, there
are
also
other
activities
organised, such as Open Days,
Self-Harvest
Saturdays
and
educational activities. In between
hard work, there is a break in
which participants can socialize
while enjoying some coffee or
tea. The majority of the harvest
goes to Food Bank Arnhem, which
is a charity that distributes food to
those people who have financial
difficulties to buy (enough) food.
And there is always a small part of
the harvest that volunteers can
Image 5. Stadslandbouw Mooieweg. Picture taken by researcher
bring home.
4. De Vlindertuin (VT)
Arnhem, neighbourhood garden, middle of the neighbourhood, 500 m2, +/- 20 volunteers,
social and green meeting place for neighbourhood residents
The Vlindertuin is a neighbourhood vegetable garden that has been transformed from a former
schoolyard into a lively green spot in the middle of the neighbourhood (see Image 6). It is situated in
the north of Arnhem, in the neighbourhood ‘De Geitenkamp’. In this garden, vegetables, some small
fruit and flowers are grown. A
greenhouse can also be found
here which is used to cultivate
tomatoes and to grow seeds. In
the winter, there are two
moments in the week when
volunteers work in the garden. In
the summer, there are often
more moments when the garden
is open for people to come there.
The VT has a low-key social
character, is welcoming to
everyone who wants to come
along and serves as a meeting
place for local residents.
Image 6. De Vlindertuin. Picture taken by researcher
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3.1.2 Nijmegen
5. ARBRES, De Waalgaard (ARB)
Weurt, food forest, outskirts of the city, 2.7 hectares, +/- 25 volunteers + work experience participants,
growing a nature-inclusive form of agriculture with involvement of local people
ARBRES is an initiative that focuses on the development of food forests in the surroundings of
Nijmegen, including its location De Waalgaard in Weurt (small neighbouring village of Nijmegen).
There, a former pear orchard is in the process of transformation into a food forest, based on the
principles of permaculture. Step by step more pear trees are replaced by diverse fruit trees, vegetables,
herbs, bushes and small fruit plants (see Image 7). On different days in the week, work is done in the
food forest of ARB. This happens by a mixture of volunteers and people with a distance to the labour
market, for whom the food
forest provides a place to gain
work
experience
(Dutch:
‘werkervaringsplek’).
These
work experience participants
learn by working in the food
forest and get the opportunity to
work on projects that suit them,
and if they would like they can
also be educated as food
forester. In this way, people
work together to create a nice
social
and
ecologically
sustainable food forest.
Image 7. ARBRES, De Waalgaard. Picture taken by researcher

6. Huis van Compassie (HvC)
Nijmegen, community centre with a variety of activities, middle of the neighbourhood,
+/- 100 volunteers, compassionate and social meeting place for vulnerable citizens

Image 8. Huis van Compassie. Picture derived from
https://www.huisvancompassienijmegen.nl/2021/04/huisvan-compassie-gaat-verhuizen/

Huis van Compassie is one of the more
broadly oriented GCIs, located in the west
of Nijmegen in a neighbourhood called
‘Het Waterkwartier’. Many different
activities take place here in which
compassion, openness and connection
amongst vulnerable citizens and other
people are important values. Activities
such as having meals together, buddy
projects, discussion groups and language
lessons are organised. Last year, HvC
moved to another building (see Image 8)
and since then a community garden is not
part of one its activities anymore. Perhaps
this will be started again in the future.
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7. Hof van Heden (HvH)
Nijmegen, church garden, middle of the neighbourhood, 800m2, +/- 20 volunteers,
meeting place for local residents and churchgoers and selling harvest after Sunday mass
Hof van Heden is a community garden that can be
found next to the Lourdes church, located in Central
Nijmegen in the neighbourhood ‘St. Anna’. On a
formerly fallow piece of land, there are now
vegetables, herbs and flowers grown and some
permaculture with fruit and nut trees (see Image 9).
The garden also has a greenhouse where tomatoes
are cultivated and seeds are grown. Many of the
volunteers at HvH live close, including in a senior
residential building in the near surroundings. These
senior residents, together with some interested
churchgoers and other local residents participate in
the garden, once or twice a week. On Sundays, after
the mass, part of the harvest is sold. The rest is taken
home by the volunteers. In past years, there were also
meals organised for neighbourhood residents that
were cooked with ingredients from the garden.
However, due to Covid measures this could not
continue the last two years. When possible again,
they would like to take it up.

Image 9. Hof van Heden. Picture derived from
https://www.ru.nl/ftr/ftr-ensamenleving/samenwerkingen-thema/religieuzecultuur/groene-parochiesnederland/inspiratieverhaal/groeneparochies/inspiratieverhaal-hof-heden-nijmegen/

8. De Broederij (BR)
Nijmegen, community centre with garden, middle of the neighbourhood, 300 m2, +/- 20 volunteers,
community and creative activities, Van Tuin Tot Bord
The Broederij is also a more broadly oriented GCI, where besides from the garden also a diversity of
other activities take place. The BR is situated in the west of Nijmegen in the neighbourhood ‘De
Gildekamp’. It is a meeting place for local residents and a creative breeding ground, open for people
of all ages (see Image 10). Activities that take place here are for instance mosaic, singing, drawing and
all sorts of other creative activities or workshops. Furthermore, a neighbourhood soup activity is
hosted every week, where people from the
neighbourhood can enjoy their soup for free.
The BR also welcomes people for daytime
activities. Next to the creative and social
activities, there is a small garden where some
vegetables and herbs grow and where there
are some chickens. The harvest from the
garden is used to cook from in the community
centre, either for their own activities or in
collaboration with Van Tuin Tot Bord (see GCI
number 10 on the next page).
Image 10. De Broederij. Picture taken by researcher
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9. De Groene Schakel (GS)
Nijmegen, city garden, middle
meeting place, Van Tuin Tot Bord

of the

neighbourhood, 500

m2, +/-

30

volunteers,

The Groene Schakel is located between the two neighbourhoods ‘Grootstal’ and ‘Hatertse Hei’ in the
south of Nijmegen. It is a city garden that is situated next to an elderly residence building and
community centre De Schakel. The garden is a place where people can meet, make a little walk and
enjoy the greenery (see Image 11). At the GS, there are different working groups. Of the around 30
volunteers in total, there are
some people who work in the
ornamental garden with flowers,
fruit trees, plants and a pond, and
there are also some who work in
the vegetable garden where
vegetables, herbs and small fruits
are grown. The GS is connected to
the community centre next to it,
where
harvest
from
the
vegetable garden is used to cook
fresh meals in collaboration with
Van Tuin Tot Bord (see GCI
Image 11. De Groene Schakel. Picture taken by researcher
number 10 hereafter).

10. Van Tuin Tot Bord (VTTB)
Nijmegen, community gardens and neighbourhood restaurants, middle of the neighbourhood,
+/- 50 volunteers, growing and preparing food for and by neighbourhood residents
Van Tuin Tot Bord is an initiative that is active in different neighbourhoods throughout Nijmegen. It
has vegetable gardens at different locations and is connected to community centres that serve as
neighbourhood restaurants. VTTB currently has 4 locations: De Broederij, De Schakel, ‘t Hert and in
summertime De Klokketoren. With the organically grown food from the vegetable gardens, there is
cooked a three-course menu every week that is healthy, vegetarian and affordable (see Image 12).
Food is seen as a social binding factor
between
neighbourhood
residents.
Everyone is welcome to participate, whether
that is to volunteer in the vegetable
gardening group, cooking group or by eating
the cooked meals together with other
neighbourhood residents. When the
neighbourhood restaurants are not allowed
to be opened due to prevailing Covid
measures, delicious takeaway meals are
cooked. A nice thing to mention also is that
VTTB was put in the spotlight this year in the
context of ‘Thank you Gelderland’ (Dutch:
Image 12. Van Tuin Tot Bord. Picture derived from
‘Gelderland bedankt’) for their volunteer
https://indebuurt.nl/nijmegen/eten-drinken/van-tuin-totwork in Nijmegen.
bord-nijmegen~142578/
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3.2 Comparing the initiatives across physical factors
The ten GCIs differ in focus and have distinct characteristics that make them unique. For the purpose
of this research, it is however also relevant to compare the initiatives across common characteristics,
namely the presence and size of green space, location and community size. That is because these
physical factors have been identified in the literature by Lewicka (2011) to influence sense of place. In
order to take the potential influence of these physical factors on sense of place into account, the
included GCIs in this study are compared across the presence and size of green space, location and
community size.

3.2.1 Presence and size of green space
The presence and size of green space related to the initiatives differs. In this regard, the GCIs can be
grouped into three categories based on size of green space. The first category makes up initiatives
where a large piece of green space is present, ranging from 1 hectare to 2.7 hectares. GCIs belonging
in this category are EV, SM and ARB. The second category comprises initiatives with 500 m2 to 800 m2,
which are BA, VT, HvH and GS. The third category makes up initiatives with smaller than 500 m2 to no
amount of green space. Belonging to this category are HvC with no presence of green space and BR
with 300 m2 of green space. These initiatives are more broadly oriented where activities besides the
garden take place inside community centres. VTTB as initiative falls in between the second and third
category as the size of green space across its locations differs from medium to smaller.

3.2.2 Location
The location of the different GCIs is compared in terms of the extent of building surrounding the
initiative and the socioeconomic characteristics of the neighbourhoods in which the GCIs are located.
Most initiatives (i.e. BA, VT, HvC, BR, GS, VTTB) are located in the middle of urban lower SES
neighbourhoods surrounded by buildings, either in Arnhem or Nijmegen (Gemeente Arnhem, 2020;
Gemeente Nijmegen, 2021). However, the initiatives HvH and SM are located in considerably higher
SES neighbourhoods, where HvH lies in the middle of an urban area and SM is situated on the edge
with less buildings in the surroundings. Nevertheless, both initiatives are welcoming people across
socioeconomic position. Two other exceptions are the initiatives EV and ARB. Both of these GCIs are
located in the outlying area of the city with little surrounding buildings. EV is located within a newly
developed nature area (Park Lingezege) in the outskirts of Arnhem and ARB is located by a dike in a
neighbouring village of Nijmegen. Both EV and ARB are not located in urban neighbourhoods with
lower SES inhabitants, but they do focus on including lower SES participants.

3.2.3 Community size
The community size of the initiatives, determined by the number of participants, differs substantially
across the ten GCIs. In this respect, the GCIs can be grouped in three categories as well. The first
category includes initiatives with a large base of participants, ranging from 100 to 50 people. The
initiatives SM, HvC and VTTB belong to this category. The second category makes up initiatives with 30
to 20 participants, which five initiatives (i.e. VT, ARB, HvH, BR, GS) fall into. The third category
comprises initiatives with less than ten participants. Belonging to this category are BA with three
participants and EV with approximately five participants.
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4. Methods
This chapter presents the methods that were used within this research. In order to adequately give an
answer to the research questions, there is further elaborated on the research design, study
participants, research instruments, data collection and data analysis of this study.

4.1 Research design
This research investigated the sense of place amongst participants of GCIs in Arnhem and Nijmegen,
using a mixed methods approach with both quantitative and qualitative research methods. The choice
for using a mixed methods approach in the current research was deemed appropriate, because
combining two different methods allows to understand a phenomenon more completely (Ivankova &
Creswell, 2009). More and different kind of information can be gathered through conjoining multiple
methods than by using just one type of method. As there is a minimal amount of previous research
that has examined sense of place in the context of GCIs, a mixed methods approach enables to explore
sense of place in the broadest way. Thereby, quantitative methods were deemed more suitable to
acquire numeric data on the intensity of sense of place and process larger chunks of data in a
standardized way. Qualitative methods were deemed more suitable in capturing thoughts, feelings
and experiences amongst participants of GCIs.
A questionnaire and the subsequent descriptive and inferential analysis were used to examine
the strength of participants’ sense of place of the GCIs in which they are involved (SQ1), and to
investigate which factors influence this strength of GCI participants’ sense of place (SSQ1). Next to
that, semi-structured interviews and associated coding were used to gain greater insight into the
experiences amongst participants of their involvement in GCIs and what that means for their sense of
place (SQ2).
Besides the questionnaire and interviews, field observations were made during multiple onsite visits to the different GCIs. Information about the initiatives were collected through having
conversations with participants and experiencing the environment of the GCIs. Furthermore, existing
project documentation of the PARTIGAN project was consulted. The information from the field
observations and consultation of PARTIGAN research documents was used to write the previous
chapter of the research context.

4.2 Study participants
The research population for this study comprised out of all participants who are involved in the Green
Citizen Initiatives taking part in the PARTIGAN project. The study participants were selected on the
basis of whether participants wanted to and practically could take part in either the questionnaire,
interview or both. For this purpose, coordinators of the GCIs were reached out to, to ask when one or
two of the PARTIGAN researchers could come visit the initiative. Accordingly, an appointment was
made between the researcher(s) and the coordinators of the respective GCI for an agreed moment of
visit. Then, the coordinator of the GCIs could inform its participants that and when the researcher(s)
came to visit the initiative and that there was looked for participants in this study. When the on-site
visits at the initiatives took place, participants of the GCIs were approached to fill in the questionnaire
and were asked whether they were interested to also take part in the interviews. The exact moment
when the interview took place was agreed among the participant and researcher. Eventually, the
interviews were held either during the time of visits by the researcher or at another agreed moment
that suited better.
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4.3 Research instruments
4.3.1 Questionnaire
A questionnaire served to examine the strength of sense of place, and the factors influencing that
strength. The questionnaire used in the current research was developed based on literature on the
measurement of strength of sense of place and the factors found to influence this strength (Jorgensen
& Stedman, 2001; Lewicka, 2011; Nanzer, 2004). The first part of the questionnaire began with general
questions about participants’ involvement. Next, it considered questions aimed to measure the
strength of participants’ sense of place. The second part of the questionnaire contained questions on
the factors influencing sense of place. In its totality, the questionnaire contained eleven questions.
First part of the questionnaire
To start off the questionnaire, the first questions considered characteristics of participants’
involvement and visit of the GCI. Examples of questions are ‘What do you do at the initiative?’ and
‘How long have you been coming here?’. They served to get a general insight into what involvement
for participants entailed, but also addressed factors found to influence sense of place, namely ‘length
of involvement’, ‘frequency of involvement’ and ‘length of visit’. Three questions were used to measure
these factors, respectively: ‘How long have you been coming here?’, ‘How often do you come here?’
and ‘How long do you stay here on average?’. The first two questions are provided with a set of five
answer options and the last question was open-ended, in which respondents could fill in the number
of hours. The question ‘What do you do at the initiative?’ was provided with a set of nineteen answer
options, plus one open-ended option named ‘other’ where respondents could write down activities
they performed at the initiative but were not given in the list of answer options. Examples of answer
options are ‘vegetable gardening (vegetables, herbs, fruit), ‘meeting people, maintain contacts’,
‘eating in the neighbourhood restaurant’ and ‘creative activities’. Respondents could select as many
answers as were applicable to them.
Then, the questionnaire proceeded with questions aimed to measure the strength of sense of
place. For this part, there was turned to Jorgensen and Stedman (2001), who developed a Sense of
Place Scale to measure the strength of sense of place. This scale is composed of three sub-scales, with
each sub-scale representing each of the three dimensions of sense of place, i.e. place attachment,
place identity and place dependence. Per sub-scale there are four questions. These questions are in
the form of statements, which are measured on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from ’strongly disagree’,
‘disagree’, ‘neutral’, ‘agree’ to ‘strongly agree’ (Dutch: ‘helemaal niet mee eens’, ‘niet mee eens’,
‘neutraal’, ‘mee eens’, ‘helemaal mee eens’). This made that the overall strength of sense of place was
measured by twelve statements. All twelve statements were positively worded. This choice was made,
as recent evidence suggests that mixing positive and negative wordings can create confusion among
respondents (Chyung et al., 2018).
In a research by Nanzer (2004), the reliability of this scale with the twelve statements was
tested. Using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (α), which indicates internal consistency of the set of
statements as a sub-scale, the study revealed that the instrument is a reliable tool useful for measuring
sense of place. A Cronbach’s alpha with an α value of 1 would indicate the highest level of reliability.
It is generally accepted that a value higher than α = 0.7 reflects a good internal consistency (Field,
2018). Therefore, with a Cronbach’s alpha of α = 0.870 in the study by Nanzer (2014), the Sense of
Place Scale was considered a strong and internally consistent scale. The reliability of the specific scale
used in this study was also checked by computing Cronbach’s alpha. In this study, the used scale has
been found reliable, with a Cronbach’s alpha for the twelve statements of α = 0.872.
The twelve statements used in Jorgensen and Stedman’s (2001) and Nanzer’s (2004) research
were directed at measuring the sense of place of lakeshore property owners in Wisconsin and residents
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of the state Michigan in the United States, respectively. To make the statements applicable to this
study, they were transformed and adapted to the context of GCIs. Moreover, as this study involved
Dutch participants, statements were translated into Dutch. For example, a statement on place
dependence by Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) was ‘For doing the things that I enjoy most, no other
place can compare to my lake property’. In the questionnaire used in this study, that statement was
transformed into ‘For doing the things that I enjoy most, no other place can compare to the initiative’
(Dutch: ‘Voor de dingen die ik het liefste doe, is er geen andere plek die beter is dan het initiatief’). In
order for respondents across the different GCIs included in this study to have a better understanding
of what was meant with ‘the initiative’, the first question in the questionnaire asked in what specific
GCI the respondent was involved in. Respondents could select the initiative that applied to them, and
were instructed to keep this specific GCI in mind when answering the next questions in which
‘initiative’ was stated.
Second part of the questionnaire
Besides measuring the strength of sense of place, the second part of the questionnaire contained
questions that addressed factors, found in literature, that influence the strength of sense of place. The
following factors, identified in a review by Lewicka (2011) were incorporated: frequency of meaningful
experiences, intensity of meaningful experiences, social ties and sense of security. The factors length of
involvement, frequency of involvement and length of visit were also identified by Lewicka (2011) as
factors influencing sense of place. These factors were already addressed at the beginning of the
questionnaire. The choice for incorporating these mentioned factors in the questionnaire was made,
because these could readily and easily be asked to participants. Factors regarding the physical
environment, which also have an influence on the strength of sense of place, are deemed difficult to
include as questions to participants. For example, factors like community size or presence of green are
more tied to the place of the initiative itself than to its participants. Therefore, such factors relating to
the physical environment of the GCIs were not asked in the questionnaire to participants. Instead,
observation during on-site visits at the GCIs was done and research documentation on the GCIs of the
PARTIGAN project was consulted to gather insight into the physical factors. These insights can be found
in the descriptions and comparison of the included GCIs in this study, in the previous chapter of the
research context. Sociodemographic factors such as income and educational level, which might also
be of influence on the strength of sense of place, were left out the questionnaire because of practical
and ethical reasons.
The factors frequency of meaningful experiences and intensity of meaningful experiences,
social ties and sense of security were measured by statements on a 5-point Likert scale, also ranging
from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. Frequency of meaningful experiences, intensity of
meaningful experiences and sense of security will each be measured by one statement, and social ties
will be measured by four statements. Examples are ‘I feel safe at the initiative’ (sense of security) and
‘I have many contacts with other participants of the initiative’ (social ties). For the complete
questionnaire, see Appendix 1.

4.3.2 Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted to investigate more deeply the underlying meanings and
experiences regarding GCI participants’ sense of place. The semi-structured nature of the interviews
allowed the researcher to cover the topics that needed to be covered but to also leave flexibility for
interviewees to elaborate on things they considered important. To have a clear picture on the key
topics that need to be covered during the interview, an interview guide is useful (Richards, 2009).
The current study made use of the interview guide created by the PARTIGAN project. It has
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been used to get an in-depth understanding of participants’ involvement in the GCIs, and contains
questions about Involvement in the initiative, perception of the initiative, meaning of the initiative on
personal level, meaning of the initiative on neighbourhood level and future involvement (see Appendix
2). Last year, interviews were conducted with this interview guide, and this study is part of the second
round of interviews that took place this year. The additional content of the interview guide for this
years’ interviews was discussed in order to make it suitable for this study, taking into account questions
specifically relating to the three dimensions of sense of place. In this regard, two questions per sense
of place dimension were added to the interview guide, such as: ’What makes that you would like to
come back or stay at this initiative?’ (place attachment), in order to gain a deeper insight into
participants’ experiences of their sense of place. See Appendix 3 for all sense of place questions that
were incorporated into the interview guide.
The interview guide consisted of main questions and follow-up questions. This allowed to start
off broadly and subsequently direct attention on specific aspects of interest, also based on what the
interviewees mentioned. Examples of interview questions are: ‘Why did you become active in the
initiative?’ and ‘What does involvement in the initiative mean to you personally?’. An example of where
a follow-up question was used to make interviewees elaborate more about things they mentioned was
after the main question ‘Are there things you like about your involvement in the initiative that you can’t
find anywhere else?’ with the follow-up question ‘What makes this place unique or special for you?’.

4.4 Data collection
The data collection period of the current study was from the end of October 2021 till the beginning of
January 2022. For both the questionnaire and the semi-structured interviews, participants who were
involved in GCIs in Arnhem and Nijmegen were approached. This was done by the author of the current
study with the support of researchers from the PARTIGAN project and coordinators from the GCIs. In
total, 130 respondents from ten different GCIs completed the questionnaire. Thirty-eight interviews
were conducted among participants of the ten initiatives.

4.4.1 Collection of data from the questionnaire
The questionnaire was distributed in a paper version and a digital version. In this way, the probability
of gathering as much data from many participants across different initiatives as possible was increased.
The paper version of the questionnaire was distributed by the researcher(s) to participants of
the GCIs during on-site visits at the initiatives. Sometimes several participants completed the
questionnaire at the same time, for instance during coffee breaks. Other times the questionnaire was
completed by just one or two participants at a time, so that work at the initiative could continue. Next
to distributing the questionnaire during on-site visits at the initiatives, the option was offered for
respondents to complete the questionnaire at home in case they did not have the time to complete it
at the initiative. The questionnaires that were completed at home were again collected by the
researcher during the next visit at the initiative. Furthermore, at three initiatives (i.e. ARB, BR, GS)
coordinators of the GCIs helped distributing the questionnaires. They distributed questionnaires to
participants on other days than when the researcher(s) visited the initiative. At the next visit to the
initiative, the researcher collected the completed questionnaires. Another option that was given to
participants to complete the questionnaire during on-site visits was via a QR-code. The researcher
brought the QR code and participants could scan the code and fill in the digital version of the
questionnaire on their phone if they preferred.
The digital version of the questionnaire was distributed to participants via the coordinators of
the GCIs. The digitalised questionnaire could be sent out and completed by participants digitally which
enabled them to fill it out in their own time. The coordinators of the GCIs were informed about this
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digital version of the questionnaire and were provided an information message with link and QR code
(see Appendix 4). Coordinators of almost all GCIs (except BA, EV, HvC) helped distributing the
questionnaire digitally, by disseminating the information message in their WhatsApp or Facebook
groups, via email or in their newsletter.
In total, 83 questionnaires were completed on paper and 47 questionnaires were completed
digitally. The contribution of respondents per initiative was: BA: 3, EV: 1, SM: 29, VT: 11, ARB: 12, BR:
11, GS: 13, HvC: 9, HvH: 6, VTTB: 35. Hence, some initiatives are underexposed whereas others are
overexposed, which might influence the external validity of the current study. Yet, taking into account
the small size of participant groups of certain initiatives (e.g. BA with 3 participants) and the greater
representation of initiatives with larger participant groups, this potential limitation of external validity
is decreased. On average, the questionnaire took around five to ten minutes for participants to
complete.
The questionnaire in paper version as well as in digital version was pilot tested during the first
two on-site visits of the researchers (at SM and VT). In general, the questionnaire was perceived as
clear and accessible. After some feedback and practical insights, little adjustments to the questionnaire
were made so that the final version was fully fitting. In this regard, the form of address used in the
questionnaire was changed from the more informal ‘you’ (Dutch: ‘je’) to the more polite ‘you’ (Dutch:
‘u’) and at the question ‘What do you do at the initiative?’ more answer options were added in
accordance with the possible activities participants could perform at the initiatives.
One exception from the way the questionnaire was distributed as described above was at the
initiative VTTB. Here, the researcher did not do on-site visits during working times to distribute the
questionnaires. Instead, the coordinator and staff of VTTB were contacted and they helped distributing
the questionnaire among participant groups at the different locations of VTTB. For the participants
volunteering in either the vegetable gardening group or cooking group, a staff member of VTTB helped
distributing the digital version of the questionnaire, by sending the link and QR code via email and
WhatsApp. For participants in VTTB as restaurant guests, the paper and digital version of the
questionnaire was slightly adjusted to tailor it to the neighbourhood restaurants of VTTB (see Appendix
5 for the VTTB restaurant participant questionnaire). For example, in the sense of place statements
the word ‘initiative’ was replaced by ‘neighbourhood restaurant’ or ‘Van Tuin Tot Bord’. The
coordinator of VTTB helped distributing this digital version of the questionnaire by email. Next to that,
the paper version of this questionnaire was brought to the different VTTB locations by the researcher.
At that time, the restaurants themselves were closed due to prevailing Covid measures, but takeaway
meals were possible. When participants picked up their takeaway meals, they were approached by the
VTTB coordinator and staff to take part in the questionnaire. When interested, participants could take
a questionnaire home, together with the return envelope which was provided to facilitate returns.
The choice for taking part in the questionnaire was completely voluntary and up to the
participants themselves. To make sure that participants knew the aim of the questionnaire and were
aware that their answers are confidentially handled, this was clearly stated on the first page of the
questionnaire.

4.4.2 Collection of data from the semi-structured interviews
The selection of interviewees was made from participants who were involved in different GCIs, in order
to gain insight into sense of place from different perspectives across different settings. In total, thirtyeight interviews were conducted among participants of ten initiatives. The contribution of
interviewees per initiative was: ARB: 4, BR: 2, BA: 2, EV: 1, HvH: 7, HvC: 1, SM: 6, VT: 4, VTTB (including
GS): 11. The proportion of interviewees across the different initiatives is deemed fairly appropriate.
However, some initiatives are underexposed whereas others are overexposed which might affect
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group comparisons and external validity of the current study. Yet, taking into account the small size of
participant groups of certain initiatives (e.g. BA with 3 participants) and the greater representation of
initiatives with larger participant groups, this potential limitation of external validity is decreased.
The interviews were conducted by the writer of the current study and another studentresearcher. The interviews were held in Dutch. Participants of the GCIs were approached to take part
in an interview during on-site visits of the researcher(s) at the GCIs, for example when distributing the
questionnaires. Furthermore, the digital version of the questionnaire enabled participants who took
part in the questionnaire to leave their email address to show their interest to take part in an interview
as well. Via this way, three participants left their email address, were then approached to take part in
an interview and eventually all three of these participants were interviewed. In the end, thirty
interviews were conducted on-site of the GCIs, four at interviewees’ home and four via telephone.
One exception from the way participants were approached to take part in interviews was again
at the initiative VTTB. For the interviews with participants of VTTB the researcher of the current study
collaborated with another student-researcher, who did research into the effects of participation in the
vegetable gardening and cooking groups of VTTB. In this case, staff of VTTB were informed that there
was looked for interviewees for our studies. Subsequently, they approached participants in their
groups by asking who was interested to take part in an interview. Of the ones that were willing to take
part, the staff communicated their telephone numbers to the researcher who was collaborated with.
Among the two researchers there was agreed upon who contacted which participant. By sending a
WhatsApp or SMS message or by calling, participants were asked to confirm their willingness to
participate and to make an appointment of when and where the interview would take place. From the
total of eleven interviews with participants of VTTB, two were conducted by the researcher of the
current study and nine were conducted by the collaborating partner. For conducting the interviews
with participants of VTTB, three extra questions were added to the interview guide used in the current
research at all the other GCIs (see Appendix 6 for the VTTB interview guide).
Interviews lasted between 10 and 65 minutes, with an average of 25 minutes. Taking part in
an interview was completely voluntary. It was made sure that the interviewees knew the aim of the
interview before the start, and were able to think about their willingness to participate. They were told
that they could stop the interview at any moment, without having to give up a reason for that. When
GCI participants agreed to take part in the interview, they had to give informed consent before the
interview was started. For the interviews taking place face-to-face, either on-site or at interviewees’
homes, the interviewees had to sign an informed consent form (see Appendix 7). Interviews via
telephone considered verbal informed consent. The interviews were recorded with the permission of
the interviewees, and they were told that their responses would be processed in a confidential and
anonymous manner. After taking part in the interview, all interviewees received a Tony’s Chocolonely
chocolate bar to thank them for their participation in the interview.
The interviews were verbally transcribed by the researcher of the current study, the researcher
who was collaborated with for VTTB and a student-assistant from Wageningen University.

4.5 Data analysis
This paragraph elaborates on how data from the questionnaire and interviews were analysed and used
to come to an answer to the different sub-questions, which eventually helped answering the main
research question ‘What is the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen Initiatives in the
Dutch cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen?’
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4.5.1 SQ1: What is the strength of participants’ sense of place of the GCIs in which they are
involved?
In order to investigate the strength of GCI participants’ sense of place, data from the questionnaire
was analysed. More specifically, the twelve sense of place statements organised into its three subscales of place attachment, place identity and place dependence, were used. All the twelve statements
were measured on a 5-point Likert scale, with the five answer options from ‘strongly disagree’ to
‘strongly agree’. These answer options were given numerical representations, where ‘strongly
disagree’ equalled 1, ‘disagree’ equalled 2, ‘neutral’ equalled 3, ‘agree’ equalled 4 and ‘strongly agree’
equalled 5. One exception from this was with the question ‘I consider searching another place for my
activities’ (place dependence). Since a positive answer to this question indicates a lower place
dependence, this question was reversely coded, where ‘strongly disagree’ equalled 5, ‘disagree’
equalled 4, ‘neutral’ equalled 3, ‘agree’ equalled 2 and ‘strongly agree’ equalled 1. Giving the answer
options numerical representations allowed to generate scores. The data from the questionnaire was
imported into the statistical programme SPSS, which was used for the analysis of this data.
On each of the three sub-scales, an average score of all participants was generated. The
average was taken from participants’ responses to the four statements on each scale (Warmbrod,
2014). So, place attachment has its average score and place identity and place dependence as well.
Summating the average scores of the three sub-scales and dividing it by three makes up the total sense
of place score. This score reflects the overall strength of participants’ sense of place. The mean and
standard deviation for each statement, sub-scale and the overall scale was calculated. As each
statement can have a maximum value of 5, the average overall sense of place score, made up of twelve
statements, can also maximally have a value of 5. It is the higher the score, the higher participants’
sense of place is.
To get a deeper insight into the sense of place of participants per GCI, the split file grouping
function in SPSS was used. This allows to compare and see differences between the different GCIs.
Here, the mean and standard deviation for each sub-scale and the overall scale will be presented per
GCI. In addition, the split file grouping function was used to compare the sense of place score across
different types of GCI participants (i.e. garden participants, cooking participants, chores participants,
diverse activities participants, work experience participants, interns, coaches, guests).
SSQ1: Which factors influence the strength of GCI participants’ sense of place?
To explore which factors influence the strength of participants’ sense of place, inferential statistics in
SPSS were applied. In this regard, the aim was to test the influence of the factors length of involvement,
frequency of involvement, length of visit, frequency of meaningful experiences, intensity of meaningful
experiences, social ties and sense of security on sense of place, as overall concept and distinguished in
the three dimensions place attachment, place identity and place dependence. First, to see whether, in
what direction and how strongly the variables were associated with each other, a correlation analysis
was performed. Then, to investigate which factors were significantly related to sense of place, a
multiple linear regression analysis was performed. A multiple linear regression analysis allows to
determine the strength of the relationship between independent variables and a dependent variable
(Sweet & Grace-Martin, 2012). In the current research, the aforementioned factors length of
involvement, frequency of involvement, length of visit, frequency of meaningful experiences, intensity
of meaningful experiences, social ties and sense of security were the independent variables. The
dependent variable that was used was sense of place as overall concept, and to analyse sense of place
more deeply, the dimensions place attachment, place identity and place dependence were used as the
dependent variable.
In this analysis, for each independent variable the regression coefficient and its significance
were presented to show how strong the independent variable had an effect on the dependent variable.
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Furthermore, the adjusted R-squared was reported to indicate how much of the variance in sense of
place, or one of its dimensions, could be explained by the independent variables. Descriptive statistics
of the factors influencing sense of place were also presented in the form of bar charts and/or tables
presenting the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum value.

4.5.2 SQ2: How do participants experience their sense of place of the GCIs in which they are
involved?
To find an answer to this sub-question, data was obtained from the semi-structured interviews. For
the analysis of the interviews, a thematic content analysis was performed. Thematic content analysis
is a method for identifying, analysing, organising, describing and reporting themes found within
qualitative data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The thematic content analysis in the current research was
conducted in six steps, derived from Braun and Clarke (2006).
The first step is to familiarize yourself with the data. In this step, the interviews were
transcribed, the transcriptions were read through, and first comments and notes were made.
Transcription was done in a verbatim manner. While doing so, words such as ‘uhm’ or stutters were
omitted, because this can distract from the content. After transcription of the interviews, the first
round of reading and commenting was performed in Microsoft Word. In this process, pieces of text
that related to sense of place, recurring themes that were mentioned by participants and mentioned
aspects that stood out were commented on.
The second step is to generate initial codes. Codes are labels that get assigned to a piece of
data. Sentences or paragraphs were chosen as the coding unit, as words on itself do not give sufficient
context (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014). Based on the notes made in the first round of reading and
commenting on the interview transcripts, a preliminary coding scheme was developed. This
preliminary coding scheme was made more compact by clustering codes and creating umbrella terms.
Afterwards, this preliminary coding scheme was tested on ten interviews and adjustments were made
to make the coding scheme fit better to the interview data. Furthermore, the coding scheme was
discussed with another researcher for feedback. Hereafter, the interview transcripts were put away
for one week. After that week, all interview transcripts were coded with the final coding scheme that
was decided on (see Appendix 8). For this, the qualitative data analysis software programme Atlas.ti
was used. Throughout the coding process, a critical view on the coding scheme and improvements on
it remained (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014). Eventually, the final coding scheme comprised of
twenty-seven codes. Coding the interview transcripts was done by a combination of bottom-up and
top-down coding. This means that the aspects that interviewees mentioned in relation to sense of
place were coded (i.e. bottom-up) and at the same time these mentioned aspects were viewed upon
the elements of sense of place found in the literature (i.e. top-down).
The third step is to search for themes. This involves collating the different codes into potential
themes. For this study, the codes were categorized in themes based on the three dimensions of sense
of place, which are place attachment, place identity and place dependence.
The fourth step is to review the themes. Here, it was checked whether the codes placed in the
stated themes were found to be fitting, in the sense that codes reflected the meaning of the themes.
The fifth step is to define and name the themes. As the organisation of data was done following
the three dimensions of the sense of place framework, the definition and naming of themes was
already identified. Yet, it occurred that information came up in the interviews that did not fit under
one of the three sense of place dimensions. In this case, themes for the ‘misfitting’ codes were
identified, defined and named.
The sixth and last step is to produce the report. This considered the writing-up of the analysis
so that the codes and themes founded told a concise and coherent story, in relation to the research
question. Rather than describing the number of occurrences of codes, the codes are discussed in the
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themes they appeared. To clarify and illustrate the themes that were found, quotes of interviewees
that captured the essence of the theme were used. In order to protect the privacy of the interviewees
and other involved entities at the GCIs, personal details such as names were left out or replaced by an
X. To keep the quotes brief and comprehensible, some information mentioned by the interviewees
that was less relevant were replaced by the symbol [...]. Sometimes, interviewees referred to
something they had mentioned earlier in the interview. To clarify what they referred to [text] was
added to the quotes. For the purpose of this report, as it is written in English, the original Dutch quotes
were translated into English. For readers interested in the original Dutch quotes, see Appendix 9.

4.5.3 Integration of interview and questionnaire data
The qualitative interview data as well as the quantitative questionnaire data related to the three
dimensions of the sense of place framework. In this regard, questionnaire data at the three dimensions
is also analysed and categorized based on the sense of place framework next to the analysis of the
interview data based on this framework. Therefore, the quantitative results from the questionnaire
and the qualitative results from the interviews were merged together on the basis of the three
dimensions of sense of place (see Figure 2).
Merging means that quantitative and qualitative data are brought together for analysis and
comparison (Fetters et al., 2013). In the current study, merging was done based on resemblances
between questions from the questionnaire and codes and themes from the interview transcripts. For
instance, the question ‘I feel part of the initiative’ from the questionnaire was merged with the code
‘Feeling part of a group’ from the interviews. Both of these fit under the sense of place dimension of
place attachment (i.e. the willingness of people to maintain closeness to a place, based on the affective
bond or connection between them and the place).

Figure 2. Integration of quantitative and qualitative results

4.6 Ethical considerations and privacy
The current research assured adherence to ethical principles and scientific guidelines throughout the
whole research process, as stated in the Belmont Report. In this regard, all persons, nature and society
at large were respected, and no harm is done (National Commission for the Protection of Human
Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1979). Furthermore, the larger PARTIGAN project,
which the current research is part of, has been approved by the Social Sciences Ethics Committee.
Taking part in the questionnaire and interview was always voluntary, and participants could withdraw
at any time. The research aims were made clear to the participants, and they were always free to ask
questions about it to the researchers. The information that participants of this study gave, were
confidentially processed and sensitively dealt with. Solely with the permission of participants, their
answers were used in the processing of the research. Any personal details of the interviewees were
left out or transformed to anonymous data, which stayed anonymised in the further research process.
Every effort was made to safeguard the privacy of participants within this study.
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5. Results
In this chapter, the results are described. Here, the main research question ‘What is the sense of place
amongst participants of Green Citizen Initiatives in the Dutch cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen?’ is
answered by an integration of both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Hereby, the
strength as well as the experiences of GCI participants’ sense of place are described. To structure these
combined results, the sense of place framework distinguishing the dimensions place attachment, place
identity and place dependence was used. First, an overall account of sense of place is given, followed
by the results per dimension. Some themes could not be fitted under one of the dimensions of sense
of place but were still deemed relevant to discuss in relation to sense of place. These themes are
categorized under the heading ‘Other’.

5.1 Overall sense of place
The total set of subjective meanings which an individual or group of people attributes to a place

5.1.1 Overall strength and experiences of GCI participants’ sense of place
From the questionnaire results, the
Table 1. Overall sense of place score
average strength of GCI participants’
M
SD Min Max n
sense of place across initiatives was found
5
130
to be 3.9 out of 5 (see Table 1). The ten Overall sense of place 3.9 0.5 2
GCIs all have their own character and point of focus, which makes that the type of participants and
activities performed differ across initiatives. The strength of sense of place fairly differed per initiative
and across the various types of participants. The overall sense of place score per initiative ranged from
3.5 at EV and 4.2 at HvC. At most initiatives, participants’ sense of place was around a score of 4.0 (see
Table 2). The overall sense of place per type of participant ranged from 3.3 for chores participants to
4.6 for coaches (see Table 3). For an elaborate analysis on the strength of sense of place for the
different initiatives and the different types of participants per dimension of sense of place, see
Appendix 10 – Table 10 and Table 11, respectively. In these two tables, the mean and standard
deviation of the overall sense of place and the dimensions place attachment, place identity and place
dependence are presented per initiative and per type of participant.

Table 2. Overall sense of place score per initiative

HvC (n = 9)
ARB (n = 12)
VT (n = 11)
BR (n = 11)
HvH (n = 6)
SM (n = 29)
GS (n = 13)
VTTB (n = 35)
BA (n = 3)
EV (n = 1)

Overall sense of place (SOP)
M
SD
4.2
0.6
4.1
0.4
4.1
0.4
4.1
0.4
4.1
0.4
4.0
0.5
3.7
0.7
3.7
0.5
3.6
0.4
3.5
-

Table 3. Overall sense of place score per type of participant

Coach (n = 5)
Intern (n = 4)
Diverse activities participant (n = 14)
Garden participant (n = 60)
Work experience participant (n = 7)
Cooking participant (n = 4)
Guest (n = 33)
Chores participant (n = 3)

Overall sense of place (SOP)
M
SD
4.6
0.3
4.4
0.4
4.2
0.4
4.0
0.5
3.9
0.5
3.8
0.5
3.7
0.5
3.3
1.0
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Number of tiimes mentioned (frequency)

Figure 3 illustrates which activities were mentioned by participants, and how many times.

Activities performed at the initiatives
(n = 130)
66 64
57
48
43

40
35
27
19

15 14 14
12 10 10

18
9

5

2

1

Type of activity
Figure 3. Activities performed at the initiatives (multiple answers possible)

From Figure 3, it becomes apparent that the most mentioned activities performed by participants are
green-related activities (e.g. gardening, pick up harvest or harvesting) and social activities (e.g. meeting
people, maintain contacts and drinking coffee or tea). Furthermore, ‘finding peace, enjoying the place’
was also mentioned frequently. Other activities, such as ‘educational activities, workshops’ and
‘distribution, transport’, were mentioned less frequently. Examples of answers given by respondents
at ‘other’ are ‘measuring biodiversity’, ‘co-organising events’ and ‘doing an internship’.
From the interviews, this combination of green and social was found back as well. Interviewees
across initiatives often emphasized that what makes the GCI meaningful is determined by the
combination of aspects together. Participants mentioned the multifunctionality of the place. For
instance, it brings participants a place to garden in the fresh open air while having company of nice
social contacts. Or a place where they can be physically active, see plants grow, learn and let their
thoughts go. Generally, many participants expressed that the meaning of the initiatives lies in the
confluence of different aspects together.
▪

▪

‘’Look what you get for it: you get exercise, healthy food, you are outside, you get out of your
rut (Dutch: sleur), you get out of your house, you meet people. [...] I think it is about that, doing
something together, having a nice time in the garden and being outside and fresh air and green
vegetables, so that is a lot ... it also brings you a lot.’’ (HvH1)
‘’Everything together. The people and the vegetables, because I also eat vegetables from the
garden now and then, and the possibility of having more and more different flowers here and
seeing what happens. The cat, I just love it too! Yes, there are a lot of things I find here.’’ (VT4)
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5.1.2 Factors influencing sense of place
In the examination of the strength of sense of place, the influence of the following factors on that
strength was analysed: length of involvement, frequency of involvement, length of visit, frequency of
meaningful experiences, intensity of meaningful experiences, social ties and sense of security. For
length of involvement, most GCI participants have been involved in the initiative for a longer period of
time, for instance three years or more, or between one and three years (see Figure 4). With regard to
frequency of involvement, the vast majority of participants come to the initiative once a week or more
(80%, see Figure 5). Relatively fewer participants come on an occasional basis. Participants stay an
average 3.3 hours at the initiative (M = 3.3, SD = 1.4, Min = 0.75, Max = 8).

Length of involvement

Frequency of involvement

(n = 130)

(n = 130)
37%

44%

33%

33%

12%

15%
7%

13%
3%

4%
1 to 4
weeks

1 to 6 6 months
months to 1 year

1 to 3
years

3 years or
more

Less than 1 to 2 Once per 2 or 3 4 or more
once per times a
week
times a times a
month month
week
week

Figure 5. Frequency of involvement

Figure 4. Length of involvement

Most respondents indicated to experience many moments that mean a lot to them at the initiative.
Frequency of meaningful experiences was answered positively by three-quarters of participants (see
Figure 6). Another relatively great share also answered ‘neutral’ to this question. For intensity of
meaningful experiences, most participants agreed or strongly agreed that by participating in the
initiative they experience moments of happiness, connection and goodness. Relatively few people
disagreed or were neutral about it (see Figure 7).

Frequency of meaningful
experiences

Intensity of meaningful
experiences

(n = 130, M = 3.9)

(n = 130, M = 4.0)
61%

22%
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Figure 6. Frequency of meaningful experiences
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Figure 7. Intensity of meaningful experiences
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The factor social ties was measured by four questions where respondents had to select an answer from
‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. Out of an average maximum score of 5 to these four questions,
the observed value of social ties was 3.7 (M = 3.7, SD = 0.6, Min = 2, Max = 5). The results to the four
questions from social ties link with the interview results, and are described under place attachment,
specifically in 5.2.8 Enjoyment of social contact within and outside the initiative (see p. 45 and Figure
13 to 16). For sense of security, the average score of 4.4 out of 5 was observed (M = 4.4, SD = 0.6, Min
= 3, Max = 5). The results of sense of safety, measured by the question ‘I feel safe at the initiative’, also
related to the interview results and are described under place attachment, specifically 5.2.3 The
initiative as a positive place (see p. 40 and Figure 9).
Regarding the relationship between sense of place and the factors, results showed positive significant
correlations (p <0.05) between sense of place and frequency of involvement (r = .405), length of visit
(r = .353), frequency of meaningful experiences (r = .692), intensity of meaningful experiences (r = .625),
social ties (r = .540) and sense of security (r = .484). For example, when the length of visit increases,
sense of place also increases, and vice versa. Length of involvement was not significantly correlated to
sense of place.
From the regression analysis with sense of place as dependent variable and the factors as
independent variables, it followed that 61.6% of the variance in sense of place could be explained
(Adjusted R2 = .616; F (7.93) = 23.92; p <0.001). The strength of sense of place was found to be
significantly influenced by length of involvement (β = .073; p = 0.009), frequency of meaningful
experiences (β = .215; p = 0.001), intensity of meaningful experiences (β = .216; p <0.001) and sense of
security (β = .183; p = 0.001). For instance, in case of sense of security it means that sense of place is
expected to increase with .183 when the score of sense of security increases by one, holding the other
factors constant. Even though these four factors significantly affect the strength of place attachment,
their β-values indicate that the influence is not very strong. The other factors (i.e. frequency of
involvement, length of visit, social ties) were not found to have a significant influence on the strength
of sense of place. For the elaboration of the correlation and regression analysis regarding sense of
place and the factors influencing sense of place, see Appendix 11 – Table 12.

Summary box Overall sense of place. The strength of sense of place was 3.9. This strength was positive
significantly influenced by length of involvement, frequency and intensity of meaningful experiences and sense
of security. Differences in strength of sense of place were found across initiatives and types of participants.
HvC as initiative and coach as type of participant had the highest sense of place score. The most mentioned
activities participants perform at the initiatives are green-related and social activities. Participants see GCIs
as multifunctional places and find meaning in the combination of aspects (e.g. physical activity in fresh open
air, having nice social contacts, learning about gardening). Most participants have been involved for a longer
period of time (1-3 years or longer) and generally participate once a week or more. The average length of
visit each time at the initiative is around three hours. The majority of participants scored high on frequency
and intensity of meaningful experiences they have at the initiative. Participants appeared to have relatively
strong social ties with their fellow participants and scored high on sense of safety.
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5.2 Place attachment
The willingness of people to maintain closeness to a place, based on the affective bond or connection
between them and the place

5.2.1 Strength of place attachment and factors influencing place attachment
The average strength of place attachment
Table 4. Place attachment score
across initiatives was found to be 4.2 out of 5
M
SD Min Max n
(see Table 4). The place attachment score of
4.2 0.6 2
5
130
4.2 is the highest score of the three Place attachment
dimensions of sense of place. Regarding the relationship between place attachment and the factors,
results showed positive significant correlations (p <0.05) between place attachment and frequency of
involvement (r = .302), length of visit (r = .323), frequency of meaningful experiences (r = .616), intensity
of meaningful experiences (r = .604), social ties (r = .470) and sense of security (r = .458). For example,
when the frequency of meaningful experiences increases, place attachment also increases, and vice
versa. Length of involvement was not significantly correlated to place attachment.
From the regression analysis with place attachment as dependent variable and the factors as
independent variables, it followed that 50.7% of the variance in place attachment could be explained
(Adjusted R2 = .507; F (7.93) = 15.67; p <0.001). The strength of place attachment was found to be
significantly influenced by frequency of meaningful experiences (β = .203; p = 0.019), intensity of
meaningful experiences (β = .292; p <0.001) and sense of security (β = .210; p = 0.007). For instance, in
case of frequency of meaningful experiences it means that place attachment is expected to increase
with .203 when the score of frequency of meaningful experiences increases by one, holding the other
factors constant. Even though these three factors significantly influence the strength of place
attachment, their β-values indicate that the influence is not very strong. The other factors (i.e. length
of involvement, frequency of involvement, length of visit, social ties) were not found to have a
significant influence on the strength of place attachment. For the elaboration of the correlation and
regression analysis regarding place attachment and the factors influencing place attachment, see
Appendix 11 – Table 13.

5.2.2 Enjoyment of the physical and natural element of the place
From the interviews, it appeared that many participants enjoy being and working outside in green.
Interviewees expressed positive feelings because of their work outside, with vegetables, plants and
flowers, and with their hands in the earth.
▪
▪

‘’Well, working in the earth, with the flowers and plants and growing it, I just enjoy doing that.
And the freedom and the space. So that makes me come back here.’’ (SM5)
‘’And also nice to have your hands in the earth, you know, to really feel the soil and the plants
and the vegetables, and all that.’’ (VT1)

Several interviewees mentioned to particularly enjoy that they could take fresh and self-harvested
vegetables home. Some stated to feel enriched by harvesting, cooking and eating the fresh vegetables
from the land. Taking home fruit, herbs and flowers was also found pleasurable. Participants indicated
to feel a certain connection with nature and with the earth by participating in the initiative. Being part
of and seeing how nature grows and blooms is experienced as something very valuable. Thereby, the
initiative enables participants to bond with nature. Interviewees mentioned to experience the
different seasons consciously, and expressed their joy of all life that they are surrounded by.
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▪

▪

‘’But I notice that it is good for my mood, especially when I am here in the blooming season,
when all life is there, I just enjoy that. Then you see a pheasant jumping by, even though I have
seen it already hundred thousand times, it is still fun. You see those kestrels fly, remains fun.
And that buzzard flying by is still fun. [...] It is nothing new to me, but it stays fun.’’ (EV1)
‘’Yes, and I really enjoy life in and on the soil. When I am weeding then I am really ... well crazy
maybe ... I am greeting every beetle.’’ (VT2)

Almost all interviewees mentioned to admire and enjoy how the place of the initiative looks like. The
GCIs are seen as beautiful settings where biodiversity thrives, and which is full of colour when
everything is in full bloom. One interviewee even compared the blossoming garden of HvH in spring
with a painting of Monet, and another said that ‘’it is almost a park, not only a vegetable garden’’ about
VT. The natural beauty of the place is highly valued and forms an important aspect for participants to
find meaning in. The location of the initiative and finding such a place, especially in the middle of the
city, was thought to be unique.
▪
▪

‘’It is very beautiful with those trees around it and the church next to it. It is really a unique
place in the centre of Nijmegen, I think that is really special.’’ (HvH7)
‘’It is the space and the fact that it is basically in the middle of the city, and it very much gives
an outdoor feeling.’’ (SM5)

Something that many interviewees brought up was that they enjoy how the place grows and develops
itself. Some mentioned to have been participating in the GCI since the start of it and have seen how
the garden or food forest has grown in size or has become more beautiful. Participants stated to feel
happy and proud to be part of such developments. Some interviewees not only expressed to enjoy
developments of the initiative in the physical sense, but also that the range and type of activities at
the initiative have expanded or that the approach has become more structured.
▪

‘’Soon there will be an outdoor kitchen and then we will cook outside as well. Not now in winter
of course, but when the weather gets better later, that will be developed those sorts of things.
Yes, again a little expansion in another area. And attract more people. Yes nice!’’ (VT3)

5.2.3 The initiative as a positive place
Participants expressed to experience positive
feelings because of their participation. Almost all
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
participating in the initiative gives them a happy
feeling (see Figure 8). Interviewees also
mentioned to find joy and happiness at the
initiative and that after being at the GCI they go
home with positive feelings. It brings
participants enthusiasm, and interviewees
emphasized to feel grateful that they can be at
the GCI.
▪

‘’I am just happy that I have gotten to
know this place and that I can just be
there.’’ (SM6)

Participating in the initiative
gives me a happy feeling
(n = 130, M = 4.3)
55%
36%
0%

1%

9%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Figure 8. Participating in the initiative gives me
a happy feeling
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Many participants described the initiative as a nice and
warm place. Interviewees mentioned to feel at ease at the
initiative and that there is a sense of positivity and
kindness
amongst
participants.
Furthermore,
interviewees mentioned to feel safe at the initiative. Most
respondents indicated to agree or strongly agree with the
statement ‘I feel safe at the initiative’ (see Figure 9). The
atmosphere at the initiative is mostly experienced as
positive and relaxed, which contributes to the positive
feelings that participants experience. Some participants
mentioned that the coordinator also makes a positive
contribution to having a nice and friendly atmosphere.
How some participants experience the initiative is nicely
illustrated by the following quote:
▪

I feel safe at the initiative
(n = 130, M = 4.4)
49%
42%

8%
0%

0%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree Strongly
agree

Figure 9. I feel safe at the initiative

‘’The respect for each other, the atmosphere, the connection. I said to someone here another
day: ‘That I discovered this is the best thing that has happened to me this year’.’’ (SM2)

When describing the atmosphere at the GCIs, many interviewees also stress the openness and feeling
of ‘nothing has to be done, everything can be done’ (Dutch: Niks moet, alles mag). Participants feel the
space to do what they feel like doing, whatever that may be, and that is all okay at the initiative.
▪

▪

‘’Everything is okay. Some ... people just come for a cup of coffee now and then. They are
familiar with the vegetable garden and can no longer come very often. Or people come and
just have the need to be here for a while, and then after the coffee break or helping with the
washing up or things like that, they go again. Everything is possible.’’ (VT1)
‘’Nothing has to be done, everything can be done. And if one day you do not feel like working
in the garden, but you do feel like doing crafts, then you go doing crafts. The other way around
as well. You do not come here because you have to. [...] You come here for fun.’’ (BR2)

That many participants view the initiative as
a positive place where they enjoy coming is
also reflected in Figure 10. The majority of
respondents appeared to miss the initiative
when they had not been there for a long
time. In the interviews, some participants
mentioned that they would not want to miss
the initiative in their daily life. Some
interviewees said they wanted to be at the
initiative more often when that would be
possible. However, they had to deal with
some restrictions as in it was difficult to
combine with one’s paid work or the fence
around the initiative was closed. Others
mentioned that they could hardly wait to
start working in the garden again after the
winter break.
▪

I miss the initiative when I have
not been there for a long time
(n = 130, M = 3.9)
47%
27%
16%
8%

2%

1%
Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree

Strongly
Not
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Figure 10. I miss the initiative when I have not been
there for a long time

‘’And in spring you really feel like digging, raking and hoeing and seeing things come up again.’’
(VTTB7)
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On a more negative note, interviewees also mentioned that there are difficulties sometimes at the
initiative. For example, there are discussions, clashes or participants find it difficult to deal with many
opinions in discussions with a bigger group of people. Mostly, when there are clashes or conflicts they
are easily solved again by talking to each other about it. When it concerns other participants, some say
to distant themselves from it. Yet, others mentioned to step in so that they could help in solving the
conflict. Interviewees mentioned that conflicts, clashes or discussions could negatively affect the
atmosphere at the initiative. Particularly the social interaction with each other was influenced and was
thought to be unpleasant sometimes. But the sporadic occurrence of such problems was seen as
something that is part of working with a group of different people and does not stop people from
continuing to participate.
▪

‘’I like the garden too much to leave it because of one or more clashes.’’ (HvH6)

5.2.4 Feeling useful
By participating in the initiative, many interviewees mentioned to feel useful. They valued the feeling
of contributing to something good, for others and for society. Thereby, participants perceived their
participation as meaningful work, which illustrates that they view themselves and their work to matter.
Often the Dutch word ‘zingeving’ was used in this context, which is translated to ‘meaningfulness’ in
this research.
▪
▪

‘’That you are doing something good and are working to make the Earth a bit more liveable.
Doing something good for biodiversity […] That gives a sense of meaningfulness.’’ (ARB2)
‘’But also that you do it for the food bank. That you can help the people who are less fortunate,
that they also have a fresh head of lettuce.’’ (SM2)

Some interviewees mentioned feeling useful as something in contrast to ‘’just sitting at home’’.
Participation in the GCI made participants feel satisfied. They said to go home tired but with a content
feeling.
▪

‘’Because when I have worked here in the morning, then you have been outside, you have been
physically active, then I have a very satisfied feeling when I get home in the afternoon.’’ (SM1)

5.2.5 Feeling healthy
Nearly all interviewees mentioned that participation in the initiative made them feel healthy. The
effect that participants noticed of participation on their health was observed in several ways, and
touches upon various dimensions of health. First of all, many interviewees mentioned that they are
more physically active because of their participation. One interviewee mentioned that she noticed that
she had become physically stronger since she started working at the initiative. However, two
interviewees mentioned that participation could also be quite physically demanding for them, so in
that sense they saw it as negatively affecting their physical health. Yet, another interviewee said that
participation helped her to think less of physical complaints when she keeps being busy at the initiative.
▪

‘’My health has improved a lot. Yes, really. You know, if you do nothing and you stay home then
when you get back pain or knee pain, for example, you are thinking more about your pain. But
if you are busy working then it is less.’’ (HvC1)
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Moreover, being outside was often mentioned as something that made participants feel healthy. This
was reflected by terms as ‘’outdoor air does good’’ and ‘’being outside gives me energy’’. In addition,
involvement in the initiative helps participants to eat in a healthy way, because they can take fresh
and organic fruit and vegetables home to cook healthy meals with. Many participants look at their
involvement in the initiative as beneficial for their physical, social and mental health.
▪
▪

‘’Eating healthy is good, fresh air is good, meeting people is good, getting out of the house is
good, right.’’ (HvH1)
‘’Well, maybe in the physical sense that it was lovely that I could just take vegetables and
potatoes from the garden this summer, and not have to buy them. But also that … I know it is
not sprayed, this is organic you know, so there are no chemicals added. And the physical
exercise, you know I am working of course. But also that you just go outside, and meet people,
also mentally.’’ (VT1)

However, there were also some participants who stated that how healthy they felt or their lifestyle
had not changed because of their participation in the initiative, because they had always been engaged
with healthy behaviours like being outside, eating healthy and being physically active. So, even though
they were convinced that participating in the initiative is good for their health, they would not ‘miss’ a
health effect when comparing it with non-participation. Something that many participants do see as
having a profound effect on their health is that they meet people at the initiative and that it contributes
to their social health. Some participants specifically mentioned that their participation in the initiative
helped them not to feel lonely anymore. In addition, by being surrounded by people at the GCI and
doing work they enjoy, participation in the initiative helped some participants going through a tough
time, for instance a depression or burn-out.
▪

‘’Well, I would not want to miss it in my daily life, no really not. Because I have also had
depressions. That was all quite intense, but this also helps against depression, that you just
have fun, that you are outside and that you meet people.’’ (VT4)

Furthermore, the effect of participation on participants’ mental health was profound. This was
reflected by terms such as ‘’feeling happier’’, ‘’a calm mind’’, ‘’less stress’’ and ‘letting thoughts go’’.
Participants pointed out to value the rest and relaxed atmosphere at the initiative, where there is no
pressure of having to perform. Thereby, the initiative could function as a restorative environment. One
interviewee stated that she went to a psychologist but thought that ‘’this [participating in the initiative]
is better’’. The GCIs were experienced as places where participants could destress, lose tension and
forget about their personal problems and worries.
▪

▪

‘’And this, when I am working here, I think about nothing at all for some time, just about the
weeds you have to weed. And that is just lovely for me, because I have so many things I can
think of, so many problems where I can think of actually. When I am here, I do not think about
all that. So that is very healing.’’ (SM1)
‘’For me it is very important that I can literally discharge myself into the ground. If I have been
busy and have a lot on my mind, that I am working in the ground again and that I have
completely forgotten what else was going on.’’ (SM5)
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5.2.6 Feeling home, welcome and accepted
From both the questionnaire and the interviews, it
appeared that participants feel at home at the initiative.
Most participants agreed or strongly agreed with this
statement (see Figure 11). From the interviews as well,
feeling at home at the initiative was a recurring theme.
Interviewees expressed to be able to be themselves and
mentioned that the initiative is open to everyone, which
makes them feel welcome. Also because of the friendly
fellow participants, interviewees said to feel warmly
welcomed.
▪

‘’It is also a very nice group of people. Yes. You
come here and you are welcome immediately. I
remember that I had not done anything yet. But X
suddenly comes over with two large courgettes
and asked if I wanted to have one too.’’ (VTTB2)

I feel at home at the
initiative
(n = 130, M = 4.4)
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Figure 11. I feel at home at the initiative

Some interviewees expressed to experience a family or homely feeling at the initiative. For two
interviewees, the initiative ‘’feels as a second home’’. The expression of this feeling was more observed
in broader oriented initiatives. Two interviewees said they had noticed a change in feeling or
atmosphere at the initiative. In the neighbourhood restaurant of VTTB they mentioned to have
experienced a shift from a more homely feeling to a more restaurant feeling, as the way food was
served had changed from serving it out to each other among the guests to having it served by the VTTB
cooking participants. There was one interviewee, however, who mentioned to have difficulty with
feeling at home when things at the initiative changed, such as the composition of the group of people.
▪

‘’For me that is just very difficult because I am rather attached to fixed things and fixed people
and fixed groups, and if that changes then I think ‘oh yes, I do not feel at home again for some
time.’’ (SM5)

Something that also reappeared from the interviews was that participants feel accepted. This was
reflected by terms as ‘’feeling heard’’, ‘’feeling seen’’, ‘’everyone is equal’’, ‘’respect for each other’’
and ‘’no judgement’’. Mutual acceptance, understanding and respect amongst participants is strongly
present at the GCIs. Many interviewees also mentioned that they feel appreciated at the initiative by
others, either for what they do or just for being there.
▪

▪

‘’But here it is relaxed and then I think ‘lovely’. If people ask sometimes, just as X asks, like
‘gosh, what do you think of it?’. That people appreciate me for what I know, what I can and
what I do.’’ (SM2)
‘’Then it is like ‘okay, they are happy with me if I come’. That gives positive energy of course.
They are genuinely happy when I am there again. I immediately notice that it is appreciated
that you participate.’’ (VTTB8)

One interviewee said to find it very important to appreciate people for what they do, so she always
makes sure that the cooks in the neighbourhood restaurant get a round of applause for the nice food
they served. And in turn, that applauding was also appreciated by others so in that way the circle of
appreciation was full.
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5.2.7 Feeling part of the initiative
The theme ‘feeling part of the initiative’ returned
from both the questionnaire and the interviews.
When asked whether participants feel part of the
initiative, more than eighty percent of respondents
agreed or strongly agreed (see Figure 12). Feeling part
of the initiative as elaborated upon by interviewees
illustrated that participants experience a certain
feeling of belonging and that they feel part of the
community or group of participants of the initiative.
▪

‘’And for me, it feels like you have a kind of
community with a number of people, small.
That you belong and that the moment you
get to know each other you also help each
other.’’ (VT1)

I feel part of the initiative
(n = 130, M = 4.1)
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Figure 12. I feel part of the initiative

Many interviewees mentioned that it feels good to be part of a group. Participants enjoy the feeling of
doing things together and working together to make and keep the initiative a nice place. Being part of
the group at the initiative makes them feel worthy contributors to the whole. Some of the interviewees
emphasized that they liked working together in a group over working on their own. One interviewee
highlighted that ‘’the togetherness stimulates to be there’’. Moreover, getting involved in
conversations and decision-making makes participants also feel involved and part of the initiative.
However, there were a few interviewees who expressed not always to feel part of the initiative,
because they did not feel like the group of participants felt like a united community. For example, one
interviewee expressed to feel a bit like an outsider because she did not work in the garden but only
helped with selling harvest products.

5.2.8 Enjoyment of social contact within and outside the initiative
Meeting new people, having nice social contact, helping each other and getting to know people from
the neighbourhood were things that were repeatedly mentioned by interviewees. The social aspect of
participation in the initiative seemed to be highly valued by participants. This was observed in the
questionnaire results regarding social ties as well. All four statements of social ties scored high (see
Figure 13 to 16). This was also found in the interviews, as someone said:
▪

‘’You also just notice that [social] part. So that certainly adds something. You get to know
people and you make jokes with them and it is cosy. So for me, that is a really important part,
when being somewhere.’’ (ARB3)

More than half of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they have a lot of contact with other
participants of the initiative (see Figure 13). Similar results were found for the question ‘I have a good
relationship with other participants of the initiative (see Figure 16). Three-quarters of respondents
answered positively that participants are there for each other (see Figure 14). Whether participants of
the initiative know each other well is not so clear as many participants answered ‘neutral’ to this
question (see Figure 15). Although more respondents agreed than disagreed, it cannot be stated from
these results that participants of the initiatives know each other well.
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Figure 13. I have a lot of contact with other
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Figure 14. Participants of the initiative are
there for each other
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Figure 15. Participants of the initiative know
each other well
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Figure 16. I have a good relationship with other
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5.2.8a Enjoyment of social contact within the initiative
Participants described to enjoy having social contact within the initiative. The initiatives have a social
function in that participants find ‘’cosiness’’, ‘’nice people to talk to and build a relationship with’’ and
‘’new contacts with people from the neighbourhood’’. Just being amongst others was expressed as a
positive thing by many participants. At many initiatives, the coffee breaks are valuable moments for
participants to socialize.
▪

‘’And also drinking coffee with people, chatting with them, keeping up to date on how people
are doing and so on, I like that a lot. Especially that function of drinking coffee, that is
something I find very important.’’ (HvH7)

Participants mentioned to like it to get to know new people and talk about each other’s lives. Some
interviewees specifically mentioned to like having contact with like-minded people. They expressed to
feel comfortable when surrounded by people who have a similar outlook on life.
▪

‘’And I also think it [the initiative] attracts nice people. It does attract a certain type of people.
[...] The people are a bit more interested in sustainability and healthy living, however you define
that. [...] So yes, that suits me too.’’ (SM3)

In contrast to liking like-minded people, several interviewees mentioned to value that they got to know
people from a diversity of backgrounds. For example, people from different ages, different cultures,
with different views on life and with different types of disabilities.
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▪

▪

‘’I think it is fantastic, by the way, that we have people with non-congenital brain injury from
the centre in the group. One or two sometimes. And I think that adds value to the work. I find
it very moving how people start to feel more at home with us, and then loosen up a bit and are
seen as full and grow and enjoy themselves. Well, I think that is wonderful.’’ (VTTB4)
‘’I also like the diversity of the group. We always have interns too actually [..] And I find that
refreshing too. And also nice to work together with. And also with people with a disability, who
are just also part of the group. So it is a very mixed group of people that actually gets along
well with each other.’’ (VTTB8)

Furthermore, the initiative can be a catalyst for new social contact in the neighbourhood. Some
interviewees mentioned that they have gotten to know more people from the neighbourhood because
of their participation in the initiative. Those can be people from the neighbourhood who participate in
the initiative as well but also people who visit the initiative. This result was mainly found back at GCIs
that were located in the middle of an urban neighbourhood. In total thirty out of thirty-eight
participants lived close to the initiative they participated in.
▪

▪

‘’Yes, there are people from the neighbourhood who I did not know and who I got to know
through the garden. Yes, definitely. Even people who live very close by, so that is very funny.’’
(HvH7)
‘’And you also get to talk to people from the neighbourhood. […] And not that I go to these
people, but they come to you and ask you things. And like this, you get to know the people in
the neighbourhood.’’ (VTTB6)

Mixed results were found in terms of the strength of social contact between participants. Different
participants valued social contact with other participants differently. Some said they made friends, but
others stated to consider fellow participants rather as acquaintances, not as friends. Interviewees also
mentioned to get on better with some people than with others. Moreover, participants appeared to
differ in the extent to which they were looking for and needed social contact. Some participants
mentioned that getting social contact and meeting new people was one of the reasons that made them
want to participate in the initiative, while for others social contact was of lesser importance as they
were not necessarily looking for increasing their social network.
5.2.8b Enjoyment of social contact outside the initiative
Sometimes, the social contacts that were made at the GCI extended to settings outside the initiative.
For some of the interviewees, this social contact was about saying ‘hi’ and having a chat when they
met each other in the street or in shop.
▪

‘’Well, and you live in the neighbourhood, so then you run into each other. And yes, what I say,
it is so nice those social contacts with people and that at some point you make a chat or say
‘how are you?’ ‘’ (VTTB6)

Multiple interviewees pointed out to have built a nice relationship or friendship with fellow
participants. They mentioned to have contact with each other via telephone or by meeting up with
each other to do something nice, for instance going out for dinner or doing sports.
▪

‘’You also build a relationship with these people. You also develop a bit of friendship. I also
went to the cinema with someone, and one time I went out for dinner with a few others.’’
(VTTB7)
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5.2.8c Enjoyment of helping and supporting each other
The initiatives are places where participants enjoy a certain reciprocity of help: they give help, receive
help, and help each other. This can be help in terms of addressing problems people have or small tasks
like driving a heavy wheelbarrow. Furthermore, participants mentioned to support each other
mentally by talking to each other or sharing thoughts about personal issues. Some interviewees
expressed that it feels nice to be there for each other and to know that others look after you as well.
▪

▪

‘’But if you are having a difficult time mentally or you have a bad thought or you are not feeling
so well, then you can share it with each other. Because we … there are more people here who
have, yes, certain mental issues. And it is nice that we can support each other.’’ (ARB2)
‘’And that is nice thing too, the fact that you look after each other. […] If needed, we are there
for each other, and that has turned out to be a beautiful thing. That is a reassurance, also for
my family. They know I live here alone, we cannot go looking every time. And then they know
‘if there is something, he will have contacts’.’’ (VT2)

Summary box Place attachment. The strength of place attachment was 4.2 (see Table 5), which is the highest
score of the three dimensions of sense of place. This strength is positive significantly influenced by frequency
and intensity of meaningful experiences and sense of security. Participants experience the initiative as a place
where they enjoy the beauty of nature. Participation in the GCI makes them feel happy, safe, useful and
accepted. The atmosphere at the GCIs is generally described as positive, relaxed and open which contributes
to participants feeling welcome and at home at the GCI. The occurrence of conflicts amongst participants can
negatively influence these positive feelings. Participants perceive their work to be meaningful and feel useful
as they contribute to something good. Participation in the GCI makes participants feel healthy, that is
regarding their physical, social and mental health. Participants feel part of the initiative and enjoy working
together. GCIs are places of social contact. Participants enjoy meeting new people, interacting with people
and helping each other. Participants meet like-minded people but also people from a diversity of
backgrounds. Mixed results were found in terms of the strength of social contacts, and whether they took
place at the initiative alone or outside the initiative as well.
Table 5. Overview place attachment scores
Place attachment (PA) statements
I feel at home at the initiative
Participating in the initiative gives me a happy feeling
I feel part of the initiative
I miss the initiative when I have not been there for a long time
Overall PA score

M
4.4
4.3
4.1
3.9
4.2
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5.3 Place identity
The consideration of a place as an integral part of how people identify themselves

5.3.1 Strength of place identity and factors influencing place identity
The average strength of place identity across
Table 6. Place identity score
initiatives was found to be 3.9 out of 5 (see
M
SD Min Max n
Table 6). Regarding the relationship between
Place
identity
3.9
0.6 2
5
130
place identity and the factors, results showed
positive significant correlations (p <0.05) between place identity and frequency of involvement (r =
.381), frequency of meaningful experiences (r = .608), intensity of meaningful experiences (r = .500),
social ties (r = .413) and sense of security (r = .380). For example, when the intensity of meaningful
experiences increases, place identity also increases, and vice versa. Length of involvement and length
of visit were not significantly correlated to place identity.
From the regression analysis with place identity as dependent variable and the factors as
independent variables, it followed that 39.2% of the variance in place identity could be explained
(Adjusted R2 = .392; F (7.93) = 10.20; p <0.001). The strength of place identity was found to be
significantly influenced by length of involvement (β = .100; p = 0.009), frequency of meaningful
experiences (β = .281; p = 0.001), intensity of meaningful experiences (β = .188; p = 0.010) and sense of
security (β = .182; p = 0.017). For instance, in case of intensity of meaningful experiences it means that
place identity is expected to increase with .188 when the score of intensity of meaningful experiences
increases by one, holding the other factors constant. Even though these four factors significantly
influence the strength of place identity, their β-values indicate that the influence is not very strong.
The other factors (i.e. frequency of involvement, length of visit, social ties) were not found to have a
significant influence on the strength of place identity. For the elaboration of the correlation and
regression analysis regarding place identity and the factors influencing place identity, see Appendix 11
– Table 14.

5.3.2 The place as a reflection of who people are
From both the questionnaire and interview results, it appeared that the place of the initiative is in
some way a reflection of who participants are. Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement ‘That I participate in the initiative says much about who I am’ (see Figure 17). The majority
of respondents also agreed or strongly agreed that they feel that the initiative is part of who they are
(see Figure 18). At both questions, however, a relatively big share of respondents was also neutral.

That I participate in the
initiative says much about
who I am

I have the feeling that the
initiative is a part of who I am
(n = 130, M = 3.6)

(n = 130, M = 4.0)
0%

3%

22%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

49%

Agree

47%
30%
25%
Strongly
agree

Figure 17. That I participate in the initiative
says much about who I am

2%

12%

9%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Figure 18. I have the feeling that the
initiative is part of who I am
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Interviewees described that the initiative fits well with their identity and how they characterise
themselves. As most initiatives included in this study are mostly outdoor locations typified by green
and natural elements, it is no surprise that participants who characterise themselves as an ‘’outdoors
person’’, ‘’pro-nature’’ and a ‘’gardener’’ see themselves reflected in the initiatives. Participants also
refer to their background or past. For example, several interviewees mentioned that they had a
vegetable garden at home when growing up and that it has been part of them ever since.
▪

‘’And I do not know any better, we have always had a vegetable garden too. I do not know any
better than that you get your vegetables from the land, and how that works and so on.’’ (SM5)

Also with regard to participants’ background, whether professionally or in terms of religion or personal
belief, the initiative seemed to fit well with how participants identify themselves.
▪

▪

‘’And with my experience as cheesemaker, as cook ... I mean, I have been working with food
my whole life. [...] So then that is just ... it is part of you. I was brought up with it, being outside
and things like that.’’ (SM6)
‘’Originally, I am Roman Catholic (RC) and now GC: Garden Catholic.’’ (HvH6)

5.3.3 The ability to be yourself
Respondents answered positively to the question
whether they can be themselves at the initiative.
Almost all respondents agreed or strongly agreed (see
Figure 19). In the interviews as well, there was no one
that expressed not to be able to be oneself at the
initiative. The ability for participants to be themselves
was explained in different ways. Several interviewees
mentioned that at the initiative they can simply be
themselves without having to hide or pretend to be
someone else. There is all the space to be yourself and
participants feel accepted for who they are. This was
reflected by terms as ‘’able to be exactly who you are’’,
‘’accepting each other’’ and ‘’able to do what feels
good for you’’. What often returned was that there is
an open atmosphere at the initiative which makes that
people can be who they are and do what they feel like
doing.
▪

▪

▪

▪

I can be myself at the
initiative
(n = 130, M = 4.3)
52%
39%

9%
0%

1%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Figure 19. I can be myself at the initiative

‘’The people are very ... you can really be yourself and exactly who you are. And if you do not
feel like talking it is fine too. If you do want to talk, also fine. Everything is fine, so to speak.
That makes it a very nice place here.’’ (SM1)
‘’Yes, and when you are – just to name something – having an off-day, here everything is fine.
And then you can say ‘oh what would you like to do?’. When you say ‘yes, let me weed and
then it is okay’. Everything is ... yes that is all possible.’’ (VT1)
‘’Long breaks are not my thing. I love it when the coffee is ready. But I don’t need such long
breaks, it quickly becomes too long with elaborated stories. But I have no problems with that.
Nobody has a problem with me saying ‘all right, I go back to work’.’’ (VTTB1)
‘’You can always search for activities that suit you. That is the nice thing about it. You do not
have to be able to plant (Dutch: poten) on your knees, that is not a must. There are so many
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activities. One person likes this and the other likes that. In that sense, I think there is something
for everyone, what there is to do.’’ (SM4)
Furthermore, participants can do their own thing and work in their own way as they feel the space to
do so at the initiative.
▪

‘’And everyone can do what they want, everyone can work at their own pace: anyone who
wants to work hard, they work hard; anyone who does not want to work so hard, they work
less hard. Everyone can participate in the project in their own way.’’ (VT3)

5.3.4 Having a sense of ownership
More than half of the respondents agreed or
I have the feeling that the
strongly agreed with having the feeling that the
initiative is a little bit theirs. Yet, a considerable
initiative is a little bit mine
proportion also answered ‘neutral’ to this
(n = 130, M = 3.7)
question (see Figure 20). Moreover, the results
43%
from the interviews give a mixed image whether
30%
participants have a sense of ownership regarding
17%
7%
the initiative. Whether or not or how
2%
participants have a sense of ownership was
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
described in diverse ways. Some participants
disagree
agree
expressed to have a feeling of responsibility for
what happens at the initiative. Some
Figure 20. I have the feeling that the initiative is
interviewees pointed out that they see
a little bit mine
themselves as important contributors in
organizing things at the initiative. In addition, several interviewees mentioned that they feel some
sense of ownership over a certain aspect of the initiative, feeling like it is really ‘their thing’.
▪
▪
▪

‘’But now I am in charge of the greenhouse.’’ (VTTB4)
‘’Then I do have my own separate thing with the flowers.’’ (VT4)
‘’I call it my backyard too. I do not live too far away from here, so yes it is ‘my garden’. I always
show it to everyone I know as well. And especially because that permaculture garden and
walking through it.’’ (SM4)

Yet, one interviewee brought up that she felt a little uncomfortable when her fellow participants
assigned ownership of some part of the garden to her.
▪

‘’That whole food forest over there made me actually very enthusiastic. I was mainly involved
in that. At some point, others even said ‘that food forest is yours’. Well, that was going a bit
far for me, so I got other people involved now.’’ (VTTB11)

In addition, there is space at the initiative for participants to bring in their own input and thereby they
can have some influence in what is done and decided upon.
▪

▪

‘’Yes, there is also a lot of space for personal initiative. For example, if you say ‘well, I would
like to cook this some time’. Then something is done with that, or at least there is listened to.’’
(VTTB8)
‘’And because I have had a vegetable garden before more often, I am also allowed to think
along about what we are going to sow, and how we are going to do it from now on.’’ (HvH2)
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There were also interviewees who emphasized that having and bringing in personal input is possible
but that it should serve the collective interest of the whole initiative. Discussing things with fellow
participants or making sure you do things together instead of by yourself was deemed important.
Hereby, the greater good of the initiative or the work together in the group was valued over personal
interests.
▪
▪

‘’And if you have your own plan, that is great, but you do share it with the others and then we
will make space for that. So that ... but that is done in consultation.’’ (HvH1)
‘’And I think it is important, and that is also about personal input ... I was indeed working on
laying that path and at a certain point I ... then X wanted to help and then I let him finish it
because I felt like ‘at least it did not become just my project’. And I do think it is really important
that it is a team effort. So if I get the chance, in that respect I am also a real team player, like
‘nothing is mine here’.’’ (VT2)

However, bringing in personal input was not always deemed desirable. One interviewee mentioned
that too much personal input from too many people would cause problems. Others stated that they
did not feel the need to bring in personal input, either because they were relatively new at the initiative
and did not feel comfortable with that or because they were compliant to what coordinators suggested
them to do.
▪
▪

‘’But if X says to me like ‘would you like to do this?’, then I go do that myself. He says that to
me.’’ (BA2)
‘’Well, I just always ask X. She always gives us tasks like ‘do you want to do this?’, or ‘do you
want to sow that?’, or ‘weeds need to be removed there’.’’ (VTTB7)

5.3.5 The place as a learning environment
In the interviews, almost all participants elaborated on how the initiative serves as a learning
environment. Hereby, the place helps them in their development as a person. To the question from
the interview guide ‘Did you learn things here?’, interviewees answered that they learned practical
knowledge and skills, they learned socially from the interaction with others, and they learned more
about themselves.
5.3.5a Learning practical things
What was often mentioned by interviewees was that they had learned practical knowledge, such as
knowledge about plants, soil fauna, gardening and cooking with vegetables from the garden. This
knowledge is transferred among the participants of the initiatives. Learning these practical things
about plants, gardening, cultivation and cooking with vegetables was a theme that reoccurred.
▪

‘’Being active and learn, of course also learning to cultivate: knowing how plants work, how
plants grow, knowing how to work with it. Everything that is involved in vegetables and
cultivation, you can learn that here.’’ (VT3)

Additionally, participation in the GCIs made participants learn to know many more types of vegetables
and their names. Growing this knowledge appeared to bring joy to participants.
▪

‘’I get to know more and more types of vegetables. Now we harvested the yacon, so then we
will eat yacon. I did not know palm cabbage at first either. And now also from that tropical
greenhouse, that was this year again. Then you got all new names and new vegetables. Yes, I
just love to develop.’’ (SM4)
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For certain gardening or cooking tasks skills are needed, which participants have learned and improved
at the initiatives. This can be about gardening with machines or gardening tools, how to plant seedlings,
or certain cooking techniques such as slicing.
▪
▪

‘’In this work I learnt everything, with pruning, with mowing, with machines, leaf blowers,
everything.’’ (BA2)
‘’What I see especially is that I when I started here, it was really cooking at a slow pace. And
now when I see my own pace I think ‘yes, see how fast I can slice now’.’’ (VTTB10)

For two participants, learning the Dutch language was specifically mentioned as something they are
learning at the initiative.
▪
▪

‘’But I would like to learn the work, learn the language, everything.’’ (BA2)
‘’And also for myself and for my language, because I see that my language also ... If I do not
speak, then I forget the language.’’ (HvC1)

5.3.5b Social learning
Interviewees expressed that they learn from social contact with others at the initiative. The behaviour,
way of work and viewpoints of other participants, or how to handle problems with others were
mentioned as aspects they could learn from. In addition, learning from each others’ qualities was
perceived as very valuable and informative.
▪

▪

‘’There are quite a lot of people with a migration background. And I think that is also very nice.
Working together with foreign people, who also have their own ideas about gardening. And
who were looking here like ‘oh, is that how it works here?’. That has also been an enrichment.’’
(SM4)
‘’I used to do things on my own very often, so now you just have a nice network of people who
all know something different. Fuck school, then this has become my school.’’ (ARB4)

Participants explained to learn at the initiative to communicate, discuss and work together well with
other people. The social interaction with other participants can result in mutual learning, where people
learn from you and where you learn from other people.
▪

‘’Yes, I have changed myself too. It is not just that people learn from me, but I have also learned
from others. I have become a bit milder and more careful. Yes, that is true. So yes, you learn
from each other a little in that way.’’ (VT3)

Besides, some interviewees mentioned that they learned from other people’s attitudes. They
described that because their fellow participants have a relaxed and positive attitude, they take that
over, which is evaluated positively for their wellbeing.
▪

‘’And I also feel like the people here are so relaxed, so they bring that over to me as well. So I
also benefit from other people’s attitudes. And I really notice that it is good for your whole
wellbeing.’’ (SM2)

Lastly, some participants mentioned to particularly like it to teach other people something. That could
be about their knowledge of plants and gardening to other participants or telling non-participants
about the idea of the initiative and the contribution it makes to society, such as the importance of
producing food for the food bank at SM.
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5.3.5c Learning about self
From the interviews, it appeared that through their involvement in the initiative participants gained
more self-knowledge and have been able to develop themselves in who they are, how they think about
themselves and how they behave. For example, interviewees became to realize how much they
needed gardening and working with their hands in the soil because it makes them feel calm or they
got insight into the physical limits of their bodies. One interviewee stated that her whole outlook on
life had changed since she started participating in the initiative.
▪

‘’Yes, I look at life completely differently now. My thoughts have changed a lot. Now, my life
will be easier I think.’’ (HvC1)

Some participants mentioned that they have learned to think more of themselves and that
participation in the initiative has brought them a sense of self-confidence. Participation helped them
to come out of their shell in some way and to realize that they can trust themselves. This was
particularly found back in work experience participants.
▪

‘’Well, what it has brought me is that I can trust myself some more, so that is also because I
started to do a painting course for example. I went to do yoga and I live more fully in life, that.’’
(ARB4)

What returned often in interviews was that interviewees mentioned that their participation in the
initiative has meant something in their self-development. This was reflected by statements as ‘’I have
become more assertive’’, ‘’I have become more patient’’, ‘’I have become kinder for myself’’ and ‘’I
have learnt to set my boundaries’’. That learning at the initiative happens in different areas is nicely
illustrated by the following quote:
▪

‘’And a learning process of course. A learning process not only in the area of cultivation, but
also a learning process in the area of being a human.’’ (VT3)

Furthermore, participants mentioned that through the social interaction with others they also got to
learn more about their own attitude and behaviour towards other people.
▪

‘’You know, how amicably you deal with people for example. That has changed a bit here.
Because you have to deal with a very large group of diverse people. So yes, then you also
discover like ‘how do I keep the interaction pleasant and how do I want that myself?’ ‘’ (SM3)

5.3.6 Exploring interests, skills and values learnt further
For many participants, the learning process does not stop the moment they leave the place of the
initiative. Something that reappeared from several interviewees was that since they started
participating in the initiative their interest in plants, gardening, permaculture and/or vegetarian
cooking has been caught and growing. Multiple interviewees said to explore these topics more in their
spare time. For instance, one interviewee started a permaculture course and others read books or
watch videos on how to grow certain vegetables. Some participants, especially those of VTTB, seemed
to discover vegetarian cooking more as a result of their participation in the initiative.
▪

‘’Well, I have always liked cooking, but the vegetarian part, I have started to appreciate and
discover that more.’’ (VTTB8)

Through participation, interest for broader topics such as sustainability, the climate and biodiversity,
was raised. This indicates that GCIs play a role in how participants look at the value of green for our
society today and in the future. Now that participants had been more involved in gardening, cooking
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and eating in an ecologically friendly way at the initiatives, some mentioned to have adjusted their
behaviour at home in an eco-friendlier direction as well.
▪

I am just much more concerned with the climate and biodiversity. [...] I can’t change the whole
world, but on this small piece of land and not making that footprint so big myself, right. Eating
seasonal vegetables, that is what you see happening here. So yes, keeping the footprint as
small as possible. All those sorts of things. So I have been more concerned with the climate,
that is something I gained from here.’’ (SM4)

Whereas most interviewees mentioned to explore and develop themselves more in green-related
topics, a few interviewees specifically pointed out that they were not willing or did not feel the need
to do that. At the initiative, they work along and like that but outside the initiative they do not feel like
exploring green-related topics further. One interviewee said to like it best when he keeps his
participation in the initiative completely separate from his life outside it.
▪

‘’I keep it very separate. When I am here, then I am here. I like to be here, but as soon as I go
home, I do not want to have anything to do with it anymore. That is what I like best.’’ (ARB3)

Some participants also seemed to have taken some values learnt at the initiative with them, such as
appreciation and compassion. By having learnt how people at the initiative interact with each other
and how good that felt, participants expressed that they were willing to apply such values in other
parts of their lives as well.
▪
▪

‘’Because X yes ... when I say something then he really appreciates it. And I also learn from him.
That I should also be like that towards other people, to really appreciate them.’’ (HvC1)
‘’Now I am working on ... I have noticed how important it is that you can be yourself at a certain
place, and that you are listened to. How important that is. But also not just here, but also [...]
Now, I suddenly notice that I am organising all kinds of things. To see what we can do for the
communication in the neighbourhood ... you know, the connection that I feel here, like ‘how
can you expand that?’ ‘’ (VT1)

Summary box Place identity. The strength of place identity was 3.9 (see Table 7). This strength is positive
significantly influenced by length of involvement, frequency and intensity of meaningful experiences and sense
of security. Participants experience the initiative as a reflection of who they are. Their identification as ‘’pronature’’ and an ‘’outdoors person’’ fits well with the GCIs’ characteristics. Participants strongly feel that they
can be themselves at the initiative, and feel accepted for who they are. Some participants feel a sense of
ownership over the GCI and consider themselves responsible for it. There is space to bring in personal input,
but important is that it should serve the collective interest. The GCIs are seen as learning environments for
practical, social and personal development. Many participants explore their interests, skills and values learnt
at the initiative further in their spare time. Topics like growing and cooking organic food, sustainability and
biodiversity have caught interest. In the interaction with people, participants also learned values they apply
in other parts of their lives.
Table 7. Overview place identity scores
Place identity (PI) statements
I can be myself at the initiative
That I participate in the initiative says much about who I am
I have the feeling that the initiative is a little bit mine
I have the feeling that the initiative is a part of who I am
Overall PI score

M
4.3
4.0
3.7
3.6
3.9
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5.4 Place dependence
The extent to which people are dependent on a place to meet their needs, achieve their goals and
undertake desired behaviours, given an existing range of alternative places

5.4.1 Strength of place dependence and factors influencing place dependence
The average strength of place dependence
Table 8. Place dependence score
across initiatives was found to be 3.7 (see
M
SD Min Max n
Table 8). The place dependence score of 3.7
5
130
is the lowest score of the three dimensions of Place dependence 3.7 0.6 1
sense of place. Regarding the relationship between place dependence and the factors, results showed
positive significant correlations (p <0.05) between place dependence and frequency of involvement (r
= .353), length of visit (r = .382), frequency of meaningful experiences (r = .549), intensity of meaningful
experiences (r = .500), social ties (r = .501) and sense of security (r = .403). For example, when social
ties increase, place dependence also increases, and vice versa. Length of involvement was not
significantly correlated to place dependence.
From the regression analysis with place dependence as dependent variable and the factors as
independent variables, it followed that 42.3% of the variance in place dependence could be explained
(Adjusted R2 = .423; F (7.93) = 11.49; p <0.001). The strength of place dependence was found to be
significantly influenced by length of visit (β = .082; p = 0.035), intensity of meaningful experiences
(β = .169; p = 0.043) and social ties (β = .240; p = 0.018). For instance, in case of social ties it means that
place dependence is expected to increase with .240 when the score of social ties increases by one,
holding the other factors constant. Even though these three factors significantly influence the strength
of place dependence, their β-values indicate that the influence is not very strong. The other factors
(i.e. length of involvement, frequency of involvement, frequency of meaningful experiences, sense of
security) were not found to have a significant influence on the strength of place dependence. For the
elaboration of the correlation and regression analysis regarding place dependence and the factors
influencing place dependence, see Appendix 11 – Table 15.

5.4.2 Being part of society
From the interviews, it appeared that the initiative can be a place that offers a way to participate more
in society. This was observed in several ways. Participation in the initiative forms a reason to go outside
of the house, participants can practice with work situations and they simply have ‘’something to do’’.
Aspects relating to being part of society seemed to be more often mentioned by participants that did
not have a (regular) paid job or were retired at the time. Participating in GCIs could thereby give them
meaning by filling the day or week or providing a steppingstone to something similar to working life.
▪

▪

▪

‘’I am on sick leave (Dutch: ziektewet) currently [...], but this gives me something of
meaningfulness (Dutch: zingeving). That you still can contribute something, to the
neighbourhood in this case, to society. For me that is the most valuable.’’ (VTTB8)
‘’Yes, it has gone from more very free (Dutch: vrijblijvend) voluntary work to more of a setting
of a paid job. Without stress by that. [...] It is still free, but that we can already practice in the
setting of a paid job.’’ (ARB2)
‘’And it offers possibilities for other work as well for instance. Currently, I am doing a
hairdressing training. [...] I got that possibility because I am a volunteer here. I do not have to
pay it, because you can’t follow a training with little money. Everything is expensive. So, it has
many advantages, doing volunteer work.’’ (HvC1)
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Participation in the initiative was found to provide participants with a certain structure in their day or
week. It gives them a sense of stability, rhythm or something to hold on to. The structure and rhythm
that participation in GCIs could bring were described as positive, also in relation to times before
participation.
▪

▪

▪

‘’At a certain moment you come to sit home in a rut (Dutch: sleur) and then you are at the point
of ‘I need to wake up, but I have no idea for what’. [...] And now when you wake up it is ‘I go to
the Broederij and drink a nice cup of coffee’. So you get a goal again to do something, that
rhythm.’’ (BR2)
‘’What it has been especially good for is that it has given structure to my week. I was
unemployed when I started. Then you have to fill in your own time a lot. That was always going
quite okay. But still nice, I do not have to think because ‘Wednesday is garden day’.’’ (VTTB2)
‘’Also a piece of stability, something to hold on to. [...] And it helps when I know ‘two mornings
a week I am there’ and then I have my yoga and hockey as well. Then I just have a few pillars
that are stable and which I can hold on to, and that is nice.’’ (SM1)

In addition, two interviewees brought up that they were happy that they could participate in the GCI
in times of Covid. A lot of other activities they did had fallen away because of Covid, so the fact that
this could continue was very valuable to them.

5.4.3 Facilitating desired behaviours and activities
From both the questionnaire and the interviews, it was
found that participants enjoy being involved in the
initiative and that it enables them to perform activities
they like. Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement ‘Participating in the initiative is one
of my favourite things to do’ (see Figure 21). Some
respondents were neutral about whether they see
participating in the initiative as one of their favourite
activities, but relatively few people disagreed or strongly
disagreed with the statement.
What returned often was that the place of the
initiative makes it possible for participants to do the
things they love doing. Especially with regard to working
outside with plants, vegetables and flowers is something
that reappeared.
▪
▪

▪

Participating in the initiative
is one of my favourite
things to do
(n = 130, M = 3.9)
58%
25%
1%

2%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

15%
Agree Strongly
agree

Figure 21. Participating in the initiative is one
of my favourite things to do

‘’And being outside with the vegetables, plants and flowers is something I love very much and
I can do that at this place, so I find that very nice.’’ (HvH2)
‘’So now I am mainly working with flowers. Growing flowers. In any case growing, growing of
plants. So, sowing and then growing and finding a beautiful place for it. That is what I like the
most.’’ (SM5)
‘’When I was ten years old, this [gardening] was my hobby already. I did it in my own country
too, working with vegetables. That is why I come here, because I like it so much, everything.’’
(BA2)
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Some participants also described liking the space and the larger scale of the place that enables them
to do more things compared to one’s home environment.
▪

‘’Well, you have more space here of course so you can do some more things. Otherwise, it was
always, primarily with my first house it was a balcony full with planters and plants and things.
And yes, that is only limited. And here you have plenty of space.’’ (SM5)

Another aspect that was mentioned by some interviewees was that they like that the place enables
them to put their already developed skills and qualities into practice.
▪

‘’And I was a carpenter, and at that moment that was very handy because the shack (Dutch:
keet) needed to be built. So, there was a lot of construction work. So that was nice actually. [...]
Then I think it is nice to be able to use my skills a little.’’ (SM3)

In addition, the initiatives appeared to offer a place where participants could try out, experiment or
learn new things they had not done before. The fact that participants had the chance to make use of
these possibilities was evaluated positively.
▪
▪

‘’That you can try everything, experiment. That is a very nice thing about it.’’ (ARB2)
‘’I do not have such a bucket list, I am not so concerned with what I would necessarily still like
to do. But yes, I like it that I got the chance to do it [laying a tile path]. That is it. And to develop
that.’’ (VT2)

However, whether participants think that the initiative
is the best place where they can do the things they enjoy
most is not so clear, as most participants chose the
‘neutral’ option when asked for it in the questionnaire
(see Figure 22). The ‘disagree’ as well as the ‘agree’
option was chosen about as often, so it seems
ambiguous whether the initiatives are the places where
people can do the things they enjoy most. Probably,
there are also other places besides the initiatives where
participants can do things they enjoy doing.

For the things I enjoy doing
most, there is no other place
better than the initiative
(n = 130, M = 3.1)
46%
25%

22%
5%

2%
Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Figure 22. For the things I enjoy doing most, there is
no other place better than the initiative

5.4.4 Having found what participants searched for
Results from the questionnaire show that the majority of
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they found
what they searched for at the initiative. However, a
relatively big share was neutral to this question (see
Figure 23). In the interviews as well, mixed results were
found here. Some participants indicated that the place
could satisfy certain needs they had. These needs were
either related to the type of work they searched for and
were able to do at the initiative or to a certain feeling
they searched for and found.

At the initiative, I found
what I searched for
(n = 130, M = 3.8)
50%
29%
15%
0%

5%

Strongly Disagree Neutral
disagree

Agree Strongly
agree

Figure 23. At the initiative, I found what I
searched for
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▪
▪

‘’And I wanted something in nature, something with my hands, something outside, where I
would feel safe. So yes, then I came here.’’ (SM1)
‘’Yes I wanted a place where I felt home. And that I can show my inner self. But here it is that
you can bring out the qualities you have. Sometimes you have a lot of quality but then there is
not given space for you to bring it out. But here there is.’’ (HvC1)

Besides that the GCIs could meet participants’ needs, several interviewees mentioned that the
initiative helped them in achieving goals.
▪

‘’And I also felt like making new friends. And I thought ‘why would I search for them far away?
It is much nicer to have friends in the neighbourhood’. So that was really a goal of mine, and
so that is also realized.’’ (VTTB4)

On the other hand, some participants explicitly mentioned
that they did not really search for anything they could
articulate clearly. Even though that they pointed out not to
search for anything specific in the place, they did mention
that they were having a good time at the initiative and were
not thinking about leaving or searching for another place.
This also returned in the questionnaire results, where most
respondents indicated to disagree or strongly disagree with
the statement ‘I consider searching another place for my
activities’ (see Figure 24).

I consider searching
another place for my
activities
(n = 130, M = 4.1)
39%

45%
10%

4%

2%

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
disagree
agree

Figure 24. I consider searching another place for
my activities

5.4.5 Behavioural exclusivity of the place
For some participants, the initiative offered a place where they could do or find something they
currently could not anywhere else. From the interviews, two themes stood out herein, namely that
some participants were to some extent reliant on the place for social contact or for (active) interaction
with nature. Interviewees mentioned that because of the place they met other like-minded people,
people from the neighbourhood or that they were just in the company of people.
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

‘’And yes, to get among people who have the same interests. That is very important for me too.
For four years … I did not go anywhere actually.’’ (ARB4)
‘’To get to know all women, neighbours (Dutch: buurtgenoten). And since I came here, I know
almost all neighbours. And before I did not know anyone.’’ (BR1)
‘’But I have very little social contacts, so that is why it is nice to have nice contacts here.’’ (SM2)
‘’Here, I just have the social contacts in the neighbourhood I have never had before actually.
And because yes I am not from Arnhem, and I did know people but not so intensely as I do no.
So for the social contacts it has been very nice.’’ (VT2)
‘’Also for meeting people, because I live alone.’’ (VT1)

Besides, participation in the initiative stimulates participants to go outside or makes that they are
outside more often. Apart from just being outside, their involvement in the initiative makes that they
have a place where they can actively interact with nature, for instance by gardening, because they do
not have a garden themselves.
▪

‘’That I think ‘yes let me go outside again, it has been two days ago already’. It does stimulate.’’
(VTTB1)
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▪

▪

‘’Well, what I said already, I missed my garden. And what I miss as well is being outside. I do
not feel like just walking around the block or yes you can go sitting somewhere, but I think it is
nice to have something to do. That you have a goal. That you are busy working in the garden.’’
(VTTB7)
‘’I went from a single-family house to a flat and this is my garden, as it were.’’ (HvH7)

Two interviewees (who were a couple) specifically highlighted the uniqueness of the initiative they
participated in, and how special that is for them.
▪

‘’Yes, and we go out for dinner once a week. How many people can say that? Every week. That
is very nice. And for that price.’’ (VTTB3)

Summary box Place dependence. The strength of place dependence was 3.7 (see Table 9), which is the lowest
score of the three dimensions of sense of place. This strength is positive significantly influenced by length of
visit, intensity of meaningful experiences and social ties. Participants experience the initiative as a place that
offers them a way to be part of society. It gives them structure and a valuable reason to go out of the house.
The GCIs facilitate activities that participants enjoy doing, especially gardening-related activities. But the GCIs
do not seem to be better than other places in facilitating things participants enjoy doing. For some
participants, involvement in the GCI helped them with meeting their needs and achieving goals, and thereby
found what they searched for. Others were not searching for anything. Some participants are to some extent
reliant on the GCI to find social contact or active interaction with nature. Almost all participants do not
consider searching another place for their activities.
Table 9. Overview of place dependence scores
Place dependence (PD) statements
I consider searching another place for my activities
Participating in the initiative is one of my favourite things to do
At the initiative, I found what I searched for
For the things I enjoy doing most,
there is no other place better than the initiative
Overall PD score

M
4.1
3.9
3.8
3.1
3.7
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5.5 Other
5.5.1 Practical considerations of involvement in the initiative
Practical considerations of being involved in the initiative were repeatedly mentioned by participants
during interviews. What most often reappeared was that participants value the fact that the initiative
is located close to where they live. This advantage of the initiative being close to participants’ home
was primarily found back at the GCIs that were situated in the middle of urban neighbourhoods. One
interviewee stated to have dropped out when the initiative would have been further away.
▪

‘’It is close to my home, I forgot to say that, that is really an advantage. If I had to cycle for half
an hour or an hour, then I think I would have dropped out.’’ (HvH1)

Other practical considerations that were mentioned by interviewees were that participation in the
initiative does not cost money, it fits in their week planning, they have the time for it and they can take
harvest from the initiative for consumption at home. By some interviewees, participation in the
initiative was seen as advantageous as compared to having your own vegetable garden.
▪
▪

‘’I love gardening very much, and I also looked for a vegetable garden more often in the past.
But there are huge waiting lists or it is too far away. That sort of things.’’ (VTTB2)
‘’But having a vegetable garden on your own does not work. Then you are away and then the
green beans will be all ripe.’’ (SM4)

5.5.2 Meaning of the initiative in a broader perspective of the neighbourhood and society
The different initiatives were not only found to be meaningful places because participants find
meaning in them by the interaction between themselves and the place. What makes the initiatives
meaningful places goes beyond the meaning for participants themselves. Interviewees placed the
initiatives and the meaning of them in a broader perspective, in terms of their value for the
neighbourhood they are located in and for society.
5.5.2a Meaning of the initiative for the neighbourhood
When looking at the initiatives that are situated in the middle of urban neighbourhoods in Arnhem and
Nijmegen, participants described that they felt like the initiative makes a positive contribution to the
neighbourhood. Some stated that the GCI is of ‘’great added value to the neighbourhood’’ and that
the initiative gives a positive touch to the neighbourhoods’ living environment, especially in
neighbourhoods that are perceived somewhat negatively.
▪

▪

‘’It seemed nice to me to set up such an initiative in this neighbourhood. It is a boring
neighbourhood. Not much happens I feel like. Although I am not involved in many initiatives
either. But it seemed like a good idea to me to make it a bit livelier.’’ (VTTB1)
‘’You know, it is a mixed neighbourhood where a lot happens, also things that are not so nice.
And that is where the focus comes to lie on quickly. So it is also very nice to notice that there
are so many positives in return.’’ (VT1)

Furthermore, because of participation in the initiative participants feel more connected to the
neighbourhood and have gotten more familiar to what happens in the neighbourhood. Participants
feel fortunate that they are able to mean something for the neighbourhood by participating in the
initiative. The initiative is also seen as a place that belongs to and is valuable for the whole
neighbourhood, not just for the people that participate in it.
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▪

▪

▪

‘’Because of course, you have the people who come here regularly, but the involvement moves
more and more to the neighbourhood. So this is more of a starting point of many more things
here in the neighbourhood. [...] So then you feel more connected to the neighbourhood itself.
You get to know more people from the neighbourhood, you see more happening in the
neighbourhood.’’ (BR2)
‘’Such a community centre as well. I think it is fantastic what all happens there. I had little idea
of that until I started working here. Then you see what is going on here [in the
neighbourhood].’’ (VTTB2)
‘’You are not here just for yourself, and for some the harvest is more important than for others.
I mean I can make ends meet so this is really a bonus. But for some it is almost of utter
importance because otherwise they just eat to little healthy food. But still: the neighbourhood
vegetable garden is and for the neighbourhood residents who would like to work there but also
for the people who are not able to do so, for whatever reason.’’ (VT2)

5.5.2b Meaning of the initiative for society
Next to seeing the initiatives in the context of the neighbourhoods they are situated in, the meaning
of the initiatives is also reflected upon its societal value. Several interviewees highlighted that the
initiative makes an important contribution to society and nature by growing food in a sustainable and
nature-friendly way. Hence, participants valued the GCIs for their commitment to sustainability,
biodiversity and climate-friendly and organic way of growing food.
▪

‘’More to put the natural, original way [of agriculture and growing food] back on the map and
that just seems to me ... I think that is very interesting and important that we as humans take
a step back actually and just become more aware of what we are doing with the Earth.’’ (ARB1)

Another important societal value is the educational function the initiative could have for children and
students. According to some interviewees, the initiative is a good setting to teach children about how
plants grow and where food comes from.
▪

‘’And a flower garden was made and even the youth is working in it now, so that is also nice.
[...] Then they learn how a plant grows and what you can make of it. So they are developing
themselves too, so that is also nice.’’ (VTTB6)

Lastly, interviewees from different initiatives valued the fact that the initiative offers a good place
where people from marginalised groups in society can be involved and flourish, for example people
with physical or neurological disabilities, asylum seekers or people who have difficulty integrating in
regular work environments.
▪

▪

‘’People who fled here live here [in the neighbourhood] already. They do not speak the Dutch
language so well, so they feel a bit like outsiders. And we would like to involve these people by
means of the garden. That they also feel heard and involved in all kinds of things. And that can
be done from this place in a beautiful way.’’ (BR2)
‘’And neighbourhood residents maintain the garden together with clients from the noncongenital brain injury-centre. I think that is a very nice idea.’’ (VTTB3)

Summary box Other. Practical considerations play a role for participants in their involvement in the initiative.
Participants value the closeness of the GCI to their homes, that participation fits in their week planning and
that they can take harvest for consumption at home. Participants place GCIs in a broader perspective and
see them as meaningful for the neighbourhood they are located in and for society. GCIs give a positive touch
to the neighbourhood and make participants feel more connected to it. Participants feel that by participation
they contribute to societal goals and functions, such as sustainability, education and integration.
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6. Discussion
In this chapter, the main findings of this study are highlighted and interpreted. The central question
investigated was: ‘What is the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen Initiatives in the
Dutch cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen?’. The results are discussed using existing literature and a
theoretical reflection on using the sense of place framework is given. Furthermore, a methodological
reflection is made in which the strengths and limitations of this study are discussed. Lastly,
recommendations for future research and practice are given.

6.1 Discussion of main findings and theoretical reflection
6.1.1 Strength of sense of place and factors influencing sense of place
The aim of this study was to get insight into the sense of place amongst participants of GCIs in Arnhem
and Nijmegen. Results of this study indicate that the strength of sense of place is relatively strong, with
a score of 3.9 out of 5. The highest score was found at the initiative HvC. The scores on each dimension
of sense of place were consistently high and indicates that the initiative means a lot for participants.
From the interview and observations during fieldwork at this GCI, the high score might be explained
by the strong community feeling among participants and that participation in HvC takes an important
place in their lives. The highest sense of place score across different types of participants was found
among coaches. Coaches support other participants of the initiative in the activities they do, mostly
work experience participants or participants for whom participation is a daytime activity. The high
score for coaches might be explained by them strongly valuing and supporting the idea the initiative
stands for.
In the current study, place attachment was observed to be the strongest dimension, followed
by place identity and place dependence. Similar findings were described by Jorgensen & Stedman
(2001), who developed the Sense of Place Scale which this study is based on. In the context of
lakeshore properties in Wisconsin, they found an overall strength of sense of place of 4.1, with place
attachment also as highest of the three dimensions. Place attachment considers the feelings people
have toward places, and are generally found strong motivators for people to continue being at a place
(Manzo, 2005). Participants of the GCIs appeared to report many positive and strong feelings of
connection toward the initiatives, which are inextricably linked to meaningful experiences. Place
identity is a more abstract concept which requires more thinking, posited by Proshansky et al. (1983)
as a sub-conscious concept. This might have played a role for participants in indicating whether and
how the GCI is part of their identity, and thus why place identity scored lower. Place dependence
considers the behavioural exclusivity of a place in relation to alternatives. Participants might have
several places other than the GCIs in their lives where they can do things they enjoy, which might
explain the lowest score on this dimension. Studies that quantitatively measured sense of place in
similar ways and in comparable settings as GCIs were not found. Žlender and Gemin (2020) found a
strength of sense of place of 3.2 in the context of peri-urban green open spaces of residents in Ljubljana
and Edinburgh, but this score was only based on six statements.
The strength of sense of place was found to be positive significantly influenced by participants’
length of involvement, frequency and intensity of meaningful experiences and sense of security.
Frequency of involvement, length of visit and social ties did not significantly influence participants’
sense of place. That frequency and intensity of meaningful experiences play an important role makes
sense as meaningful experiences form the basis of sense of place (Masterson et al., 2017).
Furthermore, participants feel safe at the initiative and some interviewees saw sense of security as a
necessary precondition, which makes sense of security an important and meaningful element. The
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length participants have been involved at the GCI also positively influences their strength of sense of
place. A longer time of involvement allows participants to build up more experiences that give rise to
the meanings they attribute to the initiative. The role of the factors influencing sense of place differs
across the different dimensions. All factors except frequency of involvement have a significant
influence on either one or more dimensions of sense of place. This implies that most factors do have
an influence on the strength of sense of place but on different dimensions of it. Lewicka (2011)
identified that socio-demographic and physical factors may also influence sense of place. Presence and
size of green space, location and community size did not play a role in this study, as there does not
seem to be a clear link with sense of place. For example, participants do not seem to find more meaning
in initiatives with bigger or smaller green spaces. However, this has not been statistically tested or
explicitly asked for so further research is needed to find out the influence of physical factors on sense
of place. Additionally, the examination of the influence of socio-demographic factors on sense of place
was not part of this research. Lewicka (2011) showed inconsistent patterns of the relationship between
socio-demographic factors and sense of place, and Žlender and Gemin (2020) did not find empirical
evidence of individual’s socio-demographic characteristics having an influence on sense of place. In
the context of GCIs, it might be interesting for future research to examine whether this relationship
exists or not.

6.1.2 Experiences of GCI participants’ sense of place
The results indicate that what makes GCIs meaningful for participants is determined by a combination
of various aspects. Participants find joy in the beauty of nature at the GCI and feel happy to be
surrounded by green and all the life and growth in it. GCIs are experienced as positive places where
participants feel safe, accepted and at home. Participants experience a sense of belonging to a GCI
community or group, and feel useful as they value to contribute to society. Participation at GCIs makes
participants feel healthy, in terms of physical, social and mental health. Furthermore, the results
indicate that GCIs are places of social contact, where participants enjoy meeting new people, both likeminded people and people of different backgrounds as well as people from the neighbourhood.
Participants appreciate helping each other, sometimes also beyond the initiative. GCIs are experienced
as places in which participants see their identity reflected. Participants can be themselves, and feel the
space to work in their own way. Participants experience a sense of ownership over the initiative as
they feel responsible for what happens and is decided upon at the GCI. Participants experience GCIs
as learning environments for practical, social and personal development. This learning process
sometimes extends beyond work times at the GCI. Moreover, the structure and regularity that
participation in GCIs provides enables some participants to be more actively part of society.
Participants found a place in the GCIs where they can do activities they enjoy. Although the GCIs were
not specifically considered better places than others in facilitating desired activities. Participation in
GCIs helps participants meeting their needs and achieving their goals. Some participants are to some
extent dependent on GCIs to find social contact or active interaction with nature. Besides, results of
this study indicate that GCIs are meaningful not just for its participants, but also for the neighbourhood
and broader society. Lastly, aside from attributing meaning to GCIs, practical considerations of
participation in the GCI are also deemed important. When practical considerations like availability of
time and distance from home are not met, these could act as barriers to participate (Kingsley et al.,
2019).
Previous research about meaning of participation in community gardens, urban allotment
gardens and urban agricultural plots show similar patterns. Kieft and Hassink (2004) demonstrated that
people get a happy feeling of the ‘lively’ activity of gardening: experiencing growth, blossoming and
development of plants and flowers. Ong et al. (2019) showed that participation in community gardens
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makes participants feel useful and provides them with feelings of connectedness to nature and other
people. That gardens have a pleasant atmosphere, where participants develop themselves personally
and learn practical and social skills, was also found in Kieft and Hassink (2004).
The results of this study indicate that participants attribute meaning to GCIs generally based
on two of its characteristics, namely their green and social characteristics. Independent from the work
they do at the initiative, these green and social characteristics are encountered and provide meaning
to participants as soon as they enter the GCI. As indicated by Kieft and Hassink (2004), green and social
characteristics of communal gardens are neutral characteristics that create conditions for the possible
meanings that participants attribute to the place. Thereby, the physical environment and social context
of GCIs provide a basis and give form to all the meanings constructed by participants. The extent to
which participants seem to appreciate the green and social characteristics of GCIs differed across
participants, as some valued green aspects over social aspects or vice versa. In line with Kieft and
Hassink (2004), this influences how participants describe the meaningfulness of the initiatives.
GCIs as experienced by participants can be seen as promising health-promoting settings.
Previous research has recognized sense of place as central to positive health experiences (Dennis &
James, 2016; Eyles & Williams, 2008). What people consider to be meaningful in places could act as
determinants of health (Eyles & Williams, 2008). Findings of this study show that participants
considered GCIs meaningful to their health in several ways. Participation in GCIs supported participants
to be physically active, eat healthily, find meaning in life and have pleasurable social contacts, among
others. The GCI as a restorative environment where participants could destress, relax and forget about
their worries was another health-promoting aspect of GCIs. Hereby, GCIs can be seen as places with
‘therapeutic power’ (Krevs, 2008). Although the health-promoting qualities of GCIs were not the focus
of this study, they did become apparent in participants’ narratives during interviews. This indicates the
important role GCIs can have in participants’ health.
Besides, this study shows that GCIs seem to fit well with how participants identify themselves.
Most of them were interested in gardening and characterised themselves as an ‘’outdoors person’’ or
‘’pro-nature’’. For some participants, such an identity had been formed long way back in the past
during their upbringing and through participation in the GCI this continued to be part of who they are.
This is in line with the study by Manzo (2005) who described that places could serve as ‘bridges to the
past’. At the same time, GCIs appeared to serve as ‘gateways to the future’ as participation supported
participants in getting to know themselves, their qualities and interests they wanted to explore further.
In this way, GCIs are places where participants can make connections between meaningful experiences
in the past, present and future. Figure 25 presents how sense of place is formed through the interaction
between humans and the environment, which develops and is shaped over time.

Figure 25. Sense of place over time
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That the meaning of GCIs extends beyond participants themselves is another finding of this study. This
resonates with the observation by Dunlap et al. (2013), who studied sense of place among participants
in an urban agricultural project, that there is a ‘’meaning spill over’’ (p. 410) to the neighbourhood and
broader society. Participants recognized the positive value GCIs have for the neighbourhood, as a
meeting place and a place that beautifies the physical outlook of the neighbourhood. Thereby,
according to Veen et al. (2015), GCIs like community gardens may contribute to a stronger sense of
place of the neighbourhood for participating as well as non-participating residents. This potential
‘meaning spill over’ to the neighbourhood was experienced differently across participants, as part of
them feel more connected to the neighbourhood because of the GCI and some did not seem to be
living close enough to the initiative to be able to build a relationship with the neighbourhood. Previous
research by Veen et al. (2015) identified a distinction of ‘place-based’ community gardens that are
located within neighbourhoods and ‘interest-based’ community gardens that attract garden-minded
people and are located outside the neighbourhood. With regard to this study, GCIs may be places
where participants are partly residents from the neighbourhood, and partly participants with an
interest in gardening who come from outside the neighbourhood. This might explain the mixed findings
on the ‘meaning spill over’ effect of GCIs to the neighbourhoods. Moreover, the meaning of GCIs
extended to broader society. Participants experienced their participation as a means to contribute to
sustainability, education and integration. This supports the study by McVey et al. (2018) that stated
that community gardening can be a vehicle to addressing issues on a wider societal scale. The
production of food was found secondary to other things that are achieved in the gardens, like social
cohesion, accepting diversity of people and ecological awareness (McVey et al., 2018).
Overall, the results of this study indicate that participants find meaning in GCIs through the
physical and natural appearance of the place, the social relationships and the activities they do.
Thereby, this research provides further empirical evidence to support the notion in previous sense of
place literature that sense of place is shaped through a complex interaction between characteristics of
the physical setting, the social context and the individual experiences therein (e.g. Gidlow et al., 2010;
Kyle & Chick, 2007).
It should be acknowledged that the results of the current study specifically apply to GCIs, while
existing studies often use other definitions of garden settings, such as community gardens or urban
agricultural plots. GCIs have some distinct characteristics, like being a citizen initiative and offering a
diversity of activities, but this does not seem to affect the comparability with previous literature.

6.1.3 Theoretical reflection on sense of place framework
For this research, Jorgensen and Stedman’s (2001) take on sense of place has been adopted, which
consists of the three intertwined dimensions place attachment, place identity and place dependence.
Various researchers have underlined the interconnectedness of the three dimensions and consider
sense of place as a holistic concept by which to investigate subjective meanings attributed to place
(e.g. Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001; Kyle & Chick, 2007; Shamai, 1991). Although this three-fold structure
of sense of place has been well-established, several other concepts related to sense of place are used
within the literature, such as place satisfaction, rootedness and belonging (Eyles & Williams, 2008;
Fleury-Bahi et al., 2017). Possibly, the use of other concepts would have revealed different aspects of
sense of place. As place satisfaction, rootedness and belonging were not specifically asked for in the
questionnaire, it is not completely clear to what extent they play a role in GCI participants’ sense of
place. Yet, these aspects did emerge from the interview results. This study found that participants
report positive feelings toward the GCI, that some participants have roots in vegetable gardening and
that participants have a feeling of belonging to the GCI. This might point to the presence of place
satisfaction, rootedness and belonging amongst GCI participants in this study. However, it is unclear
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whether other relevant explanations might have been revealed when there had been specifically asked
for.
The sense of place framework acknowledges sense of place as a comprehensive and holistic
concept. However, deconstructing the concept into its three dimensions had advantages as it allowed
to operationalise, organise and further unravel sense of place. Theoretically, meanings that people
attribute to a place would fall into one of the three dimensions of either place attachment, place
identity or place dependence. In practice, however, meanings of GCIs were expressed by participants
through intertwined narratives without clear boundaries (which indicates the holistic nature of the
concept). The strong interaction and overlap between the three dimensions made it difficult
sometimes to categorize certain findings under what dimension. Nevertheless, most results could be
placed under one dimension of sense of place or similar themes across dimensions were found (e.g.
feeling useful and being part of society). This indicates both the distinct and overlapping definitions of
the dimensions (e.g. Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006; Kyle & Chick, 2007; Trentelman, 2009).
It should be noted, however, that the three dimensions do not indicate three equally divided
elements of sense of place. In this study, place attachment was found the strongest dimension, which
was also most elaborated upon. Thus, feelings toward GCIs seemed to be more broadly expressed by
participants than beliefs on identity or than descriptions on behavioural commitments to the place.
So, the relative importance of the dimensions differs. Deconstructing sense of place into its three
dimensions does make sense as it enables to ‘’explore the potential for complexity in the concept’’
(Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006, p.317). Results of this study indicate that the factors influencing sense
of place have a different influence on different dimensions. Besides, the understanding of experiences
of sense of place across different dimensions could be deepened. The sense of place framework is
therefore considered appropriate and useful in the current research.
This study shows that sense of place develops over time. Sense of place is positively influenced
by participants’ length of involvement in the initiative and participants described how time played a
role in the meanings they attribute to GCIs. Therefore, as an addition to the current sense of place
framework, results of this study suggest incorporating a time dimension. This allows to put sense of
place in perspective of time.

6.2 Methodological reflection
6.2.1 The examination of sense of place
While distributing questionnaires and conducting interviews, there is always an effect that the
researcher brings along. A researcher bias is difficult to fully avoid in distributing questionnaires and
conducting interviews. Merely the presence of the researcher could have influenced the answers that
participants gave and the stories they told. This has been dealt with by the researcher through
adopting an as neutral stance as possible. Respondents were given all the time and space to fill in the
questionnaire without interruptions of the researcher. During interviews, an open and calm attitude
of the researcher gave interviewees the space to say what they wanted to say.
Also during the coding process in this research, some biases might have occurred. As coding
was performed by one researcher, the way in which the data was coded based on the sense of place
framework might have affected the presentation of the results. Hereby, the interpretation of the
researcher of the applicability of codes to certain dimensions of sense of place might have played a
role in the coding process. This potential bias could have been lessened or prevented by involving other
researchers in the interview coding process. By means of discussion and calculating inter-coder
reliability, the reliability of the coding scheme might have been strengthened. However, this was not
possible due to time constraints and limited resources for arranging a second coder. Nonetheless, the
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coding scheme was discussed with another researcher in the project for feedback, and this feedback
was incorporated in the final coding scheme.
Another bias that might have affected the results on sense of place was the non-response bias.
Participants who completed the survey or agreed to take part in interviews might have been different
from the participants who did not. It might be that participants who have a more positive image of the
initiatives are more inclined to respond. This might have influenced the strength and experiences of
sense of place found in this study. Also, this study included participants who were currently involved
in the initiatives. Including former participants who stopped participating in the initiative might have
given different insights.

6.2.2 The questionnaire
The questionnaire used in this study has been drawn up in a careful and thoughtful manner. The
questionnaire was developed based on a validated Sense of Place Scale (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001).
In addition, pilot-testing was done and improved the questionnaire. Nevertheless, some potential
biases might have occurred during data collection and data analysis of the questionnaire.
First, the twelve sense of place statements used in the questionnaire of the current research
are based on the statements of Jorgensen and Stedman’s (2001) Sense of Place Scale. As the
statements developed by them were directed at measuring sense of place in another setting than GCIs,
the statements needed to be transformed and adapted to GCIs. In addition, as this study involved
Dutch participants, statements needed to be translated into Dutch. Some statements developed by
Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) were adapted and translated literally, such as ‘For doing the things that
I enjoy most, no other place can compare to my lake property’ from the original scale into ‘For doing
the things that I enjoy most, no other place can compare to the initiative’ (Dutch: ‘Voor de dingen die
ik het liefste doe, is er geen andere plek die beter is dan het initiatief’) in the questionnaire used in the
current study. For other statements, there was chosen to not translate them literally in order to
increase readability and comprehensibility, also taking into account the study population
encompassing participants with varying literacy levels. Translating the original statements by
Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) more freely might have had an influence on the internal validity of the
questionnaire.
Second, a general pattern has been observed in the answers of respondents in the
questionnaire. That is, participants chose most frequently for the answer option ‘Agree’ (M = 4).
Because all questions in the questionnaire were positively worded, this generally gives a positive image
about sense of place amongst participants of GCIs. The answer option on the lowest end, ‘strongly
disagree’, was only chosen occasionally. This could justify this positive outcome. Yet, it could also point
to a response bias, whereby respondents avoid extremely negative or extremely positive answers.
In addition, the observation was made that respondents chose the ‘neutral’ answer option
considerably more to some questions. That were two questions relating to place identity: ‘I have the
feeling that the initiative is part of who I am’ and ‘I have the feeling that the initiative is a little bit mine’,
two questions regarding place dependence: ‘For the things I enjoy most, there is no other place better
than the initiative’ and ‘At the initiative I found what I searched for’ and one question relating to social
ties: ‘Participants of the initiative know each other well’. The answers to these questions are difficult
to interpret, because neutral can be understood in different ways (Nadler et al., 2015). Neutral can be
‘I do not know’, ‘unsure’ or just a ‘neutral position’. A drawback of having neutral answers is that it is
difficult to differentiate between a non-attitudinal answer or an actual neutral answer, which might
present a shortcoming in measurement of the questionnaire.
Lastly, there was one question to which two respondents did not chose one of the answer
options from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ but wrote ‘not applicable’ to it on the side. This was
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regarding the question ‘I miss the initiative when I have not been there for a long time’. As an
explanation, the respondents said they had not been away from the initiative for a long time since they
started participating. In the analysis of this question, the answer of ‘not applicable’ was given the
numerical representation of 0. This choice might have had a minor effect on the question and scale
scores.

6.2.3 The semi-structured interviews
The semi-structured interviews were performed by using an interview guide, which means that predefined questions in the interview guide formed a general guideline for the interviews but that the line
of questioning and course of the interview was driven by the interviewee’s responses (Adams, 2015).
An advantage is that interviewees can develop their own narrative while the researcher keeps hold of
the interview via the interview guide. However, small changes in words, attitude and actions of the
researcher may affect responses (Kreuter, 2008). Since questions and probing questions in the
interviews were posed differently and in a different order many times, this might have influenced the
responses given by the interviewees, which can be considered a disadvantage.
In addition, there were some interviewees with a foreign background who had difficulties in
expressing themselves in Dutch. Consequently, this might have hampered them in expressing the
meanings they attribute to the GCI they participate in. There is also chance that the researcher might
have misinterpreted their answers. This might have had an adverse effect on the internal validity of
this study.
Finally, the interviews conducted in this study took place either on-site of the GCIs, at
interviewees’ home or via telephone. Taking part in an interview on location might have triggered
interviewees to call up certain experiences or meanings that might have been different compared to
an interview off-location. This might have had an influence on the answers given by the different
interviewees.

6.2.4 Mixed methods
The mixed methods approach of this study is considered an advantage. The questionnaire was used to
measure the strength of GCI participants’ sense of place and the factors of influence. The interviews
provided more in-depth information that helped to understand how participants experience their
sense of place of the GCIs. Converging the questionnaire and interview data provided a richer and
more comprehensive understanding of sense of place amongst participants of GCIs. In this way, the
quantitative and the qualitative methods strengthened each other and helped to validate findings.
With respect to the little research on sense of place in the context of GCIs, this is considered a valuable
asset of this study.
A further strength of this study is that different types of participants across various initiatives
participated in this research. With 130 respondents for the questionnaire and 38 interviewees across
ten initiatives in different parts of two cities, a variety of places and people were included. By that, a
broad view of participants’ sense of place of GCIs was gained. Thereby, this study addresses the need
identified in the literature to move beyond small-scale qualitative studies localised to single settings
(Kingsley et al., 2019).
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6.2.5 External validity
Generalizing the results from this study to a broader context of the Netherlands or beyond is difficult
because of the small study population, and the specific focus on GCIs located in the cities of Arnhem
and Nijmegen. Due to differences in settings, objectives and strategies of GCIs in the Netherlands
(Mattijssen et al., 2015; Mattijssen, 2019), generalizability of the current research to other GCIs in the
Netherlands or abroad might be limited. Furthermore, the inclusion of GCIs located in lower SES
neighbourhoods or with a connection to lower SES citizens led to having lower SES citizens involved in
this research but also participants with a higher SES took part in this study. Therefore, the results of
this study cannot be generalized to people with a lower or higher SES in general. However, this study
does give an indication of the initiatives situated in Arnhem and Nijmegen. Thereby, it can be a basis
for further investigation of GCIs in these cities and other places in the Netherlands. Besides, this study
contributes to general knowledge and insights about Green Citizen Initiatives, participation in GCIs and
sense of place amongst participants of GCIs.

6.3 Recommendations for future research and practice
6.3.1 Recommendations for future research
This study is a first exploration of sense of place amongst participants of GCIs. Although the results of
this study are generally promising, this study raises new questions for future research.
First, as this study has a cross-sectional design, only an indication could be given of the
relationship between participation and sense of place, and the influence of the identified factors
herein. A suggestion for future research is to conduct longitudinal studies so as to measure sense of
place over time. For example, participants at a newly initiated GCI could be followed for a longer period
of time. By repeated measurement at several moments in time, for instance at the start of
participation, after six months and after one or two years, sense of place can be measured. That will
enable to study differences and changes of sense of place of GCIs among the same group of
participants over time. This will further give insight into sense of place amongst GCI participants and
what it is determined by.
Second, future research could explore whether and how GCIs fulfil both a green and social
function. From this study, it appeared that participants value the green and social aspects of GCIs in
different proportions. This was not only observed to differ across GCIs but also across participants of
the same GCI. Moreover, some initiatives did not have much green space but participants were found
to have a strong sense of place. It would be interesting to investigate how this difference in presence,
amount and appreciation of green influences sense of place amongst participants.
Third, with investigating sense of place in this study, GCIs appeared to be places with healthpromoting qualities. Meaningful experiences linked with experiences of health of participants at GCIs.
How sense of place of GCI participants, health and thereby their quality of life interact is an interesting
relationship future research could explore.
Fourth, results of this study indicate that the meaning of GCIs extends to the neighbourhood
for some participants. Interesting for future research is to investigate to what extent GCIs influence
the sense of place of residents in the neighbourhood. Thereby, it would be interesting to include
perspectives of participating as well as non-participating residents, so as to examine the meaning of
GCIs for the neighbourhood they are located in from the viewpoint of all residents that live close by.
Lastly, it would be interesting to investigate how GCIs can extend their reach to even more
lower SES citizens. This study indicates that participation in GCIs probably positively influences
participants’ sense of place, which suggests a favourable effect on their health and quality of life.
Thereby, GCIs could be valuable assets in improving the health of citizens with a lower SES.
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Investigating reasons for not participating, and finding ways to involve more lower SES citizens could
be done in a study among citizens who do not participate in GCIs but do live in the area. This will enable
to unravel the full potential of GCIs for citizens with a lower SES.

6.3.2 Recommendations for practice
The results of the current study are of particular interest for the area of health promotion.
Policymakers and future GCI initiators could draw on relevant insights of this study to guarantee
meaningful aspects for participants, and thereby contribute to a health-promoting setting. For
policymakers, it is recommended that the setting up of GCIs is facilitated and that GCIs are used in
their strategy to promote health. For future GCI initiators, it is important to ensure that participants
get the space at the initiative to have meaningful experiences. Participants shape these meaningful
experiences in their own way, so it is vital to give them the space to do their own thing and work in a
way that is pleasant for them. An open, positive and relaxed atmosphere can contribute to this. It is
also important to create a safe environment in which participants feel accepted for who they are. By
acknowledging similarities as well as differences between participants, GCIs can provide places where
people feel welcomed and can learn from each other. Making sure that participants can do things
together is important and encouraging social contact between participants, for instance by having
coffee breaks, is another valuable aspect to ensure.
Furthermore, in order for GCIs to attract more societal attention, as to reach more people with
the meaning it can fulfil, it is recommended for GCIs to enter into partnerships with other local societal
organisations and initiatives. Examples of such collaborating partners could be health and wellbeing
organisations, community centres and schools. In this way, a broad network of local initiatives could
be formed in which they can learn and benefit from each other, which could take the potential
meaningfulness of GCIs to an even higher level.
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7. Conclusion
The central question of this study was: ‘What is the sense of place amongst participants of Green Citizen
Initiatives in the Dutch cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen?’. Sense of place appears a highly personal and
context dependent concept. Length of involvement, frequency and intensity of meaningful
experiences and sense of security played an important role in sense of place. GCIs were meaningful in
various ways. (1) Participants have strong feelings of connection to the initiative, as they promote
positive feelings like happiness, acceptance, safety and feeling healthy. (2) By having a valuable
contribution to society, participants feel useful. (3) Participants enjoy the natural elements and (4)
experience the GCI as calm and pleasant. (5) GCIs also stimulate building up and maintaining social
relationships. (6) Participants identify themselves with GCIs, as their identities fit with how the GCI is
characterized. In GCIs, interests of the past meet with interests of the future. (7) GCIs were found to
be places where participants can be themselves, and (8) where they learn and develop themselves.
(9) Participation in GCIs enables being part of society and (10) meeting personal needs and undertaking
activities participants like and want to do. (11) Participants also see the GCIs as meaningful not just for
themselves but also for the neighbourhood and broader society.
Overall, results indicate that participants find meaning in the physical and natural appearance
of the place, the social relationships and the activities they do. How participants attribute meaning to
the physical, social and activity-related elements varies. In general, GCIs are experienced as positive
and pleasant places. Therefore, the results of this study carefully suggest that the positively
experienced sense of place of participants has a favourable effect on their health and quality of life.
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire GCIs

Onderzoek betekenis van lokale initiatieven
Wij zijn Marthe Derkzen en Mellany van Bommel. Wij zijn onderzoekers van de
Wageningen Universiteit.
We vragen u om mee te doen aan een korte vragenlijst. Deze vragenlijst maakt
deel uit van een onderzoek met de naam PARTIGAN.

U beslist zelf of u mee wilt doen.
Het duurt ongeveer 5 minuten.

• Waarom is dit onderzoek belangrijk?
U doet mee aan een lokaal initiatief in de wijk. We willen graag weten wat deze
plek voor u betekent. Bijvoorbeeld of u er een gelukkig gevoel van krijgt of dat u
er uzelf kunt zijn. Dat helpt ons om te begrijpen waarom het initiatief belangrijk
is.

• Uw gegevens
Uw antwoorden worden alleen voor het PARTIGAN onderzoek gebruikt.
Uw naam en alles wat u zegt blijft geheim.
Uw naam komt nooit in een rapport of artikel over dit onderzoek.

Kiest u om mee te doen met deze vragenlijst? Ga dan naar de volgende pagina.
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Bedankt dat u mee wilt doen!
Deze vragenlijst gaat over de betekenis van lokale initiatieven. Met een lokaal
initiatief bedoelen we de plek waar u meedoet aan activiteiten, zoals de
moestuin of het buurtrestaurant.
We stellen vragen over uw bezoek aan het initiatief, hoe u het initiatief ervaart
en het contact van deelnemers met elkaar.

Belangrijk om te weten:
• Het gaat om uw mening. Er zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden.
• Beantwoord de vragen zelf. Kies het antwoord dat het beste bij u past.
• U mag altijd stoppen.
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De eerste paar vragen gaan over uw bezoek aan het initiatief.

1. Bij welk initiatief doet u mee? Kies 1 antwoord
* Voor de vragen die hierna komen waarin 'initiatief' staat, kunt u aan het initiatief
denken dat u hier invult.
Buurtakker (Arnhem)
EcoVredeGaard (Arnhem)
Stadslandbouw Mooieweg (Arnhem)
Vlindertuin (Arnhem)
ARBRES (Nijmegen)
De Broederij (Nijmegen)
De Groene Schakel (Nijmegen)
Huis van Compassie (Nijmegen)
Hof van Heden (Nijmegen)
Van Tuin tot Bord (Nijmegen)

2. Hoe lang komt u hier al? Kies 1 antwoord
1 tot 4 weken
1 tot 6 maanden
6 maanden tot 1 jaar
1 tot 3 jaar
3 jaar of langer
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3. Hoe vaak komt u hier (in het tuinseizoen) Kies 1 antwoord
Minder dan 1 keer in de maand
1 of 2 keer in de maand
1 keer per week
2 of 3 keer in de week
4 of meer keer in de week

4. Hoe lang blijft u dan gemiddeld per keer? Vul het aantal uur in
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5. En wat doet u hier? U kunt meerdere antwoorden kiezen
Moestuinieren (met groenten, kruiden en fruit)
Tuinieren (met planten en bloemen)
Oogst ophalen of zelf oogsten
Producten kopen
Producten verkopen
Koken of serveren
Tafels dekken of opruimen van de zaal/keuken
Koffiezetten
Eten in het buurtrestaurant
Dagbesteding
Creatieve activiteiten
Leerzame activiteiten, workshops
Klussen, timmeren, sjouwen, onderhoud
Distributie, transport
Coördinatie
Spelen
Rust zoeken, genieten van de plek
Mensen ontmoeten, contact onderhouden
Koffie of thee drinken
Anders, namelijk:
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De volgende vragen gaan over hoe u het initiatief ervaart.

6. Verbondenheid
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Ik voel me thuis bij het
initiatief
Ik voel me onderdeel van
het initiatief
Meedoen bij het initiatief
geeft mij een gelukkig
gevoel
Ik mis het initiatief wanneer
ik er lang niet ben geweest

7. Jezelf zijn
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord
Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Dat ik meedoe met het
initiatief zegt veel over wie
ik ben
Ik heb het gevoel dat het
initiatief een deel is van wie
ik ben
Ik kan mezelf zijn bij het
initiatief
Ik heb het gevoel dat het
initiatief ook een beetje van
mij is
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8. Waarde
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord
Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Meedoen met het initiatief
is één van mijn favoriete
dingen om te doen
Voor de dingen die ik het
liefste doe, is er geen andere
plek die beter is dan het
initiatief
Bij het initiatief heb ik
gevonden wat ik zocht
Ik overweeg een andere plek
te zoeken voor mijn
activiteiten

9. De laatste 2 stellingen gaan over de betekenis van uw ervaringen bij het initiatief
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Ik ervaar veel momenten bij
het initiatief die veel voor
mij betekenen
Doordat ik meedoe aan het
initiatief ervaar ik
momenten van geluk,
verbondenheid en goedheid
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De volgende vraag gaat over het contact van deelnemers met elkaar.

10. Sociale contacten
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord
Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Ik heb veel contact met
andere deelnemers van het
initiatief
Deelnemers van het initiatief
staan voor elkaar klaar
Deelnemers van het initiatief
kennen elkaar goed
Ik heb een goede band met
andere deelnemers van het
initiatief

De laatste vraag gaat over u veilig voelen.

11. Veilig voelen
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Ik voel me veilig bij het
initiatief
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Bedankt!
Heeft u nog vragen of opmerkingen?
Schrijf ze hieronder op of neem contact op met de onderzoekers.
U mag deze pagina afscheuren en meenemen.

Marthe Derkzen

Mellany van Bommel

0317 - 488 403

06 – 36 45 43 00

marthe.derkzen@wur.nl

mellany.vanbommel@wur.nl
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Appendix 2: Interview guide GCIs
Interview guide deelnemers groene initiatieven
Inleidende vragen
Hoe bent u betrokken geraakt?
• Sinds wanneer bent u betrokken bij ....
• Hoe kwam u in contact met ...
• Waarom bent u actief geworden bij ...
• Wat heeft u gedaan om betrokken te raken bij ...?
o Waren er ook belemmeringen voor u om actief te worden (fysiek, afstand,
cultuur etc.)
o Wat heeft u (eventueel) gedaan om deze op te lossen?
o Hoe gaat dat nu, zijn er nog belemmeringen?
Hoe ziet de betrokkenheid eruit?
• Wat doet u bij ...?
• Hoe vaak komt u bij …? (hoe vaak per week en hoeveel uur/week)
• Zijn er dingen in de loop van de tijd veranderd? (de activiteiten die u doet, hoe vaak u
komt en betrokkenheid bij initiatief)
o Is de reden om actief te zijn gelijk gebleven of merkt u veranderingen?
Wat vindt u van het initiatief?
• Wat maakt dat u terug wilt blijven komen naar…? (place attachment)
• Op welke manier voelt u zich verbonden met deze plek? (place attachment)
o Denk aan: de mensen, activiteiten, dat u buiten bent
•
•

Op welke manier kunt u wel of niet uzelf zijn bij…? (place identity)
Heeft u het initiatief op de een of andere manier eigen kunnen maken?
(place identity)
o ruimte voor eigen inbreng
o uw eigen ding kunnen doen
o uw eigen weg vinden
•

Zijn er dingen die u fijn vindt aan betrokkenheid bij … die u niet op een andere plek
kunt vinden? (place dependence)
o Wat maakt deze plek uniek voor u, of bijzonder?
o Op welke manier zorgt deze plek voor een toevoeging in uw dagelijks leven?
• Wat zocht/zoekt u bij …? En heeft u dat hier ook gevonden? (place dependence)
•
•
•
•

Vindt u het initiatief stimulerend? Vindt u hier uitdaging?
Wat vindt u van de manier van aansturen/leiding geven aan het geheel?
Wat vindt u minder fijn aan deze plek?
Heeft u ook negatieve ervaringen bij het initiatief? Hoe ging u daar toen mee om?
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Wat betekent het initiatief?
Persoonlijk (individuele assets)
• Wat betekent betrokkenheid bij … voor u / wat doet het initiatief met u?
o Ziet uw dag (of week) er nu anders uit dan voorheen?
o Zijn er door uw betrokkenheid hier veranderingen opgetreden in uw leven?
o Heeft u andere interesses ontwikkeld?
•

Heeft het effect op uw gezondheid en zo ja, wat is dan het effect?
o 6 dimensies positieve gezondheid: fysieke, mentale gezondheid, zingeving,
kwaliteit van leven, sociale participatie en dagelijks functioneren
o Merkt u door uw betrokkenheid veranderingen in uw leefgewoonten?
▪ Denk aan: roken, beweging, eten, drugs, etc.
o Merkt u door betrokkenheid met het initiatief dat u meer contact met
anderen heeft?

•

Positieve waarden, zelfvertrouwen en zingeving
o Helpt deelname om een positieve levenshouding aan te
nemen? positive values
o Heeft het een effect op uw zelfvertrouwen? self esteem
o Geeft deelname zin aan uw leven? sense of purpose
o Voelt u zich onderdeel van het initiatief? (social integration)

•

Leren, persoonlijke ontwikkeling en kans op werk:
o Zijn er dingen die u geleerd hebt hier? Bv. een andere manier vinden om met
andere mensen of problemen om te gaan? commitment to learning, social
competence & resistance skills
o Zijn er dingen die u nu anders aanpakt? commitment to learning
o Kunt u zich beter redden door deelname
hier? social competence & resistance skills
o Indien relevant: Heeft u nu een grotere kans op het vinden van
werk? social competence & resistance skills

Indien woonachtig in buurt (community & organizational assets)
• Hoe ervaart u de buurt? Is uw gevoel over de buurt veranderd door het initiatief of
door uw betrokkenheid?
o Mogelijke aspecten: Contacten, onderdeel voelen, zelf bijdrage leveren,
veiliger?
o Leidt deelname aan initiatief tot meer contacten in de wijk en/of
vriendschappen, (onderlinge) steun van anderen, tolerantie?
• Bent u meer bekend geraakt met voorzieningen in de wijk en maakt u meer gebruik
van voorzieningen in de wijk? Zo ja welke? Wat is er veranderd?
Toekomst
•

Wilt u de komende periode betrokken blijven?
o Wat is voor u belangrijk om betrokken te blijven?
❖ Wilt u dingen veranderen?
o En wat moet er gebeuren om dit voor elkaar te krijgen?
Afsluitende vraag
❖

Is er nog iets wat je zou willen delen of vertellen over (je deelname bij) het initiatief?
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Appendix 3: Sense of place questions in interview guide

Place attachment

Place identity

Place dependence

Original in Dutch
• Wat maakt dat u terug wilt blijven
komen naar … [het initiatief]?

Translated to English
• What makes that you would like to
come back or stay at … [the initiative]?

• Op welke manier voelt u zich
verbonden met deze plek?
o Denk aan: de mensen,
activiteiten, dat u buiten bent

• In what way do you feel connected
to this place?
o Think of: the people, activities,
that you are outside

• Op welke manier kunt u wel of niet
uzelf zijn bij … [het initiatief]?

• In what way are you able to be or
not to be yourself at … [the initiative]?

• Heeft u het initiatief op de een of
andere manier eigen kunnen
maken?
o ruimte voor eigen inbreng
o uw eigen ding kunnen doen
o uw eigen weg vinden
• Zijn er dingen die u fijn vindt aan
betrokkenheid bij … [initiatief] die u
niet op een andere plek kunt
vinden?
o wat maakt deze plek uniek voor
u, of bijzonder?
o op welke manier zorgt deze plek
voor een toevoeging in uw dagelijks
leven?

• Have you been able to internalize
the initiative in one way or another?
o space for personal input
o ability to do your own thing
o ability to find your own way

• Wat zocht/zoekt u bij … [het
initiatief]? En heeft u dat hier ook
gevonden?

• Are there things you like about your
involvement in … [the initiative] that
you can’t find anywhere else?
o What makes this place unique or
special for you?
o In what way does this place form
an addition in your daily life?

• What do/did you search at … [the
initiative]? And have you found it
here?
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Appendix 4: Information message digital questionnaire
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Appendix 5: Questionnaire VTTB

Onderzoek naar betekenis Van Tuin Tot Bord
Wij zijn Marthe Derkzen en Mellany van Bommel. Wij zijn onderzoekers van de
Wageningen Universiteit.
We vragen u om mee te doen aan een korte vragenlijst. Deze vragenlijst maakt
deel uit van een onderzoek met de naam PARTIGAN.

U beslist zelf of u mee wilt doen.
Het duurt ongeveer 5 minuten.

• Waarom is dit onderzoek belangrijk?
U komt eten in het buurtrestaurant van Van Tuin Tot Bord. We willen graag weten
wat deze plek voor u betekent. Bijvoorbeeld of u er een gelukkig gevoel van krijgt
of dat u goed sociaal contact ervaart. Dat helpt ons om te begrijpen waarom Van
Tuin Tot Bord belangrijk is.

• Uw gegevens
Uw antwoorden worden alleen voor het PARTIGAN onderzoek gebruikt.
Uw naam en alles wat u zegt blijft geheim.
Uw naam komt nooit in een rapport of artikel over dit onderzoek.

Kiest u om mee te doen met deze vragenlijst? Ga dan naar de volgende pagina.
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Bedankt dat u mee wilt doen!
Deze vragenlijst gaat over de betekenis van de maaltijdactiviteit van Van Tuin
Tot Bord. Daarmee bedoelen we uw ervaring van het eten van een maaltijd in
het buurtrestaurant, geserveerd door Van Tuin Tot Bord.
We stellen vragen over uw bezoek aan het buurtrestaurant, hoe u het eten
van een maaltijd van Van Tuin Tot Bord ervaart, het contact van
restaurantgasten met elkaar en uw waardering van het eten.

Belangrijk om te weten:
• Het gaat om uw mening. Er zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden.
• Beantwoord de vragen zelf. Kies het antwoord dat het beste bij u past.
• U mag altijd stoppen.
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De eerste vragen gaan over uw bezoek aan het buurtrestaurant.
1. Op welke locatie(s) van Van Tuin Tot Bord heeft u weleens een maaltijd gegeten?
U kunt meerdere antwoorden kiezen
‘t Hert
De Klokketoren
De Broederij
De Schakel

2. Bij welk buurtrestaurant van Van Tuin Tot Bord eet u nu een maaltijd? Kies 1 antwoord
‘t Hert
De Klokketoren
De Broederij
De Schakel
3. Hoe vaak komt u naar een maaltijd van Van Tuin Tot Bord? Kies 1 antwoord
Alleen vandaag
Minder dan 1 keer in de maand
1 of 2 keer in de maand
1 keer per week
2 of meer keer in de week
4. Hoe lang komt u al naar maaltijden van Van Tuin Tot Bord? Kies 1 antwoord
Dit is de eerste keer
1 tot 4 weken
1 tot 6 maanden
6 maanden tot 1 jaar
1 tot 3 jaar
3 jaar of langer
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De volgende vragen gaan over hoe u de maaltijdactiviteit van
Van Tuin Tot Bord ervaart.
5. Verbondenheid
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Ik voel me thuis hier in het
buurtrestaurant van Van Tuin
Tot Bord
Ik voel me onderdeel van
Van Tuin Tot Bord
Een maaltijd eten hier geeft
mij een gelukkig gevoel
Ik mis het buurtrestaurant
van Van Tuin Tot Bord
wanneer ik er lang niet
geweest ben

6. Jezelf zijn
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Dat ik een maaltijd eet bij
Van Tuin Tot Bord zegt veel
over wie ik ben
Ik heb het gevoel dat
Van Tuin Tot Bord een deel is
van wie ik ben
Ik kan mezelf zijn in het
buurtrestaurant van Van Tuin
Tot Bord
Ik heb het gevoel dat Van
Tuin Tot Bord ook een beetje
van mij is
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7. Waarde
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord
Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Een maaltijd eten bij Van
Tuin Tot Bord is één van
mijn favoriete dingen om te
doen
Voor de dingen die ik het
liefste doe, is er geen andere
plek die beter is dan het
buurtrestaurant van Van
Tuin Tot Bord
Bij de maaltijdactiviteit van
Van Tuin Tot Bord heb ik
gevonden wat ik zocht
Ik overweeg een andere plek
dan het buurtrestaurant te
zoeken voor het eten van
mijn avondmaaltijd

8. Betekenis
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Ik ervaar hier veel
momenten die veel voor mij
betekenen
Doordat ik een maaltijd eet
bij Van Tuin Tot Bord ervaar
ik momenten van geluk,
verbondenheid en goedheid
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De volgende vraag gaat over het contact van restaurantgasten met elkaar.

9. Sociale contacten
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord
Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Ik heb veel contact met
andere restaurantgasten van
Van Tuin Tot Bord
Restaurantgasten van Van
Tuin Tot Bord staan voor
elkaar klaar
Restaurantgasten van Van
Tuin Tot Bord kennen elkaar
goed
Ik heb een goede band met
andere restaurantgasten van
Van Tuin Tot Bord

De volgende vraag gaat over u veilig voelen.

10. Veilig voelen
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord

Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Ik voel me veilig hier in het
buurtrestaurant van Van
Tuin Tot Bord
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De laatste vragen gaan over uw waardering van het eten.

11. Weet u dat de groenten in de maaltijd uit de moestuin komen? Kies 1 antwoord
Ja
Nee

12. Waardering van het eten
Kies bij iedere stelling 1 antwoord
Helemaal
niet mee
eens

Niet mee
eens

Neutraal

Mee eens

Helemaal
mee eens

Het eten smaakt hier goed
Ik eet hier meer groenten
dan thuis
Ik mis vlees of vis bij de
maaltijd
De maaltijden van Van Tuin
Tot Bord zijn gevarieerd
Ik vind het een pluspunt dat
er gekookt wordt met
seizoensgroenten
Ik leer hier nieuwe dingen
eten
Ik kan hier gezond eten
Ik vind het een pluspunt dat
de groenten uit de moestuin
komen
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Bedankt!
Heeft u nog vragen of opmerkingen?
Schrijf ze hieronder op of neem contact op met de onderzoekers.

Marthe Derkzen

Mellany van Bommel

0317 - 488 403

06 – 36 45 43 00

marthe.derkzen@wur.nl

mellany.vanbommel@wur.nl
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Appendix 6: Interview guide VTTB
Interview guide deelnemers Van Tuin Tot Bord
Inleidende vragen
Hoe bent u betrokken geraakt?
•
•
•
•

•

Sinds wanneer bent u betrokken bij Van Tuin Tot Bord?
Hoe kwam u in contact met Van Tuin Tot Bord?
Waarom bent u actief geworden bij Van Tuin Tot Bord?
Wat heeft u gedaan om betrokken te raken bij Van Tuin Tot Bord?
o Waren er ook belemmeringen voor u om actief te worden (fysiek, afstand, cultuur etc.)
o Wat heeft u (eventueel) gedaan om deze op te lossen?
o Hoe gaat dat nu, zijn er nog belemmeringen?
Heb je bepaalde talenten of vaardigheden die waardevol zijn bij je deelname aan Van Tuin Tot Bord?*

Hoe ziet de betrokkenheid eruit?
•
•
•

Wat doet u bij Van Tuin Tot Bord?
Hoe vaak komt u bij Van Tuin Tot Bord? (hoe vaak per week en hoeveel uur/week)
Zijn er dingen in de loop van de tijd veranderd? (de activiteiten die u doet, hoe vaak u komt en
betrokkenheid bij initiatief)
o Is de reden om actief te zijn gelijk gebleven of merkt u veranderingen?

Wat vindt u van het initiatief?
•
•

•

Wat maakt dat u terug wilt blijven komen naar Van Tuin Tot Bord? (place attachment)
Op welke manier voelt u zich verbonden met deze plek? (place attachment)
o Denk aan: de mensen, activiteiten, dat u buiten bent
Op welke manier kunt u wel of niet uzelf zijn bij Van Tuin Tot Bord? (place identity)
Heeft u het initiatief op de een of andere manier eigen kunnen maken? (place identity)
o ruimte voor eigen inbreng
o uw eigen ding kunnen doen
o uw eigen weg vinden
Zijn er dingen die u fijn vindt aan betrokkenheid bij Van Tuin Tot Bord die u niet op een andere plek
kunt vinden? (place dependence)
o wat maakt deze plek uniek voor u, of bijzonder?
o op welke manier zorgt deze plek voor een toevoeging in uw dagelijks leven?
Wat zocht/zoekt u bij Van Tuin Tot Bord? En heeft u dat hier ook gevonden? (place dependence)

•
•
•
•

Vindt u het initiatief stimulerend? Vindt u hier uitdaging?
Wat vindt u van de manier van aansturen/leiding geven aan het geheel?
Wat vindt u minder fijn aan deze plek?
Heeft u ook negatieve ervaringen bij het initiatief? Hoe ging u daar toen mee om?

•
•

•

Wat betekent het initiatief?
Persoonlijk (individuele assets)
•

Wat betekent betrokkenheid bij Van Tuin Tot Bord voor u / wat doet het initiatief met u?
o Ziet uw dag (of week) er nu anders uit dan voorheen?
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o
o

Zijn er door uw betrokkenheid hier veranderingen opgetreden in uw leven?
Heeft u andere interesses ontwikkeld?

•

Heeft het effect op uw gezondheid en zo ja, wat is dan het effect?
o 6 dimensies positieve gezondheid: fysieke, mentale gezondheid, zingeving, kwaliteit van leven,
sociale participatie en dagelijks functioneren
o Merkt u door uw betrokkenheid veranderingen in uw leefgewoonten?
▪ Denk aan: roken, beweging, eten, drugs, etc.
o Merkt u door betrokkenheid met het initiatief dat u meer contact met anderen heeft?

•

Positieve waarden, zelfvertrouwen en zingeving
o Helpt deelname om een positieve levenshouding aan te nemen? positive values
o Heeft het een effect op uw zelfvertrouwen? self esteem
o Geeft deelname zin aan uw leven? sense of purpose
o Voelt u zich onderdeel van het initiatief? (social integration)

•

Leren, persoonlijke ontwikkeling en kans op werk:
o Zijn er dingen die u geleerd hebt hier? Bv. een andere manier vinden om met andere mensen
of problemen om te gaan? commitment to learning, social competence & resistance skills
o Zijn er dingen die u nu anders aanpakt? commitment to learning
o Kunt u zich beter redden door deelname hier? social competence & resistance skills
o Indien relevant: Heeft u nu een grotere kans op het vinden van werk? social competence &
resistance skills
o Bent u sinds de start van uw betrokkenheid bij Van Tuin Tot Bord in contact gekomen met
andere buurt- of vrijwilligersactiviteiten waarin u nu deelneemt?* Social involvement
o Heeft u nieuwe mensen ontmoet bij Van Tuin Tot Bord? Heeft u contact met hen buiten de
activiteiten van Van Tuin tot Bord?* Social network

Indien woonachtig in buurt (community & organizational assets)
•

•

Hoe ervaart u de buurt? Is uw gevoel over de buurt veranderd door het initiatief of door uw
betrokkenheid?
o Mogelijke aspecten: Contacten, onderdeel voelen, zelf bijdrage leveren, veiliger?
o Leidt deelname aan initiatief tot meer contacten in de wijk en/of vriendschappen, (onderlinge)
steun van anderen, tolerantie?
Bent u meer bekend geraakt met voorzieningen in de wijk en maakt u meer gebruik van voorzieningen
in de wijk? Zo ja welke? Wat is er veranderd?

Toekomst
•
•

Wilt u de komende periode betrokken blijven?
o Wat is voor u belangrijk om betrokken te blijven?
Wilt u dingen veranderen?
o En wat moet er gebeuren om dit voor elkaar te krijgen?

Afsluitende vraag
•

Is er nog iets wat je zou willen delen of vertellen over (je deelname bij) Van Tuin Tot Bord?
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Appendix 7: Informed consent form

Toestemmingsformulier GCIs
Doel van het onderzoek
Je doet mee aan een lokaal initiatief in de wijk. We willen graag weten wat deze
plek voor je betekent. Bijvoorbeeld of je door het initiatief gezonder leeft, of meer
onder de mensen komt. Dat helpt ons om te begrijpen waarom het initiatief
belangrijk is.
Informeren en samen beslissen
• Ik begrijp dat Marthe en Mellany mij willen vragen naar het initiatief waar
ik meedoe en naar mijn gezondheid.
• Ik begrijp dat alleen Marthe en Mellany mijn naam en antwoorden zien
en/of horen.
• Ik heb genoeg tijd gehad om na te denken of ik mee wil doen.
• Ik weet dat ik kan stoppen wanneer ik wil.
• Ik doe mee aan dit onderzoek.

Als je vragen of opmerkingen hebt, dan kan je ons hier bereiken:
Marthe Derkzen
onderzoeker
Wageningen Universiteit

Mellany van Bommel
student onderzoeker
Wageningen Universiteit

0317 – 488 403

06 – 36 45 43 00

marthe.derkzen@wur.nl

mellany.vanbommel@wur.nl
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Handtekeningen

Naam deelnemer:

..........................................................

Datum:

..........................................................

Handtekening:

..........................................................

Plaats:

..........................................................

Naam onderzoeker:

..........................................................

Datum:

..........................................................

Handtekening:

..........................................................
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Toestemmingsformulier VTTB
Doel van het onderzoek
U doet mee aan Van Tuin Tot Bord. We willen graag weten wat deze plek voor u
betekent. Bijvoorbeeld of u door het initiatief gezonder leeft, of meer onder de
mensen komt. Dat helpt ons om te begrijpen waarom het initiatief belangrijk is.
Informeren en samen beslissen
• Ik begrijp dat Emma en Mellany mij willen vragen naar het initiatief waar
ik meedoe en naar mijn gezondheid.
• Ik begrijp dat alleen Emma en Mellany mijn naam en antwoorden zien
en/of horen.
• Ik heb genoeg tijd gehad om na te denken of ik mee wil doen.
• Ik weet dat ik kan stoppen wanneer ik wil.
• Uw naam en wat u zegt blijft geheim.
• Ik doe mee aan dit onderzoek.

Als u vragen of opmerkingen heeft, dan kunt u ons hier bereiken:
Emma Spoor
Student onderzoeker
Wageningen Universiteit
06 – 100 80 633
emma.spoor@wur.nl

Mellany van Bommel
Student onderzoeker
Wageningen Universiteit
06 – 36 45 43 00
mellany.vanbommel@wur.nl
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Handtekeningen

Naam deelnemer:

..........................................................

Datum:

..........................................................

Handtekening:

..........................................................

Plaats:

..........................................................

Naam onderzoeker:

..........................................................

Datum:

..........................................................

Handtekening:

..........................................................
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Appendix 8: Coding scheme (English – Dutch)
Coding scheme ‘sense of place’
Main
theme
Place
attachment

Code (En)

Examples of coded text

Code (NL)

Examples of coded text

Enjoyment of
physical and
natural element
of the place

Positive feelings of working in the
soil, with plants and vegetables
Enjoyment of being/working
outside in green
Connection with nature
Admiration of the place
Taking fresh vegetables home

Genieten van
fysiek en
natuurlijk
element van de
plek

Enjoyment of
seeing the place
grow and
develop
Feeling useful

Experiencing expansion
Proud feeling of being part of
development

Genieten van de
plek zien groeien
en ontwikkelen

Positieve gevoelens door het
werken in de grond, met
planten en groenten
Genieten van buiten
zijn/werken in het groen
Verbinding met natuur
Bewondering van de plek
Verse groenten meenemen
Meemaken van uitbreiding
Trots gevoel om deel uit te
maken van ontwikkeling

Meaning something for others
Doing meaningful work
Feeling satisfied
Doing things together
Feeling and getting involved
Community feeling
Belonging somewhere

Nuttig voelen

Feeling part of a
group

Positive place

Feeling home

Restful feeling

Feeling of
acceptance

Enjoyment of
social contact

Neg.:
Being replaceable
Positive feelings because of
participation (e.g. happy,
grateful, enthusiastic)
Positive, relaxed, open
atmosphere
Nice, warm, safe place
Nothing has to be done,
everything can be done
Not wanting to miss the place
Neg.:
Discussions
Clashes
Feeling welcome
Feeling home
“This feels as a second home to
me”
Neg.:
Not feeling home when many
things change
Feeling relaxed
Destress
Not having to perform
Forgetting worries
Letting thoughts go
Everyone is equal
Feeling heard and seen
Feeling appreciated
Mutual acceptance,
understanding and respect
Feeling accepted without
judgement
Cosiness
Connection with people
Knowing each other

Onderdeel van
een groep
voelen

Positieve plek

Thuis voelen

Rustgevend
gevoel

Gevoel van
acceptatie

Genieten van
sociaal contact

Iets voor anderen betekenen
Nuttig en zinvol werk doen
Tevreden, voldaan voelen
Samen dingen doen
Betrokken voelen en worden
Gemeenschapsgevoel
Ergens bij horen
Neg.:
Vervangbaar zijn
Positieve gevoelens door
deelname (bijv. gelukkig, blij,
dankbaar, enthousiast)
Positieve, ontspannen, open
sfeer
Fijne, warme, veilige plek
Niks moet, alles mag
(vrijblijvendheid, openheid)
Plek niet willen missen
Neg.:
Discussies, overleg
Botsingen
Welkom voelen
Thuis voelen
“Dit voelt als een tweede huis
voor mij’’
Neg.:
Niet thuis voelen wanneer veel
dingen veranderen
Gevoel van ontspanning
Ontladen
Niet te hoeven presteren
Zorgen vergeten
Gedachten laten gaan
Iedereen is gelijk
Gehoord en gezien worden
Gewaardeerd voelen
Onderlinge acceptatie, begrip
en respect
Geaccepteerd voelen zonder
oordeel
Gezelligheid
Verbinding met mensen
Elkaar kennen
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Enjoyment of
getting to know
new people

Enjoyment of
reciprocity of
help/support

Feeling healthy

Place
identity

Able to be
yourself

Sense of
ownership

Learning about
self

Learning
practical things

Learning of other
people

Place as a
reflection of who
people are

Being with others
Friendship
Contacts in the neighbourhood
Contact with likeminded people
Contact with different types of
people

Met anderen zijn
Vriendschap
Contacten in de wijk
Contact met gelijkgestemden
Contact met verschillende
soorten mensen

Neg.:
Not liking big groups of people
Contacts are not so strong

Neg.:
Niet houden van grote groepen
mensen
Contacten zijn niet zo sterk
Nieuwe mensen leren kennen
Nieuwe contacten in de wijk
Meer contacten door
deelname

Getting to know new people
New contacts in the
neighbourhood
More contacts because of
participation
Giving and receiving help
Being there for each other,
supporting others
Social safety net
Looking after each other
‘’Outdoor air does good’’
Good mood, positive energy
Physical exercise
Not feeling lonely (anymore)

Neg.:
Physically demanding
Feeling accepted for who you are
Being able to do the things that
suit you in who you are, what you
want and what you can
Doing your own thing
Working in your own way
Feeling of responsibility
‘’The flowers are my thing’’
Space for personal input
Neg.:
Following instructions of
supervisor
Growth of self-knowledge
Growth of self-development
Learning how to handle other
people
Getting practical knowledge
Learning and developing practical
skills
Learning about plants, gardening,
sustainability, vegetarian food
and cooking
Learning the language
Learning from social contact with
others
Learning from working together
Learning from opinions, views
and beliefs of others
Learning from problems with
others
Teach others something
Initiative fits well with people’s
identity
‘’I am an outdoors person’’
‘’I have always had a vegetable

Genieten van
nieuwe mensen
leren kennen

Genieten van
wederkerigheid
hulp/steun

Gezond voelen

Jezelf kunnen
zijn

Eigenaarschap

Over jezelf leren

Praktische
dingen leren

Leren van
anderen /
anderen iets
leren

Plek als reflectie
van wie mensen
zijn

Helpen en geholpen worden
Er voor elkaar zijn, voor elkaar
klaarstaan
Sociaal vangnet
Naar elkaar omkijken
‘’Buitenlucht doet goed’’
Goede gemoedstoestand,
positieve energie
Fysieke beweging
Niet (meer) eenzaam voelen
Neg.:
Fysiek zwaar
Geaccepteerd voelen voor wie
je bent
Dingen kunnen doen die
passen bij wie je bent, wat je
wil en wat je kan
Je eigen ding doen
Op je eigen manier werken
Verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel
‘’De bloemen zijn mijn ding’’
Ruimte voor eigen inbreng
Neg.:
Opvolgen van opdrachten/
aanwijzingen leiding
Groei zelfkennis
Groei zelfontwikkeling
Leren omgaan met anderen
Praktische kennis opdoen
Leren en ontwikkelen van
praktische vaardigheden
Leren over planten, tuinieren,
duurzaamheid, vegetarisch
eten en koken
De taal leren
Leren van sociaal contact met
anderen
Leren van samenwerken
Leren van meningen, visies en
overtuigingen van anderen
Leren van problemen met
anderen
Anderen iets leren
Initiatief sluit goed aan bij de
identiteit van mensen
‘’Ik ben een buitenmens’’
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garden’’
‘’I am pro-nature and am able to
look after that here’’
Exploring
interests, skills
and values learnt
further

Place
dependence

Being part of
society

Found what
people searched
for

Neg.:
No particular interest in learning
about green
Structure in the week
Goal to go out of the house
Spending the day well
Practicing work situations
Back in society, in an accessible
way
Place meets people’s needs
Place helps people to achieve
goals

Verder
verdiepen in
geleerde
interesses,
vaardigheden en
waardes

Onderdeel van
maatschappij
zijn

Gevonden wat
men zocht

Facilitating
desired
behaviours and
activities

The place enables to do the
things one likes and wants to do
One of favourite things to do
Being able to apply own
knowledge of green
Offers possibility to try out and
learn new things

Faciliteren van
gewenst gedrag
en activiteiten

Get social
contact

Being among people
Degree of reliance on the place
for social contact
Making friends with people from
the neighbourhood
Being active outside
Degree of reliance on the place
for being able to garden

Sociaal contact
krijgen/hebben

Get (active)
interaction with
nature

Other

Strengthening of knowledge in
gardening, vegetarian cooking
(also outside working hours)
Development of new interests
Applying learnt values in other
aspects of life
Being more involved with
sustainability and climate
Awakening of interest in food
forests and diving deeper into it

Behavioural
exclusivity/
uniqueness of
the place
Meaning
initiative seen in
broader
perspective of
neighbourhood/
society

Practical
considerations

People can do or find something
here that they can’t anywhere
else
Belief in importance of initiative
for the neighbourhood
“This place is an addition to the
neighbourhood”
Being able to mean something
for the neighbourhood by
participation in initiative
Belief in importance of initiative
for society
Supporting the idea of the
initiative
It is close to home
Fits in week planning

(Actieve)
interactie met
natuur
krijgen/hebben
Gedragsmatige
exclusiviteit/
uniekheid van
de plek
Betekenis
initiatief gezien
in breder
perspectief van
de wijk

Praktische
overwegingen

‘’Ik heb altijd een moestuin
gehad’’
‘’Ik ben pro-natuur en kan dat
hier behartigen’’
Versterking van kennis in
tuinieren, vegetarisch koken
(ook buiten werktijden)
Ontwikkeling van nieuwe
interesses
Geleerde waardes toepassen in
andere aspecten van het leven
Meer bezig gaan met
duurzaamheid en klimaat
Interesse gewekt voor
voedselbossen en er meer in
verdiepen
Neg:
Niet geïnteresseerd om meer
over groen te leren
Structuur in de week
Doel om het huis uit te gaan
Goede besteding van de dag
Oefenen van werksituaties
Terug in de maatschappij, op
een laagdrempelige manier
Plek voorziet mensen in hun
behoeften
Plek helpt mensen om hun
doelen te behalen
De plek stelt iemand in staat de
dingen te doen die diegene
graag doet en wil doen
Eén van favoriete activiteiten
om te doen
Eigen kennis van groen kunnen
toepassen
Biedt mogelijkheid om nieuwe
dingen te leren en uit te
proberen
Onder de mensen zijn/komen
Mate van afhankelijkheid van
de plek voor sociaal contact
Vrienden maken met mensen
uit de wijk
Actief buiten bezig zijn
Mate van afhankelijkheid van
de plek om te kunnen tuinieren
Mensen kunnen hier iets doen
of vinden dat ze niet elders
kunnen
Overtuiging van belang
initiatief voor de wijk
‘’Deze plek is een toevoeging
aan de buurt’’
Door deelname in initiatief iets
kunnen betekenen voor de wijk
Overtuiging van belang
initiatief voor de maatschappij
Achter het idee van het
initiatief staan
Het is dichtbij huis
Past in weekschema
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Appendix 9: Original Dutch quotes from interviews
Below, the original Dutch quotes are displayed that were used throughout the report of this study. The
quotes are structured according to the paragraphs they appear in.
5.1 Overall sense of place
5.1.1 Overall strength and experiences of GCI participants’ sense of place
•

•

‘’Kijk eens van wat je ervoor krijgt: je hebt beweging, gezond eten, je bent lekker even buiten,
je bent weg van je sleur, je bent weg uit je huis, je ontmoet mensen. [...] Ik denk dat dat het
een beetje is hè, samen iets doen, lekker even in de tuin bezig zijn en buiten en bewegen en
frisse lucht en groene groenten, dus dat is dan toch wel heel veel … het brengt je ook wel heel
veel.’’ (HvH1)
‘’Alles bij elkaar. De mensen én de groentes, want ik eet af en toe ook lekker van de groentes,
én de mogelijkheid om hier gewoon steeds meer verschillende bloemen te hebben en te kijken
wat er gebeurt. De kat, vind ik ook gewoon hartstikke leuk! Ja zo zijn er een heleboel dingen
die hier zijn, en dat vind ik hier ook wel.’’ (VT4)

5.2 Place attachment
5.2.2 Enjoyment of the physical and natural element of the place
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

‘’Na ja het werken in de grond, met de bloemetjes en de plantjes, en het opkweken en dat
vind ik gewoon leuk. En de vrijheid en de ruimte. Dus dat maakt dat ik terugkom hier.’’ (SM5)
‘’En ook om lekker met de handen in de aarde te zitten, weet je echt het gevoel te hebben
met de grond en met de planten en de groenten enzo.’’ (VT1)
‘’Maar ik merk wel dat het voor mijn gemoedstoestand goed is, zeker als ik hier dan in het
bloeiende seizoen ben, dat al het leven er is, dat vind ik gewoon leuk. Dan zie je een fazant
voorbij springen, ook al heb ik die al honderdduizend keer gezien, het blijft leuk. Zie je die
torenvalken gaan, blijft leuk. En die buizerd die voorbijvliegt, blijft leuk. [...] Het is voor mij
niks nieuws maar het blijft gewoon leuk.’’ (EV1)
‘’Ja en geniet echt van het leven in de bodem en op de bodem. Als ik onkruid zit te wieden dan
ben ik echt wel ... nou ja een malloot misschien ... ik zit elke kever te groeten.’’ (VT2)
‘’Het is heel mooi met die bomen eromheen en de kerk ernaast. Het is echt een bijzondere
plek in het centrum van Nijmegen, dat vind ik echt bijzonder.’’ (HvH7)
‘’Toch de ruimte en dat het in principe middenin de stad is, en het heel erg een buitengebied
gevoel geeft.’’ (SM5)
‘’Binnenkort komt er een buitenkeukentje en dan wordt er gekookt buiten ook. Nu in de
winter natuurlijk niet maar als het beter weer is straks, dat gaat allemaal ontwikkeld worden
dat soort dingetjes. Ja nog weer een beetje uitbreiding op een ander vlak. En nog meer
mensen trekken. Ja leuk!’’ (VT3)

5.2.3 The initiative as a positive place
•
•

‘’Ik ben gewoon blij dat ik de plek heb leren kennen en dat ik er gewoon mag zijn.’’ (SM6)
‘’Het respect voor elkaar, de sfeer, de verbondenheid. Ik zei laatst tegen iemand hier: ‘Dat ik
dit ontdekt heb, is het beste wat me dit jaar overkomen is’.’’ (SM2)
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•

•

•
•

‘’Alles is oké. Sommigen ..., mensen die komen zo af en toe alleen een kopje koffie drinken. Hè
die dan ook al wel bekend zijn in de moestuin en niet meer zo vaak kunnen komen. Of komen
en dan toch even behoefte hebben om even hier te zijn, en dan na de koffie of helpen met
afwassen of weet je dat soort dingetjes, en dan weer gaan. Alles kan.’’ (VT1)
‘’Niks moet, alles mag. En als je de ene dag geen zin om in de tuin te werken, en je hebt zin
om te knutselen dan ga je lekker knutselen. Andersom ook zo. Je komt hier niet omdat het
moet. [...] Je komt hier voor je lol.’’ (BR2)
‘’En in het voorjaar heb je echt weer zin om te gaan spitten en harken en schoffelen en dingen
op te zien komen.’’ (VTTB7)
‘’Ik vind de tuin te leuk om door één of meer botsingen de tuin te verlaten.’’ (HvH6)

5.2.4 Feeling useful
•
•
•

‘’Dat je toch met iets goeds bezig bent en bezig bent om de aarde wat leefbaarder te maken.
Toch goed bezig zijn met de biodiversiteit [...] Dat geeft wel zingeving.’’ (ARB2)
‘’Maar ook dat je het voor de voedselbank doet. Dat je de mensen die het minder hebben
kunt helpen, dat zij ook een vers kropje sla hebben’’ (SM2)
‘’Want als ik hier ‘s ochtends hebt gewerkt, dan ben je dus buiten geweest, je bent fysiek
bezig geweest, dan heb ik ‘s middags wel een heel voldaan gevoel als ik thuiskom.’’ (SM1)

5.2.5 Feeling healthy
•

•
•

•

•

•

‘’Mijn gezondheid is heel veel beter geworden. Ja, echt waar. Weet je, als je niks doet dan blijf
je thuis en dan als je bijvoorbeeld rugpijn of kniepijn krijgt dan ga je meer denken aan je pijn.
Maar als je bezig bent dan is dat minder.’’ (HvC1)
‘’Gezond eten is goed, frisse lucht is goed, mensen ontmoeten is goed, al uit je huis gaan is al
goed hè.’’ (HvH1)
‘’Na ja, misschien in de fysieke zin dat ik gewoon van de zomer heerlijk groenten en
aardappels uit de tuin mee kon nemen en niet hoefde te kopen. Maar ook dat ... ik weet dat
het dan niet bespoten is, dit is biologisch weet je, dus er zijn verder geen chemische dingen
aan toegevoegd. En de beweging, weet je ik ben natuurlijk ook wel bezig. Maar ook dat je
gewoon naar buiten gaat, en mensen ontmoet, ook geestelijk.’’ (VT1)
‘’Nou ik zou het niet willen missen in mijn dagelijkse leven, nee echt niet. Want ik heb ook wel
depressies gehad. Dat was allemaal best wel heftig, maar dit helpt ook wel tegen depressies,
dat je gewoon gezelligheid hebt, het buiten zijn en dat mensen tegenkomt.’’ (VT4)
‘’En dit, als ik bezig ben met dat werken, dan denk ik even aan helemaal niks, alleen aan dat
onkruid dat je moet wieden. En dat is gewoon heerlijk voor mij, omdat ik zo veel heb waar ik
aan kan denken, zo veel problemen eigenlijk waar ik aan kan denken. Als ik hier ben dan denk
ik daar allemaal niet aan. Dus dat is heel helend.’’ (SM1)
‘’Voor mij is het heel belangrijk dat ik me letterlijk kan ontladen in de grond. Als ik druk ben
geweest en heel erg in mijn hoofd zit, dat ik weer in de grond bezig ben en dat ik dan echt
volkomen vergeten ben wat er ook alweer voor de rest speelde.’’ (SM5)
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5.2.6 Feeling home, welcome and accepted
•

•

•

•

‘’Het is ook een hele prettige club mensen. Ja. Je komt aan en je bent gelijk welkom. Ik weet
nog wel dat ik had toen nog niks gedaan. Maar X die komt ineens aan met twee grote
courgettes en die vraagt of ik er ook eentje wil hebben.’’ (VTTB2)
‘’Voor mij is dat gewoon heel lastig want ik ben nogal gehecht aan vaste dingen en vaste
mensen en vaste groepen, en als dat dan verandert dan denk ik ‘oh ja, ik voel me even weer
niet thuis’.’’ (SM5)
‘’Maar hier is het relaxt en dan denk ik ‘heerlijk’. Als mensen dan ook wel eens vragen, net
zoals X vraagt, van ‘goh, wat vind jij ervan?’. Dat mensen mij waarderen om wat ik weet, wat
ik kan en wat ik doe.’’ (SM2)
‘’Dan is het wel weer zo van ‘oké ze zijn blij met me als ik kom’. Dat geeft natuurlijk wel weer
positieve energie. Ze zijn ook oprecht blij als ik er weer ben. Dat merk ik dan wel gelijk dat dat
gewaardeerd wordt dat je meewerkt.’’ (VTTB8)

5.2.7 Feeling part of the initiative
•

‘’En het voelt voor mij toch wel dat je met een aantal mensen een soort een gemeenschap
hebt dan, klein. Dat je erbij hoort en dat je op het moment dat je elkaar leert kennen dat je
ook elkaar helpt.’’ (VT1)

5.2.8 Enjoyment of social contact within and outside the initiative
•

‘’Je merkt ook gewoon dat [sociale] stuk. Dus dat voegt ook zeker wat toe. Je leert mensen
kennen en je maakt er grapjes mee en het is gezellig. Dus dat is voor mij echt wel een
belangrijk stuk, om ergens te zijn.’’ (ARB3)

5.2.8a Enjoyment of social contact within the initiative
•

•

•

•

•
•

‘’En daarnaast ook met mensen zo even koffiedrinken, met mensen eventjes kletsen, beetje
op de hoogte blijven van hoe het met mensen gaat enzo, dat vind ik heel leuk. Met name die
functie van het koffiedrinken dat vond ik, dat vind ik heel erg belangrijk.’’ (HvH7)
‘’En ik vind ook dat er [het initiatief] leuke mensen op af komen. Het trekt toch een bepaald
soort types aan. [...] De mensen zijn een beetje meer geïnteresseerd in duurzaamheid en
gezond leven, hoe je dat dan ook invult. [..] Dus ja dat past ook bij mij.’’ (SM3)
‘’Ik vind het fantastisch trouwens, dat vind ik ook van de mooie dingen, dat wij met mensen
met NAH van de opvang in de groep hebben. 1 of 2 soms. En ik vind dat meerwaarde voor het
werk. Ik vind het heel ontroerend hoe mensen zich meer thuis gaan voelen bij ons, en dan een
beetje loskomen en voor vol worden aangezien en groeien en genieten. Nou dat vind ik
prachtig.’’ (VTTB4)
‘’Ik vind het ook wel heel leuk de diversiteit van de groep. We hebben ook altijd wel stagiaires
erbij [...] En dat vind ik wel verfrissend ook. En ook leuk om mee samen te werken. En ook juist
weer mensen met een beperking, die er dan dus ook gewoon bij horen. Dus een heel
gemêleerd gezelschap wat dan eigenlijk weer goed met elkaar omgaat.’’ (VTTB8)
‘’Ja er zijn wel mensen uit de wijk die ik niet kende en die ik door de tuin heb leren kennen. Ja,
zeker. Zelfs mensen die heel dichtbij wonen, dus dat is heel grappig.’’ (HvH7)
‘’En je komt ook in gesprek met mensen uit de wijk. [...] En niet dat ik naar die mensen toe ga,
maar ze komen bij je en vragen je dingen. En zo leer je de mensen in de buurt ook kennen.’’
(VTTB6)
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5.2.8b Enjoyment of social contact outside the initiative
•

•

‘’Nou ja en je woont in de buurt, dus dan kom je elkaar tegen. En ja dat zeg ik, dat is zo fijn
dat je toch die sociale contacten met mensen op een gegeven moment toch een praatje gaat
maken of gaat zeggen ‘hoe is het?’ ‘’ (VTTB6)
‘’Met die mensen bouw je ook een band op. Je doet ook een beetje vriendschap op. Ik ben ook
al met iemand naar de bioscoop geweest, en ik ben een keertje gaan uiteten een keer samen
met een paar.’’ (VTTB7)

5.2.8c Enjoyment of helping and supporting each other
•

•

‘’Je kan wel als je het mentaal even moeilijk hebt of je hebt een nare gedachte of zit niet zo
lekker in je vel, dan kan je het wel kwijt aan elkaar. Omdat we daar … omdat er wel meer
mensen hier zijn die last hebben van, ja, bepaalde mentale dingen. En het is dan fijn dat we
steun aan elkaar hebben.’’ (ARB2)
‘’En dat is ook het fijne, het feit ook gewoon dat je naar elkaar omkijkt. [...] Als het nodig is
dan zijn we er voor elkaar, en dat is wel heel erg mooi gebleken. Dat is een geruststelling, ook
voor mijn familie. Die weet van ‘ik woon hier alleen’, wij kunnen niet elke keer gaan omkijken.
En dan weten zij van ‘als er iets is dan zal hij wel contacten hebben’.’’ (VT2)

5.3 Place identity
5.3.2 The place as a reflection of who people are
•
•

•

‘’En ik weet niet beter, wij hebben vroeger ook altijd een moestuin gehad. Ik weet niet beter
dan dat je groenten zo van het land, en hoe dat gaat enzo.’’ (SM5)
‘’En met mijn ervaring als kaasmaker, als kok ... hè, ik bedoel ik heb me mijn hele leven lang
met eten beziggehouden. […] Dus ja dan is dat gewoon ... het hoort bij je. Ik ben er mee
opgevoed, buiten zijn en dat soort dingen.’’ (SM6)
‘’Ik ben van huis uit rooms-katholiek en nu TK: tuin katholiek’’ (HvH6)

5.3.3 The ability to be yourself
•

•

•

•

‘’De mensen zijn heel ... je kan heel erg jezelf zijn en precies zijn wie je bent. En als je even
geen zin hebt om te praten is het ook prima. Als je wel wil praten ook. Alles is goed zeg maar.
Dat maakt het een hele fijne plek hier.’’ (SM1)
‘’Ja op het moment dat je – ik noem maar wat – een mindere dag hebt, hier is alles goed. En
dan kan je aangeven van ‘goh wat wil je doen?’. Op het moment dat je zegt van ‘ja laat me
onkruid wieden, en dan is het wel goed’. Alles is ... ja dat kan allemaal.’’ (VT1)
‘’Ik ben niet van lange pauzes. Ik vind het heerlijk als de koffie klaar is. Maar ik hoef niet zo
lang, het wordt me snel veel uitgebreide verhalen. Maar daar heb ik geen problemen mee.
Niemand heeft er problemen mee als ik zeg ‘goed, ik ga weer aan het werk’.’’ (VTTB1)
‘’Je kan altijd werkzaamheden zoeken die bij je passen. Dat is het fijne hiervan. Je hoeft niet
op de knieën te kunnen poten, dat is geen must. Er zijn zoveel werkzaamheden. De één vindt
dit leuk en de ander vindt dat leuk. In die zin vind ik echt wel voor elk wat wils, wat er te doen
is.’’ (SM4)
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•

‘’En iedereen kan doen wat die wil, iedereen kan op zijn tempo werken: iedereen die hard wil
werken, die gaat hard werken; iemand die niet zo hard wil werken, die werkt minder hard.
Iedereen kan op zijn eigen manier deelnemen aan het project, aan het geheel.’’ (VT3)

5.3.4 Having a sense of ownership
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

‘’Maar nu heb ik dus de kas onder mijn hoede.’’ (VTTB4)
‘’Dan heb ik wel een beetje mijn aparte dingen met de bloemen.’’ (VT4)
‘’Ik noem het ook wel mijn achtertuin. Ik woon niet zo ver hier vandaan, dus ja het is wel
‘’mijn tuin’’. Aan iedereen in mijn kennissenkring laat ik het ook altijd zien. En door die
permatuin ook vooral en daar doorheen lopen.’’ (SM4)
‘’Dat hele voedselbos daar werd ik eigenlijk heel enthousiast van. Daar heb ik me
voornamelijk voor ingezet. Op een gegeven moment werd zelfs gezegd van ‘dat voedselbos is
van jou’. Nou ja dat ging me wat ver, dus ik heb nu wat anderen erbij betrokken.’’ (VTTB11)
‘’Ja er is ook veel ruimte voor eigen initiatief. Bijvoorbeeld als je zegt ‘goh ik wil dit een keer
maken’. Daar wordt dan of wat mee gedaan, of in ieder geval naar geluisterd.’’ (VTTB8)
‘’En omdat ik gewoon al veel meer een moestuin heb gehad, mag ik ook meedenken over wat
we gaan zaaien, en hoe we het voortaan gaan doen.’’ (HvH2)
‘’En als je een eigen plan hebt, dat is hartstikke leuk, maar je deelt het wel met de anderen en
dan gaan we daar ruimte voor maken. Dus dat … maar dat gaat wel in overleg.’’ (HvH1)
‘’En ik vind het wel belangrijk ook, en dat gaat ook over eigen inbreng ... ik ben dan inderdaad
met dat straatje bezig geweest en ik heb het op een gegeven moment wel ... toen wilde
Vincent helpen en toen heb ik het hem ook af laten maken omdat ik zoiets had van ‘dan is het
tenminste niet alleen mijn project geworden’. En ik vind het wel echt belangrijk dat het een
teamwerk is. Dus als ik de kans krijg, ik ben wat dat betreft ook wel echt een teamspeler, van
‘niks is van mij hier’.’’ (VT2)
‘’Maar als X zegt tegen mij van ‘wil je dit doen?’ dan ga ik dat zelf doen. Hij zegt dat dan
tegen mij.’’ (BA2)
‘’Nou ja ik vraag gewoon altijd aan X. Die geeft ons altijd opdrachten van wil je dit gaan
doen, of wil je dat gaan zaaien, of daar moet het onkruid weggehaald.’’ (VTTB7)

5.3.5 The place as learning environment
5.3.5a Learning practical things
•

•

•
•

‘’Lekker bezig zijn en leren, natuurlijk ook leren telen: weten hoe plantjes werken, hoe
plantjes groeien, weten hoe je dat aan moet pakken. Alles wat komt kijken bij groenten en
telen, dat kun je wel leren hier.’’ (VT3)
‘’Steeds meer nieuwe groentesoorten leer ik kennen. Nu hebben we de yacon geoogst, dus
dan gaan we weer yacon eten. Palmkool kende ik in het begin ook niet. En nu ook uit die
tropische kas, dat was dit jaar dan weer. Dan kreeg je ook weer allemaal nieuwe namen en
nieuwe groentes. Ja ik vind het gewoon heerlijk om te ontwikkelen.’’ (SM4)
‘’Ik heb in het werk alles geleerd, met snoeien, met maaien, met machines, bladblazers,
alles.’’ (BA2)
‘’Wat ik vooral zie is dat toen ik hier in het begin begon, dat het echt langzaam koken was. En
nou als ik zelf mijn tempo zie dan denk ik ja, je moet eens zien hoe snel ik kan snijden nou.’’
(VTTB10)
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•
•

‘’Maar ik wil het werk leren, de taal leren, alles.’’ (BA2)
‘’En ook voor mijzelf ook voor mijn taal, omdat ik zie dat mijn taal ook ... Als ik niet praat dan
vergeet ik de taal.’’ (HvC1)

5.3.5b Social learning
•

•
•

•

‘’Er zijn best veel mensen met een migratieachtergrond hier. En dat vind ik ook heel fijn. Het
werken samen met buitenlandse mensen, die ook weer hun ideeën over tuinieren hebben. En
die hier dus ook keken van ‘goh, gaat dat hier zo?’. Dat is ook wel een verrijking geweest.’’
(SM4)
‘’Ik deed heel vaak dingen alleen, dus nu heb je gewoon een leuk netwerk van mensen die
allemaal wat anders weten. Fuck school, dan is dit mijn school geworden.’’ (ARB4)
‘’Ja, ik ben zelf ook wel veranderd. Het is niet alleen zo dat mensen van mij leren, maar ik heb
ook geleerd van anderen. Ik ben wel wat milder en ik ben wel iets voorzichtiger geworden. Ja
dat wel. Dus ja je leert van elkaar een beetje op die manier.’’ (VT3)
‘’En ik heb ook zoiets van de mensen zijn hier zo relaxt, dus dat brengen ze ook bij mij over.
Dus ik profiteer ook van de houding van andere mensen. En dat doet goed aan je hele
welbevinden merk ik echt.’’ (SM2)

5.3.5c Learning about self
•
•

•
•

‘’Ja, ik kijk helemaal anders naar het leven nu. Mijn gedachten zijn heel veel veranderd. Nu
wordt het makkelijker mijn leven denk ik.’’ (HvC1)
‘’Nee, ja, wat het mij heeft gebracht is dat ik wat meer op mezelf kan vertrouwen, dus
daardoor bijvoorbeeld ook weer een schildercursus ben gaan doen. Ik ben op yoga gegaan en
wat meer in het leven sta, dat.’’ (ARB4)
‘’En een leerproces ook natuurlijk. Een leerproces niet alleen op het gebied van telen, maar
ook een leerproces op het gebied van mens zijn.’’ (VT3)
‘’Weet je wel, hoe amicaal je met mensen omgaat bijvoorbeeld. Dat is wel een beetje hier
veranderd. Want je hebt hier met een hele grote groep mensen van allerlei pluimage te
maken. Dus ja dan ontdek je ook weer van ‘hoe houd ik de omgang prettig en hoe wil ik dat
zelf?’ ’’ (SM3)

5.3.6 Exploring interests, skills and values learnt further
•
•

•

•

‘’Nou ja koken vond ik altijd wel al leuk, maar wel het vegetarische stuk, dat ben ik wel wat
meer gaan waarderen en ook wel meer gaan ontdekken.’’ (VTTB8)
‘’Ik ben gewoon met het klimaat en die biodiversiteit, daar ben ik wel veel meer mee bezig
gegaan. [...] Ik kan niet die hele wereld veranderen, maar hier op het kleine stuk en zelf die
footprint niet zo groot maken hè. Groenten eten van het seizoen, en dat zie je hier allemaal
gebeuren. Dus ja de footprint zo klein mogelijk houden. Allemaal dat soort dingen. Dus wel
meer met het klimaat en daarmee bezig zijn, dat heb ik hier wel van overgehouden.’’ (SM4)
‘’Ik houd het heel erg gescheiden. Als ik hier ben dan ben ik hier. Dat vind ik leuk om erbij te
zijn, maar zodra ik naar huis ga dan wil ik er eigenlijk gewoon niks meer mee van doen
hebben. Dat vind ik het prettigst.’’ (ARB3)
‘’Ik ben er nu wel mee bezig ... dat ik wel gemerkt heb juist hoe belangrijk het is dat je jezelf
kan zijn op een bepaalde plek, en dat er naar je geluisterd wordt. Hoe belangrijk dat is. Maar
ook niet alleen hier, maar ook [...] Dat ik nu ineens merk dat ik allerlei dingen aan het
organiseren ben. Om te kijken van wat kunnen we doen om de communicatie in de wijk ...
weet je de verbinding die ik hier voel van ‘hoe kan je dat uitbreiden?’ ‘’ (VT1)
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5.4 Place dependence
5.4.2 Being part of society
•

•

•

•

•

•

‘’Ik ben dan nu in de ziektewet [...], maar dat je toch nog wel iets van zingeving hebt. Dat je
toch nog iets bijdraagt, aan de buurt in dit geval, aan de maatschappij. Dat vind ik voor mij
dan wel het meest waardevol.’’ (VTTB8)
‘’Ja, het is wat meer van heel vrijblijvend vrijwilligerswerk, toch wat meer naar de setting van
een betaalde baan gegaan. Zonder dat er heel veel stress bij komt kijken. […] Het is nog
steeds wel vrijblijvend, maar wel dat we ook alvast oefenen in de setting van een betaalde
baan.’’ (ARB2)
‘’En het biedt mogelijkheden voor ander werk ook bijvoorbeeld. Nu ben ik ook bezig met een
kappersopleiding. […] Die mogelijkheid heb ik gekregen omdat ik hier vrijwilliger ben. Ik hoef
het ook niet te betalen, omdat met weinig geld kan je niet een opleiding volgen. Alles is duur.
Dus het heeft heel veel voordelen, vrijwilligerswerk ook doen.’’ (HvC1)
‘’Op een gegeven moment kom je dus thuis in een sleur en dan zit je echt op het punt van ‘ik
moet opstaan maar ik weet helemaal niet waarvoor’. […] En nu heb je toch als je op tijd
opstaat van ‘ik ga gezellig even naar de Broederij en een bakkie koffie drinken’. Dus je krijgt
wel weer een doel om wat te gaan doen, dat ritme.’’ (BR2)
‘’Waar het voor mij vooral goed is geweest, is dat het structuur heeft gegeven aan mijn
week. Ik was werkloos toen ik begon. Dan moet je toch heel erg je eigen tijd je eigen invulling
geven. En dat lukte me op zich altijd wel vrij aardig. Maar toch lekker, je hoeft niet na te
denken want ‘woensdag is tuindag’.’’ (VTTB2)
‘’Ook wel een stukje stabiliteit ofzo, een stukje houvast. […] En het helpt mij als ik gewoon
weet van ‘twee ochtenden per week ben ik daar’ en dan heb ik ook nog mijn yoga ernaast en
mijn hockey. Dan heb ik gewoon een paar pijlers die stabiel zijn en waar ik me aan vast kan
houden, en dat is wel fijn.’’ (SM1)

5.4.3 Facilitating desired behaviours and activities
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

‘’En buiten zijn met de groenten, planten en bloemen is iets waar ik erg van houd en dat kan
ik doen op deze plek dus dat vind ik heel fijn.’’ (HvH2)
‘’En nu houd ik me dus voornamelijk bezig met bloemen. Het kweken van bloemen. Sowieso
kweken, het opkweken van planten. Dus zaaien en dan opkweken en daar een mooi plekje
voor vinden. Dat vind ik het leukste.’’ (SM5)
‘’Toen ik 10 jaar was, was dit [tuinieren] al mijn hobby. Ik heb het in mijn eigen land ook
gedaan, met groenten werken. Daarom kom ik hier, omdat ik het zo leuk vind, alles.’’ (BA2)
‘’Na ja goed je hebt hier natuurlijk wat meer ruimte dus je kunt wat meer dingen doen.
Anders was het altijd, in eerste instantie mijn eerste huis was het een balkon die helemaal
volstond met bakken en planten en dingen. En ja dat is ook maar beperkt. En hier heb je wel
lekker de ruimte.’’ (SM5)
‘’En ik was timmerman, en dat was op dat moment heel erg handig omdat de keet gebouwd
moest worden. Dus er waren heel veel bouwwerkzaamheden. Dus dat was wel leuk eigenlijk.
[...] Dan vind ik het ook leuk om een beetje mijn skills te kunnen gebruiken zeg maar.’’ (SM3)
‘’Dat je ook alles kan proberen, experimenteren. Dat is wel het hele fijne eraan.’’ (ARB2)
‘’Ik heb niet zo’n bucketlist, ik houd me niet zo bezig wat ik per se nog zou willen doen. Maar
ja ik vind het wel leuk dat ik de kans heb gekregen om het [tegelpad leggen] te doen. Dat is
het. En om dat te ontwikkelen.’’ (VT2)
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5.4.4 Having found what participants searched for
•
•

•

‘’En ik wilde eigenlijk iets in de natuur, iets met mijn handen, iets buiten, waar ik me veilig zou
voelen. Dus ja toen kwam ik hier terecht.’’ (SM1)
‘’Ja ik wilde een plek hebben waar ik mij thuis voelde. En dat ik mijn binnenkant kan laten
zien. Maar hier is het zo dat van welke kwaliteiten je hebt dan kan je het naar buiten
brengen. Soms heb je heel veel kwaliteit maar dan wordt er geen ruimte gegeven voor jou om
het naar buiten te brengen. Maar hier wel.’’ (HvC1)
‘’En ik had ook zin om nieuwe vrienden te maken. En ik dacht ‘waarom zou ik die ver zoeken,
het is veel leuker om vrienden in de buurt te hebben’. Dus dat was ook echt wel een
doelstelling van mij, en die is dus ook wel waargemaakt.’’ (VTTB4)

5.4.5 Behavioural exclusivity of the place
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

‘’En ja, onder de mensen komen die dezelfde interesses hebben. Dat is voor mij heel belangrijk
ook. Ik heb vier jaar lang … ging ik eigenlijk nergens naar toe.’’ (ARB4)
‘’Om alle vrouwen te kennen, buurtgenoten. En sinds ik hier ben gekomen ken ik bijna alle
buurtgenoten. En voorheen kende ik niemand.’’ (BR1)
‘’Maar ik heb heel weinig sociale contacten, dus daarom is het ook fijn om hier fijne contacten
te hebben.’’ (SM2)
‘’Ik heb hier dus meteen de sociale contacten in de wijk die ik daarvoor nooit had eigenlijk. En
want ja ik kom niet vanuit Arnhem, en ik kende wel mensen maar niet zo intensief als nu. Dus
voor de sociale contacten is dat heel mooi geweest.’’ (VT2)
‘’Ook het ontmoeten van mensen, want ik woon alleen.’’ (VT1)
‘’Dat ik denk ‘ja laat ik weer eens naar buiten gaan, het is alweer twee dagen geleden’, het
stimuleert wel.’’ (VTTB1)
‘’Nou ja ik zeg al, ik miste mijn tuin. En wat ik ook mis is buiten zijn. Ik heb geen zin om
zomaar een blokje om te gaan lopen of ja je kunt wel ergens gaan zitten, maar ik vind het fijn
om dan ook iets te doen te hebben. Dat je een doel hebt. Dat je lekker bezig bent in de tuin.’’
(VTTB7)
‘’Ik ben van een eengezinshuis naar een flat gegaan en dit is mijn tuin als het ware.’’ (HvH7)
‘’Ja en wij gaan een keer in de week uiteten. Hoeveel mensen kunnen dat zeggen? Iedere
week. Dat is hartstikke leuk. En voor die prijs.’’ (VTTB3)

5.5 Other
5.5.1 Practical considerations of involvement in the initiative
•
•

•

‘’Het is dicht bij mijn huis, dat ben ik nog vergeten te zeggen, dat is echt een voordeel. Als ik
een half uur of een uur zou moeten fietsen, dan was ik denk ik afgehaakt.’’ (HvH1)
‘’Ik houd heel erg van tuinieren, en ik heb ook in het verleden wel vaker gekeken voor een
moestuin. Maar daar staan allemaal enorme wachtlijsten of het is veel te ver weg. Dat soort
dingen.’’ (VTTB2)
‘’Maar in je eentje een groentetuin dat werkt niet. Dan ben je weg en dan zijn die slaboontjes
allemaal rijp.’’ (SM4)
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5.5.2 Meaning of the initiative in a broader perspective of the neighbourhood and society
5.5.2a Meaning of the initiative for the neighbourhood
•

•

•

•

•

‘’Het leek mij prima om zo’n initiatief in deze wijk op te starten. Het is een saaie wijk. Er
gebeurt niet zo veel voor mijn gevoel. Hoewel ik ook niet betrokken ben bij veel initiatieven.
Maar het leek mij een goed idee om het een beetje levendiger te maken.’’ (VTTB1)
‘’Weet je, het is een gemengde wijk waar veel gebeurt, ook dingen die niet zo leuk zijn. En
daar komt dan gauw de focus op te liggen. Dus het is ook heel fijn om te merken dat er zo
veel positiefs tegenover staat.’’ (VT1)
‘’Want je hebt natuurlijk wel de vaste mensen die hier komen, maar de betrokkenheid gaat
ook steeds meer naar de wijk toe. Dus dit is meer een startpunt van veel meer dingen hier in
de wijk. [...] Dus dan voel je je ook meer verbonden met de wijk zelf. Je leert meer mensen in
de wijk kennen, je ziet dat er meer gebeurt in de wijk. (BR2)
‘’Zo’n wijkcentrum ook. Ik vind het fantastisch wat er allemaal gebeurt. Ik had daar ook
weinig besef van eigenlijk tot ik hier ben gaan werken. Dan zie je wat hier [in de wijk]
allemaal afspeelt.’’ (VTTB2)
‘’Je zit hier niet alleen voor jezelf, en de een van het moestuinieren heeft meer belang bij de
oogst dan de ander. Ik bedoel, ik kan rondkomen dus dit is echt een extraatje. Maar voor
sommigen is dit haast van belang omdat ze anders gewoon echt te weinig gezond eten. Maar
dan nog: de wijkmoestuin is én voor de wijkbewoners die daar willen werken maar ook voor
mensen die daar niet toe in staat zijn, om wat voor reden ook.’’ (VT2)

5.5.2b Meaning of the initiative for society
•

•

•

•

‘’Meer de natuurlijke, originele wijze [van landbouw en voedsel verbouwen] weer op de kaart
brengen en dat lijkt me gewoon … dat vind ik heel interessant en heel belangrijk dat we als
mensen eigenlijk een stap terugnemen en gewoon wat meer bewust worden van wat we
eigenlijk met de aarde doen.’’ (ARB1)
‘’En er is een bloementuin aangelegd en zelfs de jeugd is daar nu in bezig, dat is ook wel leuk.
[...] Die leren dan hoe een plant groeit en wat je ervan kan maken. Dus die zijn zichzelf dan
ook aan het ontwikkelen, dus dat is ook wel leuk.’’ (VTTB6)
‘’Hier wonen sowieso al mensen die hiernaartoe gevlucht zijn. Zij beheersen de Nederlandse
taal niet zo goed, dus die voelen zich ook een beetje het derde wiel aan de wagen. En die
mensen willen wij dadelijk dus ook door middel van de tuin er meer bij gaan betrekken. Dat zij
zich ook gehoord voelen en ook betrokken voelen bij allerlei dingen. En dat kan heel mooi
vanuit deze plek.’’ (BR2)
‘’En buurtbewoners onderhouden dus ook de tuin samen met cliënten van het NAH-centrum.
Dat vind ik ook hartstikke leuk idee.’’ (VTTB3)
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Appendix 10: Elaboration strength of sense of place
analysis per initiative and per participant type
Below, two tables can be found. In Table X, the scores of participants’ sense of place as overall concept
and as distinguished in its dimensions place attachment, place identity and place dependence are
displayed per initiative. In Table X, the scores of sense of place as overall concept and distinguished in
its dimensions are displayed per type of participant. For each initiative and type of participant, the
mean and standard deviation of the sense of place scores can be found.

Table 10. Strength of sense of place per initiative

HvC (n = 9)
ARB (n = 12)
VT (n = 11)
BR (n = 11)
HvH (n = 6)
SM (n = 29)
BA (n = 3)
EV (n = 1)
GS (n = 13)
VTTB (n = 35)

Overall sense of
place (SOP)
M
SD
4.2
0.6
4.1
0.4
4.1
0.4
4.1
0.4
4.1
0.4
4.0
0.5
3.6
0.4
3.5
3.7
0.7
3.7
0.5

Place attachment
(PA)
M
SD
4.5
0.6
4.6
0.5
4.3
0.4
4.3
0.5
4.3
0.5
4.2
0.7
3.8
0.5
3.8
3.9
0.8
4.0
0.6

Place identity
(PI)
M
SD
4.2
0.7
4.0
0.5
4.1
0.7
4.1
0.5
4.0
0.5
3.9
0.5
3.6
0.4
4.0
4.0
0.6
3.5
0.6

Place dependence
(PD)
M
SD
3.9
0.7
3.9
0.6
3.9
0.4
3.9
0.5
3.8
0.4
3.8
0.6
3.6
0.3
2.75
3.1
1.0
3.6
0.5

Table 11. Strength of sense of place per type of participant

Coach (n = 5)
Intern (n = 4)
Diverse activities participant
(n = 14)
Garden participant (n = 60)
Work experience participant
(n = 7)
Cooking participant (n = 4)
Guest (n = 33)
Chores participant (n = 3)

Overall sense of
place (SOP)
M
SD
4.6
0.3
4.4
0.4
4.2
0.4

Place attachment
(PA)
M
SD
4.8
0.4
4.8
0.4
4.4
0.5

Place identity
(PI)
M
SD
4.5
0.5
4.1
0.7
4.3
0.5

Place dependence
(PD)
M
SD
4.5
0.4
4.2
0.3
3.9
0.5

4.0
3.9

0.5
0.5

4.2
4.1

0.6
0.4

4.0
3.8

0.5
0.5

3.7
3.7

0.6
0.5

3.8
3.7
3.3

0.5
0.5
1.0

4.0
4.0
3.3

0.6
0.6
1.2

3.7
3.5
3.7

0.6
0.6
0.5

3.8
3.5
2.8

0.4
0.5
1.4
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Appendix 11: Elaboration correlation and regression analysis
Below, the tables with results from the correlation and regression analysis are displayed of sense of
place as overall concept, place attachment, place identity and place dependence as dimensions and
the factors of influence. Per factor, the correlation coefficient can be found as well as the regression
coefficient and its corresponding p-value. In the last column, model statistics are presented, namely
the adjusted R-squared, F-statistic and its corresponding p-value.

Table 12. Correlation and regression analysis matrix – Overall sense of place and factors influencing sense of place

Table 13. Correlation and regression analysis matrix – Place attachment and factors influencing place attachment

Table 14. Correlation and regression analysis matrix – Place identity and factors influencing place identity

Table 15. Correlation and regression analysis matrix – Place dependence and factors influencing place dependence
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